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Abstract_______________________________________________________________ 
 

Spectacles in Transit: Reading Cinematic Productions of Biopower and 

Transgender Embodiment looks at transgender cultural production on film and video in 

order to theorize biopower at the intersection of medicine and mass visual culture.  In 

the decades following World War II, the development of medical technologies like 

reconstructive surgery increasingly allowed for the human body’s modification and 

enhancement, while the commercialization of communication technologies like film 

cameras gave middle-class consumers greater expressive autonomy.  Medicine and 

mass visual culture have notably influenced the U.S. popular imagination about the 

body, social difference, aesthetics, and identity.  And the role of biopower—the power 

to induce or administrate all aspects of human life by state and corporate entities—has 

intensified in everyday life in part due to these developments. 

This dissertation analyzes four cases from the past sixty years in which 

transgender individuals articulated their social, political, and economic self-

determination through their self-representation onscreen.  These cases are selected from 

four different cinematic genres:  the transatlantic travel films of Christine Jorgensen 

from 1953; mondo films from the 1970s that graphically document genital 

reconstruction surgery; transsexual pornography from the early 1980s that probes the 

politics of heteronormative fantasy; and experimental video art from a post-9/11 

feminist DIY media conference.  This dissertation illuminates how biopower shapes and 

inflects self-representation of transgender embodiment in each instance and argues that 

every cultural producer responds with a cinematic assertion of social belonging.  Thus, 

it explains how each cinematic production engages affect, values, aesthetics, and 
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fantasy in relation to embodied intersections of gender, sexuality, race, class, and 

nationality.  Spectacles in Transit shifts conversations about biopower away from the 

biopolitics of medical research, warfare, and population management and toward the 

cultural work of a social group defined by a medicalized mode of difference, a group 

that historically has signaled the sensational and the spectacular in the U.S. popular 

imagination. 
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INTRODUCTION______________________________________________________ 

 

Well into the Italian exploitation documentary film Tomboy – Sesso: Inferno e 

Paradiso (Claudio Racca, 1977), a woman smiles as she watches pornography in a 

doctor’s office.  Her name is Elizabeth, and she is in the office of internationally 

renowned psychologist and sexologist, Dr. John Money.  Her boyfriend Monty is at her 

side, his arm over her shoulder as he holds her close to him, as she explains they have 

been together for nearly ten years.  At this point in the film, Elizabeth has already 

spoken to the camera about her life as a male-to-female transsexual who sought out and 

underwent gender reassignment and currently lives as a woman.  As Money does by 

presumably arranging this meeting between her and the filmmakers, the film validates 

Elizabeth as a success by having her interview follow graphic footage of a genital 

Figure 1: Elizabeth smiles. Tomboy – Sesso: Inferno e Paradiso 
(Claudio Racca, 1977). 
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conversion operation, complete with a doctor’s expository voiceover.  From the medical 

discourse she and Money enact for the camera, from the surgical procedures shown in 

visceral detail, and from Elizabeth’s self-knowledge, the mute body on the operation 

table, through the alchemy of medicine, love, and cinematic technique, transforms into a 

sanguine young woman who smiles. 

That she smiles in a doctor’s office at what would be sold on the streets as 

‘transsexual porn’ distinguishes this scene in the annals of exploitation cinema.  She 

watches a grainy 8mm film loop of a white male-bodied woman with a penis sexually 

play with a white female-bodied woman.  We do not know who made this film loop, 

which appears to be filmed with 

an 8mm camera and is likely an 

amateur production.  But we 

can deduce from its setting and 

the performers’ hairstyles that it 

was probably made in the late 

1960s or early 1970s.  Despite 

its adherence to the generic 

convention to shock the 

viewer with unflinching 

depictions of genital surgery, Tomboy is unique because it creates cinematic space for 

Elizabeth to enjoy what she sees onscreen and because it invites the viewer into that 

space to share in the enjoyment.  The film loop does not exhibit a “frenzy of the visible” 

that feminist film theorist Linda Williams has used apropos Jean-Luc Comolli to 

Figure 2: Still from the transsexual porn loop that 
Elizabeth watches in the office of Dr. John Money. 
Tomboy – Sesso: Inferno e Paradiso (Claudio Racca, 
1977). 
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interpret the feature-length films of the porno chic wave: neither the bodies in the film 

loop nor the face of Elizabeth convulse with a visceral truth that aims to confirm 

heteromasculine anxieties and fantasies about cisgender female sexuality and pleasure 

in the morphing liberal capitalist society of the 1970s.1  Nor do either bodies onscreen 

or Elizabeth’s face overtly signal racialized histories of modernity that interracial 

pornography openly cites, fetishizes, and reproduces in an effort to arouse spectators.2

That said, this dynamic between Elizabeth and the film loop deploys a 

sexualized and racialized spectacle of a cross-gender body to rehearse the truth of the 

official medical discourse of transsexuality.  It presents Elizabeth as evidence for the 

medical establishment’s biopolitical project to domesticate gender and sexual 

differences through the technological reformation of the body.  But in doing so, Tomboy 

subverts this discourse.  The dynamic between Elizabeth and the film loop shifts the 

register away from medicine’s and society’s fixation on genitals and toward the 

heterosexual relationship to which she belongs:  the film brings her pleasure and affirms 

her existence, so much so that after alternating between close-up shots of her attentive 

face and the film loop, Tomboy cuts to a bedroom scene in which Elizabeth and Monty 

embrace each other.  They are nude, white skin pressed together, their matching 

shoulder tattoos exposed as they make love.  At one point, the camera zooms in and 

lingers on Elizabeth’s neovagina, unexceptional in appearance but exceptional in the 

context of a film that minutes before documented the surgical construction of a 

   

                                                 
1 Linda Williams, Hard Core: Power, Pleasure, and the “Frenzy of the Visible” (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1989). 
 
2 Linda Williams, “Skin Flicks on the Racial Border: Pornography, Exploitation and Interracial 
Lust” in Porn Studies, ed. Linda Williams (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004), 271-308. 
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neovagina.  The rehearsal of the medical gaze, then, shifts from sensational to intimate.  

Despite these cinematic tactics to manipulate the audience’s feelings, this sequence is 

exceptional for its emphasis on Elizabeth’s feelings, with her satisfaction of being part 

of a supportive same-race heterosexual relationship that further supports her social 

status as a woman who expresses happiness and contentment. 

This scene synchronizes the pornographic spectacle of the transsexual body with 

Elizabeth’s account of personal success.  While the mass cultural tradition has been to 

sensationalize and thus flatten out transsexual and transgender bodies by presenting 

them as a spectacle of difference for the public’s gaze, this sequence in Tomboy stages a 

connection between biopower and transgender embodiment through the deployment of 

cinematic spectacle.  And while the cisgender viewer is most likely unaware of the 

Figure 3: Elizabeth and Monty embrace. Tomboy – Sesso: Inferno e 
Paradiso (Claudio Racca, 1977) 
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everyday challenges and joys of cross-gender-identified life, the techniques used in the 

film, I argue, foster an identification with Elizabeth, a satisfaction with seeing her happy 

and in love.  It re-appropriates the spectacle as a tool for control into an instrument to 

foster the viewer’s acceptance.   

 

Argument 

The first study of its kind to center and clarify the expressive autonomy of 

transsexual and transgender people since World War II, Spectacles in Transit looks at 

transgender cultural production on film and video in order to theorize biopower at the 

intersection of medicine and mass visual culture.  It analyzes four cases in which 

transgender individuals articulated their social, political, and economic self-

determination through their self-representation onscreen.  These cases are selected from 

four different cinematic genres:  the transatlantic travel films of Christine Jorgensen 

from 1953; exploitation documentary films from the 1970s that graphically document 

genital conversion surgeries; transsexual pornographic films from the early 1980s that 

probe the politics of heteronormative fantasy; and experimental video art from a post-

9/11 feminist DIY media conference.   This approach clarifies how the convergence of 

medicine and mass visual culture has influenced the U.S. popular imagination about the 

body, social difference, aesthetics, and identity.   

In the decades following World War II, the development of medical 

technologies like reconstructive surgery increasingly allowed for the body’s 

modification and enhancement, while the commercialization of communication 

technologies like film cameras gave middle-class consumers greater expressive 
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autonomy.  And the role of biopower—the power to induce and administrate all aspects 

of human life by state and corporate entities—has intensified in everyday life in part 

due to these developments.  This dissertation illuminates how biopower shapes and 

inflects self-representations of transgender embodiment, and it argues that every 

cultural producer responds with a cinematic assertion of social belonging.  Spectacles in 

Transit shifts conversations about biopower away from the biopolitics of medical 

research, warfare, and population management and toward the cultural work of a social 

group defined by a medicalized mode of difference, a group that historically has 

signaled the sensational and the spectacular in the U.S. popular imagination.  In doing 

so, it breaks new ground in the fields of American studies, media studies, and 

gender/sexuality studies by analytically foregrounding a minority group whose 

constitution via medicine and mass culture has animated their negotiation of social 

belonging. 

This dissertation reads cinematic productions of biopower and transgender 

embodiment to explore the question:  what does it mean to make a spectacle of oneself 

when that self is overdetermined by discursive procedures in the salient 

incommensurability of the body and its social and cultural expressions?  In other words, 

how is the spectacle in different screen moments of gender variance indexical of 

broader processes of biopower that make us knowable in a given historical juncture?  

Because transsexuality and transgenderism have gained material, social, and discursive 

stability over the last sixty years, I propose mass visual culture as an especially fruitful 

site to apply this question precisely because it has projected this process of stabilization 

through the use of spectacles of difference.  Cinema is key due to its function as the 
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space of fantasy for the popular imagination, the space in which fear and desire 

commingle through spectacles onscreen. 

 In this introduction I aim to develop and frame these interventions by first 

charting the connection between biopower and the spectacle.  Inherent to this 

relationship is a politics of death, or necropower, that I will discuss and that is explored 

more in-depth in Chapter 2.  I then explain how transsexual and transgender bodies 

have registered in mass visual culture as the spectacle and how transgender cultural 

production over the last sixty years has engaged this.  I go on to explain how this project 

contributes to and redirects the interdisciplines of gender and sexuality studies, 

American studies, and media studies by situating it within the literature.  Then after a 

discussion of methodology, I conclude with a layout the chapter case studies in relation 

to each other and to the broader themes of the dissertation. 

 

A Note on Terminology 

 This dissertation most frequently uses the terms ‘transsexual’ and 

‘transsexuality’ because quite simply, this is the most appropriate term for three of the 

four case studies.  Julia Serrano’s reclaiming of the word ‘transsexual’ certainly is a 

touchstone for this dissertation’s vocabulary in that for individuals featured in the 

moving image texts evaluated, this was their grammar for identification or 

disidentification:  their approach to the term was broad, ranging from public 

identification as and profiting from their transsexuality, as with Sulka and Kim Christy 

in Chapter 3; or the rejection of the label to assert an identity as a person with a birth 

defect, as a woman interviewed asserts in a exploitation documentary film examined in 
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Chapter 2.  Thus, in line with Serrano’s agenda to reclaim transsexuality from its 

devaluation by some feminists as repressive in its occasional approximation of 

conventional forms of feminine femininity, or from some queer and trans activists who 

believe the term to be retrograde or distasteful,3

 That said, the term ‘transgender’ is used at times in the dissertation, most 

notably in the title.  Although three of the four chapters in this dissertation examine 

transsexual embodiment, the fourth chapter radically departs from this in examining a 

DIY media conference that used ‘trans’ to signal border crossings of many kinds.  

Because transgender embodiment was the seed for what would ultimately be this 

politically strategic and idiosyncratic deployment of ‘trans’ in the conference’s 

organization,

 this dissertation aims to showcase 

previously unexamined histories to further contribute to this ongoing evaluation of the 

term and its history. 

4

 Finally, this dissertation uses ‘embodiment’ in preference to ‘the body’ because 

as recent feminist scholarship has argued, the latter connotes object-ness and 

universality while the former connotes the phenomenological process of inhabiting a 

 I chose ‘transgender’ for the title because it was the most accommodating 

for the histories within as well as the most legible to potential readers.  ‘Transsexual’ 

and ‘transgender’ are not automatically exchangeable, although I hope to bring nuance 

to the table of examination and clarify how cultural production in each case study has 

animated whichever term is applicable. 

                                                 
3 Julia Serrano, Whipping Girl: A Transsexual Woman on Sexism and the Scapegoating of 
Femininity (Berkeley: Seal Press, 2007). 
 
4 Author email interview with Dylan Mira, October 17, 2010. 
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specific body in a particular everyday context.  For example, Anne Fausto-Sterling has 

summarized the feminist deployment of embodiment as “a dynamic system of 

biocultural formation,” as a term that aims to acknowledge and clarify the primordial 

material commingling of experience and culture.5

 

  This dissertation’s examination of 

transgender cultural production as a way to think about biopower necessarily looks at 

particular bodies acting within particular settings, and it illuminates how the feelings of 

this process manifest within each case study to affect audiences.  The term 

‘embodiment’ facilitates this approach. 

Biopower, Necropower, and the Spectacle 

Foucault’s work on the consumption of public displays of capital punishment 

provides the basic coordinates for the connection between biopower and the spectacle.  

Arguing in Discipline and Punish that the spectacle of public execution was a hallmark 

of modes of punishment in a monarchic socio-political order, he makes the case that 

capital punishment in eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century France was a ceremony 

that signaled the reactivation of the king’s power upon the site of the criminal’s body: 

through the public torture and execution of those who defied authority, the king’s order 

was reasserted and reaffirmed.  Yet, the people, “whose real and immediate presence 

was required for the performance,” imagined and consumed this spectacle in ways that 

unsettled this process.6

                                                 
5 Anne Fausto-Sterling, “The Bare Bones of Sex: Part 1—Sex and Gender,” Signs: Journal of 
Women in Culture and Society 30, no. 2 (2005):  1496. 

  That is to say, the people’s imagination—stoked by their 

 
6 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New 
York: Random House, 1978), 57. 
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carnivalesque spectatorship of the manifestation of power upon the criminal’s body, a 

body slaughtered by an executioner who functioned as a proxy for the king physically 

absent from the ceremony yet omnipresent and omnipotent in the brutal absoluteness of 

the criminal’s annihilation—was fertile ground for power to amplify its claim over 

matters of life and death.  Foucault argues that in this period, the popular print genre of 

‘gallows speeches,’ of the condemned’s last words, signals power’s insinuation into the 

imaginations of the people in that such literature circulated widely and in so doing 

presumed to reveal truths of the criminals’ barbarity that further justified the king’s 

divine right to decide who must die.  But power’s grip on the popular imagination was 

incomplete: their emotions inflamed, crowds of spectators at public executions at times 

became obstreperous in their sympathy for the condemned and their vilification of the 

executioner.  A populist force pulsed within this popular genre that disrupted the 

completeness of power’s authority, then, providing further fodder for reformers to 

denounce this literature as incendiary and to call for more humane, effective, and 

discreet modes of punishment.7

 For Foucault, this ritual marks a socio-political order that in its reorganization 

into a liberal democracy gave way to power’s increasing preoccupation with life 

through the proliferation of disciplinary techniques.  The evolution of sovereign power, 

then, mutated from a pre-modern modality, in which excesses like the spectacle of 

execution signaled the sporadic nature and limited scope of the king’s power, to a 

modern modality, in which power conceals itself through productive operations 

 

                                                                                                                                               
 
7 Ibid., 57-69. 
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engineered and amplified by disciplinary institutions of the market and the 

governmentalized state.  In short, power has complexly evolved through heterogeneous 

state and non-state institutions and with primary attention to the body and its vital 

forces.8  Therefore, the rise of the modern state coincides with the ascendance of 

biopower, or the administration of living resources through an array of techniques, 

operations, and discourses preoccupied with the health and proper functioning of bodies 

and groups.  In Foucault’s foundational work, biopower comes to represent the modern 

state’s ruling of its subjects through “an explosion of numerous and diverse techniques 

for achieving the subjugations of bodies and the control of populations.”9

Bodies-as-spectacles in Discipline and Punish fall out of Foucault’s framing of 

the governmentalized state’s deployment of biopower to discipline bodies into docility, 

but as scholars like Silvia Federici and Ann Laura Stoler suggest in their work, 

historically contemporaneous projects of colonialism, slavery, and witch hunts 

  It is the 

regulated promotion of life.  It ascended as a vector of hegemonic control as capitalism 

transformed from mercantilism to industrialism and thus necessitated the management 

of increasingly concentrated populations.  As such, biopower emanates not from the 

spectacular displays of death that formerly aroused public wonder and thus reinforced 

the king’s authority amidst the crosscurrents of mercantile capitalism and colonial 

expansion.  Rather, biopower comes to thrive through the bodies of populations 

modulated, managed, and accounted for by institutions of the state and the market. 

                                                 
8 Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose, “Biopower Today,” BioSocieties 1, no. 1 (2006): 202-203. 
 
9 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality: An Introduction, vol. 1, trans. Robert Hurley (New 
York: Random House, 1978), 140. 
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continued to traffic in spectacles.  These projects not only are inseparable from any 

understanding of biopower, but help to suggest what happens to the body-as-spectacle 

as disciplinary institutions became dominant in the late nineteenth century and sexuality 

became discursively produced as a key site of biopower.  For example, Federici 

highlights the limitations of Foucault’s theorization of biopower by illuminating 

fundamental ways in which poor women in Europe during the same period continued to 

be publicly punished, tortured, and killed in witch hunts even as reformers called for 

more civilized methods of punishment for criminals.  For her, the execution of women 

accused of witchcraft signals how primitive accumulation of mercantile capitalism 

operated through difference in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to elevate some 

nascent forms of gendered and racialized labor over and against the subjugation of 

others.10  Moreover, Stoler echoes this by contextualizing Foucault’s theorization of 

sexuality within the history of colonialism as a way to flesh out the deployment of 

technologies of race—including but not limited to mass-circulated spectacles of racial 

otherness and contamination—as a composite operational vector of biopower in the 

colonizers’ production, organization, and governance of metropolitan and colonial 

populations.11

                                                 
10 Silvia Federici, Caliban and the Witch: Women, the Body and Primitive Accumulation 
(Brooklyn: Autonomedia, 2004), 61-131. 

  And Rosemarie Garland Thomson argues that during these same 

centuries physically different people—predominantly imagined around ability but also 

race and nationality—were exhibited as figures of horrific wonder at European and 

 
11 Ann Laura Stoler, Race and the Education of Desire: Foucault’s ‘History of Sexuality’ and 
the Colonial Order of Things (Durham: Duke University Press, 1995).  For more on mass-
circulated colonial fantasies of race manifested spectacularly, see Anne McClintock, Imperial 
Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest (New York: Routledge, 1995). 
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American fairs and carnivals, indexing the ascendance of imagined norms that in 

nineteenth century discourses justified medical intervention and institutionalization of 

those who did not embody and replicate them.12

Taken together, these arteries of scholarship suggest that certain bodies in 

negative relation to capital as well as to the structures and ideologies of the state 

continued to be punished, disciplined, and gazed at in popular arenas with particular 

respect to their difference, that far from becoming incorporated as citizens into the 

modern nation-states of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, these groups’ violent 

subjugation and the very spectacularity of their non-belonging constituted the 

conditions of possibility for the creation of docile subjects, and thus the operation of 

liberal democracy.  Hence, the popular consumption of representations of bodies-as-

spectacles constituted a fragmented affective engagement with embodied difference that 

vulcanized the formation of an imagined national community.

 

13

                                                 
12 For example, see Rosemarie Garland Thomson, ed., Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of the 
Extraordinary Body (New York: New York University Press, 1996), especially Rosemarie 
Garland Thomson, “Introduction: From Wonder to Error—A Genealogy of Freak Discourse,” 
1-19; and Paul Semonin, “Monsters in the Marketplace: The Exhibition of Human Oddities in 
Early Modern England,” 69-81. 

  The work of Federici, 

Stoler, and Thomson helps us to isolate the white masculinity assumed in Foucault’s 

model of criminality, and their work also demonstrates how representations of 

spectacular bodies in popular media such as woodcuts, chapbooks, handbills, and 

posters invigorated the public imagination by visually citing and ultimately 

strengthening racialist, imperialist, and heteropatriarchal technologies of state 

 
13 One example of this process can be seen in Linda Frost, Never One Nation: Freaks, Savages, 
and Whiteness in U.S. Popular Culture, 1850-1877 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2006). 
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dominance integral to capitalism’s evolution.  Hence, the docile bodies of the populace 

that Foucault examines in order to describe the proliferation of biopower via 

disciplinary institutions cannot make full sense of the range of bodies spectacularly and 

oftentimes violently rendered visible during the same period. 

 For Federici, Stoler, and Thomson, bodies-as-spectacles have everything to do 

with the corporeal mandates of capital in that their popular representation and reception 

indexes key parameters of inclusion to the modern nation-state.  Put simply, life is to 

inclusion what death is to exclusion in that social death, symbolic death, and physical 

death have been linked with those groups excluded and subjugated from the state and 

the imagined national community, whose basic social unit was the white 

heteropatriarchal family.  To the extent that Foucault’s disciplinary institutions produce 

docile bodies in compliance with the hegemonies of the governmentalized state, 

difference at odds with these hegemonies is discursively produced as a threat to the 

family and thus life and its propagation.  In his essay “Necropolitics,” Achille Mbembe 

takes as his starting point Foucault’s theory of biopower and extrapolates the political 

calculus of expendability under the contemporary conditions of war, genocide, 

apartheid, and the fight against terror.  He outlines some state practices, technologies, 

socio-economic configurations, and political ideologies that animate “contemporary 

forms of subjugation of life to the power of death,” or in a word what he calls 

necropower.14

                                                 
14 Achille Mbembe, “Necropolitics,” trans. Libby Meintjes, Public Culture 15, no. 1 (2003): 39. 

  For Mbembe, necropower flourished throughout the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries in “topographies of cruelty,” namely the plantation and the colony, 

and thus has haunted modernity and state and non-state entities’ operations to sustain, 
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modulate, and manage vital forces.  The power of death pivots along who is excluded 

from the state, which in turn centrally deals with technologies of race and racism to 

emerge across various historical junctures.  If we recognize race as the nucleus of the 

history of necropower, and coterminous with race in the late nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries sexuality and later in the mid-twentieth century gender, we can see that 

difference informs necropower. 

If necropower, according to Mbembe, can flourish at each stage of imperialism 

in a fashion entangled with certain key technological developments, biopower and 

necropower reconfigure in the 1960s:  spectacles take on new meaning in the context of 

rapid innovations in telecommunications technology and of the political, economic, and 

cultural developments now commonly summarized as “globalization.”  In an effort to 

highlight the inability of Foucault’s work on biopower to grapple with contemporary 

forms of power, Rabinow and Rose discuss the panoply of biopower’s formations to 

emerge since World War II:  a bioethical complex, biological citizenship, 

bioeconomics, and so on.  “Rationalities, strategies and technologies of biopower 

changed across the twentieth century, as the management of collective life and health 

became a key objective of governmentalized states, and novel configurations of truth, 

power and subjectivity emerged to underpin the rationalities of welfare and security as 

well as those of health and hygiene.”15

                                                 
15 Rabinow and Rose, 204. 

  The multiplicity of confusion immanent from 

the transnational agencies and state and non-state entities enlisted to manage collective 

life and health coupled with the concurrent calculation of death and exclusion that 

blooms during the twentieth century, then, is also built upon a biocultural complex in 
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which the body takes increasingly center stage in representational practices and forms 

of mass media.  This complex dealt as much with fantasy as with feelings aroused by 

representations and information delivered through media like the popular press, radio, 

television, and film.16

Although an investigation of the biocultural complex is beyond the scope of this 

dissertation, for our purposes here it will suffice to point out that laxer censorship laws, 

competition from television, and more elastic film production, distribution, and 

exhibition channels in the United States had radically changed film in the decades after 

World War II so that what feminist film scholars Carol Clover and Linda Williams 

respectively call ‘body genres’ or ‘film bodies’ began to coalesce.

   

17

                                                 
16 This proposition is comes from my attendance to a 2007 graduate student conference in 
Chicago hosted by Project BioCultures, which defines itself as a multidisciplinary and 
interdisciplinary initiative to study biocultures:  “Biocultures, deliberately placed in the plural to 
avoid the idea that there is only one kind of culture involved, comprise the emerging area 
bounded by the medical sciences, social sciences, area studies, culture studies, biotechnology, 
disability studies, the humanities, and the economic and global environment. Biocultures 
defines the activity and consolidation of ideas created when the human intersects with the 
technological.”  Accessed November 10, 2010, http://www.biocultures.org/index2.php. 

  In short, the body 

genre is the cinematic phenomenon in which bodies represented onscreen in extreme 

physical or emotional states similarly move the body of the viewer:  the weeping 

woman onscreen brings tears to the eyes of the viewer, or the amorous nude couple 

onscreen sexually excites the viewer.  It is precisely the point that those bodies onscreen 

that move the viewer are excessive and out of control, are not docile in their actions, 

 
17 Carol Clover, Men, Women, and Chainsaws: Gender in the Modern Horror Film (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1992); Linda Williams, “Film Bodies: Gender, Genre and Excess,” 
in Feminist Film Theory: A Reader, ed. Sue Thornham (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 
1999). 
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that renders them into a spectacle, a fact coupled with the fact that more often than not 

these bodies are female, a fact discussed at length by Clover and Williams. 

If by the 1960s in advanced capitalist societies the spectacle was coming to 

signal “a concrete inversion of life, an autonomous movement of the nonliving” and “a 

social relation between people that is mediated by images,” what the spectacle’s 

connection to biopower in this moment?18

The concept of “the spectacle” interrelates and explains a wide range of 

seemingly unconnected phenomena.  The apparent diversities and 

contrasts of these phenomena stem from the social organisation of 

appearances, whose essential nature must itself be recognised.  

Considered in its own terms, the spectacle is an affirmation of 

appearances and an identification of all human social life with 

appearances.  But a critique that grasps the spectacle’s essential character 

reveals it to be a visible negation of life—a negation that has taken on a 

visible form.

  To quote further and at length from Guy 

Debord in a way that will help contextualize and illuminate this connection: 

19

For Debord, vampirism is the horizon of the spectacle at this juncture, the sapping of 

social life to affirm the ascendance of the image, with mass media as a reliquary for a 

new kind of devotion and divine purpose of the modern subject.  That is, in a socio-

economic moment energized by the exchange of information of which the spectacle is 

integral, Debord theorizes the reconstitution of everyday life.  The primacy of 

 

                                                 
18 Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle, trans. Ken Knabb (London: Rebel Press, 2004), 7.  
 
19 Ibid., 9, original emphasis. 
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appearance becomes a new biopolitical method for the administration of life in western 

societies, in France of the 1960s as well as the United States.  Spectacles by way of the 

biocultural complex, then, recalibrate how bodies are inhabited, how identity is self-

ascribed to one’s body in a cultural and social context, even as Debord would have this 

affirmation of life to be a paradoxical mirage, and ultimately, an insignia of the necrotic 

undertow of advanced capitalism. 

 

Transgender Embodiment as Spectacle 

 Amplifying this theoretical worldview’s understanding of the spectacle as 

necrotic, French theorist Jean Baudrillard has written that transsexuality epitomizes a 

semiotic ecosystem gone awry, one in which bodies morphologically play with 

technologically obtainable signs of sexual difference, claiming authenticity yet trapped 

in the vacuity of simulation.  He understands transsexuality to exemplify late 

modernity’s fetishization of exteriority and semblance at the level of the body, a 

perversion of social life that he argues has voided human beings of ontological 

complexity or depth.  According to this argument, the spectacle magnetizes the human 

psyche and its public projection of the embodied self:  the aura that the body’s surface 

takes on within advanced capitalist society has vaporized all nuance within, leaving a 

monstrously seductive shell of what human existence once was: 

Everyone seeks their look.  Since it is no longer possible to base any 

claim on one’s own existence, there is nothing for it but to perform an 

appearing act without concerning oneself with being – or even with 

being seen.  So it is not:  I exist, I am here! but rather: I am visible, I am 
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an image – look! look!  This is not even narcissism, merely an 

extraversion without depth, a sort of self-promoting ingenuousness 

whereby everyone becomes the manager of their own appearance.20

Baudrillard arrives at this diagnosis through an interpretation that other scholars and 

activists have critiqued for appropriating transsexuality itself as a sign, and in doing so, 

erasing the material complexity of everyday life for transsexual and transgender people.  

But it is his connection between the assumption of a look and the management of one’s 

own appearance that is of interest here. Although his identification of transsexuality as a 

creation of this process that results in ontological negation is not unique to continental 

philosophy, it is illustrative of other devaluations of the connection between 

spectacularity and transsexual and transgender embodiments. 

 

 For instance, the scholarship of U.S.-based anti-transsexual feminism that 

emerged in the 1970s, most famously by way of theologian Mary Daly and ethicist 

Janice Raymond, argues that the transsexual is a necrotic agent of the heteropatriarchy 

to subvert the resistant autonomous spaces, practices, politics, and bodies of women-

identified women.  Daly uses the term ‘robotitude’ to stress “the reduction of life in the 

state of servitude to mechanical motion,” a process that she argues vacates spiritual 

depth in a technological manufacturing of false selves.21

                                                 
20 Jean Baudrillard, The Transparency of Evil: Essays on Extreme Phenomena, trans. James 
Benedict (New York: Verso, 1993), 22.  Original emphasis. 

  Her understanding of 

heteropatriarchal capitalism’s technological holocaust of diverse life forms and its 

particular agenda to colonize women singles out the transsexual as an incarnate of 

 
21 Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism (Boston: Beacon Press, 
1978), 53. 
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robotitude.22  Daly cites Raymond’s work to support her argument, for Raymond first 

argued that transsexuality was nothing more than the medical establishment’s mutilation 

of emotionally disturbed men to approximate conventional heterosexual femininity 

deemed to be the seat of oppression by radical feminism.23

 The prevailing attitude about cross-gender-identified people as monsters of mass 

culture and arbiters of doom, so dramatic in its stridency as to be ripped from a Grand 

Guignol production, fails to acknowledge what Susan Stryker asserted when she argued 

that we all have seams and sutures, that everyone is a product of technological 

intervention at the level of the body.

  This precedent equates 

transsexuality with a spectacular mish-mash of sexual signs that in its appearance 

claims to be an affirmation of life, a manifestation of the truth of one’s inner self, yet is 

understood here to be counterfeit and malevolent. 

24

                                                 
22 Ibid., 68. 

  And to the point here, it also fails to recognize 

the unavoidability of mass culture in the history of transsexuality.  Mass visual culture 

has been a significant force in the history of transsexuality because of the social fixation 

on the stripped-down body’s surface as naturally evident of truths about that person, 

especially the site of genitalia, an ascriptive dynamic addressed in this introduction’s 

opening analysis of the exploitation documentary film scene.  This is most thoroughly 

documented by historian Joanne Meyerowitz in her book How Sex Changed: A History 

of Transsexuality in the United States.  She illuminates how the transgender body-as-

 
23 Janice Raymond, The Transsexual Empire: The Making of the She-Male (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1979). 
 
24 Susan Stryker, “My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounoix: 
Performing Transgender Rage,” GLQ 1, no. 3 (1994):  240-241. 
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spectacle flourished in the popular press after World War II and maps out the 

convergence of medicine, the law, and mass culture to engage the self-knowledge of 

cross-gender-identified people.  Thus, Meyerowitz clarifies how self-representation has 

interfaced with self-determination during historical developments regarding 

transsexuality, including but not limited to medical and legal discourses as well as 

popular culture and ephemera produced and distributed by cross-gender-identified 

people in search of others like them and on a mission to effect social change to improve 

the conditions of their lives as they choose to live them.25

If the biocultural complex proposed in the previous section synchronizes image 

with self in an information-based society that some theorists have assigned with life-

negating properties, and if transsexuality has been condemned as a spectacle of human 

demise, transgender cultural production over the past sixty years has demonstrated a 

vital engagement of the politics of life in an information-based society.  Far from 

monsters or oppressors, transsexual and transgender people have taken up cinematic 

production as an embodied practice of anatomo-politics, which Foucault describes as 

the capillary manifestation of biopower in its management of living resources.

   

26

                                                 
25 Joanne Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed: A History of Transsexuality in the United States 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004). 

  

Anatomo-politics is a system of disciplining the human body that diverges from the 

biopolitical control of populations described in the previous section in that anatomo-

politics induces one to assume styles of conduct and embodiment amenable to the ends 

of capital and the state.  Yet as the case studies show, cinematic productions of 

 
26 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, 139. 
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transgender embodiment may rehearse and reproduce to some extent the discourse that 

programs the mechanisms of control to which transsexual and transgender producers are 

subject.  But these productions due to the excessiveness of the spectacle and its 

affective resonance with the audience can affirm alternative cross-gender formation at 

odds with state and corporate institutions, as seen for example in Chapter 4’s 

consideration of communal experimental media making as a biopolitical affirmation of 

unintelligible queer activist-art practice.   

Overall, Spectacles in Transit charts an anatomo-politics of transsexuality that at 

times accompanies a biopolitical depiction of population control around the world, as in 

Chapter 2.  Each case study addresses cinematic spectacles deployed to articulate 

transgender projects for belonging and/or social change.  Indispensable to these 

deployments is audience reception:  each case study attends to how fantasy, values, 

emotions, and desire are addressed by way of the spectacle.  At the heart of this bridge 

between transgender cultural production and audience are embodied intersections of 

race, gender, sexuality, class, and nation.  Thus, I endeavor to clarify transgender 

embodiment in each case study as a racialized and sexualized formation with certain 

valences in the cultural producers biopolitical moment:  for example, Christine 

Jorgensen’s transnational production of transsexual whiteness in Chapter 1, or 

transsexual pornography’s fetishization of heterogeneity and ambiguity, racial as well 

as gender and sexual, in Chapter 3. 
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Situating the Project within the Literature 

Framing transgender cultural production as a response to and a reiteration of the 

anatomo-politics of transgender embodiment breaks new ground in interdisciplines such 

as gender and sexuality studies, media studies, and American studies.  It does so by 

understanding cultural production as an embodied practice of a group whose social and 

cultural intelligibility comes by way of medicalization, and whose cultural artifacts thus 

index power in excess of the defining institution.  Viviane Namaste has written that the 

transsexual’s historical relationship to institutions haunts the formation of transsexual 

and transgender subjects in western nation-states and that any study of cross-gender 

identity or practice must contend with this.27

In addition to Viviane Namaste, this dissertation also is in conversation with the 

works of Judith Halberstam and Jean Bobby Noble, both of whom have written about 

transgender cultural production in relation to social change.  While Namaste has argued 

that the cultural in the hands of cisgender theorists is complicit in the institutional 

erasure of the daily lives of transsexual and transgender people, her work also improved 

our understanding of transgender cultural production and performance by reframing it 

in terms of labor.

  This dissertation attempts to foster an 

awareness of institutions in the cultural artifacts analyzed, but primarily focuses on the 

producers of these artifacts in order to clarify their relationship with power. 

28

                                                 
27 Viviane Namaste, “Sex Change, Social Change: Reflections on Identity and Institutions,” in 
Sex Change, Social Change: Reflections on Identity, Institutions, and Imperialism (Toronto: 
Women’s Press, 2005), 15. 

  Halberstam has discussed artistic and cinematic representations in 

 
28 Viviane Namaste, Invisible Lives: The Erasure of Transsexual and Transgendered People 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000); and Viviane Namaste, “Beyond Leisure Studies: 
An Oral History of Male to Female Transsexual and Transvestite Artists in Montreal, 1955-
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relation to spatial and temporal expressions of transgender embodiment and Noble has 

analyzed cultural production within and about transmasculine scenes as a “post-queer” 

vanguard for a trans politics of the local.29

Conversations with the works of Namaste, Halberstam, and Noble signal this 

project’s broader engagement of transgender studies, which itself has transformed the 

field of gender and sexuality studies with its emphasis on studying the lives of gender 

variant people and creating positive social change in their everyday lives.  My 

dissertation extends, inflects, and redirects these interventions of transgender studies by 

looking at how everyday people, some who catapulted to fame and others who remained 

discreet even as they expressed the right for self-determination on film and video, used 

cinema to counteract the caustic or controlling discourses outlined in previous sections.  

Doing so, it pushes the field of gender and sexuality studies to consider how minority 

cultural producers engaged an audience to shift the register of belonging to include 

them. 

  Spectacles in Transit builds upon and 

expands these conversations by tracing how transgender cultural production not only 

has responded to the biopolitics of control through their engagement with the medical 

and therapeutic establishments, but also has been a conduit for an affirmative 

biopolitics, a concept from the philosophical work of Roberto Esposito explored in 

Chapter 4. 

                                                                                                                                               
1985.” Atlantis: A Journal of Women’s Studies 29, no. 1 (2004): 4-11. 
 
29 Judith Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Lives (New 
York: New York University Press, 2005); Jean Bobby Noble, Sons of the Movement: FtMs 
Risking Incoherence on a Post-Queer Cultural Landscape (Toronto: Women’s Press, 2006). 
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Recognition of the Foucauldian premise that power is productive, that in these 

instances the expressive practices of transsexual and transgender people reconfigures 

but in no way evades power, puts this dissertation into conversation with recent works 

about the technologization of body in the twentieth-century United States.  David Serlin 

and Carl Elliot have each recently discussed how the body in the twentieth century was 

subject to modification and enhancement technologies that not only reshaped the public 

understanding of the body as improvable, but also inflected public expressions of 

embodiment through the paradox that to modify one’s body through pill or scalpel is to 

bring out one’s true self.30  This dissertation pushes Serlin’s and Elliot’s insights in a 

new direction by highlighting cinema in its production and its consumption as a 

technology that has imprinted the ways we think about certain bodies dismissed as 

freakish or inhuman as well as a technology situated to explicate how biopower in the 

latter half of the twentieth century has worked.  Indeed, this intervention resonates with 

recent scholarship disability studies, especially the works of Robert McGruer and 

Rosemarie Garland Thomson, to explain connections between embodiment, power, and 

the public imagination.31

All four of these scholars more broadly signal how American Studies as an 

interdiscipline is paying new attention to technology, bodies, and transnational circuits 

   

                                                 
30 David Serlin, Replaceable You: Engineering the Body in Postwar America (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2004); Carl Elliot, Better than Well: American Medicine Meets the 
American Dream (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2003). 
 
31 Robert McRuer, Crip Theory: Cultural Signs of Queerness and Disability (New York: New 
York University Press, 2006); Rosemarie Garland Thomson, Extraordinary Bodies: Figuring 
Physical Disability in American Culture and Literature (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1997). 
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of information.  My dissertation pushes American Studies to do just that in an effort to 

identify how core institutions of American society, the medical establishment 

specifically and the entertainment industry more generally, have impacted the lives of 

gender/sexual minorities on its margins, figuratively and literally.   

 Finally, Spectacles in Transit speaks directly to media studies, particularly 

feminist media studies that have addressed the connection between affect, the body, and 

media.  While these conversations go back decades, the more recent work that look at 

how cinema transforms the way we think about and inhabit bodies interests me here.  

Thus, the work of Vivian Sobchack, Linda Williams, Ann Cvetkovich, and Laura Marks 

have been central in my excavation of mass visual culture for spectacles of biopower 

and transgender embodiment.32

 

 

Methodology:  Toward the Preservation of Transgender Cultural Memory 

 Since film or video are at the heart of each case study, I treat them as cultural 

artifacts, meaning that beyond textual significance they are also indexical of the 

ephemeral worldviews, practices, communities, and feelings integral to the historical 

moment of their production.  That said, pre-1990s ephemeral evidence of transsexual 

and transgender history is difficult to come by.  Before I discuss the methodology of 

this dissertation, I want to take a brief detour to consider a methodological dilemma this 

dissertation grappled with:  how to understand ephemeral evidence that has made its 
                                                 
32 Vivian Sobchack, Carnal Thoughts: Embodiment and Moving Image Culture (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2004); Linda Williams, Hard Core: Power, Pleasure, and the 
“Frenzy of the Visible” (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989); Ann Cvetkovitch, An 
Archive of Feelings: Trauma, Sexuality, and Lesbian Public Cultures (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2003); Laura U. Marks, The Skin of the Film: Intercultural Cinema, 
Embodiment, and the Senses (Durham: Duke University Press, 1999). 
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way into an archive despite the cross-currents of pathologization, criminalization, and 

assimilation that cross-gender-identified people in the United States have historically 

swam against; and how to understand mass culture itself as an archive of transsexual 

and transgender ephemera. 

If, according to Sandy Stone, the institutionalized medical discourse of the 

1960s and 1970s aimed to program the transsexual to erase all evidence of her or his 

personal history in order to assimilate to the point of vanishing as a transsexual,33

                                                 
33 Sandy Stone, “The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto” in Body Guards: The 
Cultural Politics of Gender Ambiguity, eds. Julia Epstein and Kristina Straub (New York: 
Routledge, 1991), 280-304. 

 it is 

no surprise that archives of transgender and transsexual history are fragmented.  This 

can be attributed in part to the lengths to which cross-gender-identified people before 

the 1980s had to go in order to obtain reassignment services:  by either gaining entrance 

to highly selective university-based gender identity clinics that enforced silence about 

feelings and practices at odds with the official discourse; or by going underground, and 

at times traveling abroad, to pay a doctor to administer services at the risks of financial 

exploitation and surgical violence.  The formation of a transgender public culture 

around the former pathway to reassignment was foreclosed due to the institutional 

atomization of patients.  And while an individual seeking reassignment services on the 

latter pathway may have gotten news about a doctor through a transsexual and 

transgender social network, he or she most likely was not in an economic or social 

position to speak publicly about this experience.  Thus, transgender public cultures from 

the 1950s to the 1980s were extant but precarious, typically contributing to the 

historical record through print and visual materials reiterative of social conventions 
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around gender, sexuality, race, and nation even as they attempted to shift the social 

register to accommodate and accept cross-gender expression.34

On the other hand, mass culture during these decades, especially from the 1960s 

through the 1980s, regularly told a different story about cross-gender identification.  

Transsexuality during this era was the sensational stuff of tabloid culture, which 

Jorgensen vigilantly distanced herself from as early as 1953 when notoriously Z-grade 

writer-producer-director Ed Wood approached her to star in his film project about 

transvestism, which she refused and which was nevertheless released later that year as 

Glen or Glenda.

  This tendency is 

alluded to in Chapter 1 through its framing of Christine Jorgensen through the close 

reading of her film work and her coverage in the popular press, the latter which elicited 

thousands of letters from individuals who identified with Jorgensen.  Indeed, my 

archival research on Jorgensen entirely took place in an institutional archive, at the 

Kinsey Institute for Research in Sex, Gender, and Reproduction. 

35

                                                 
34 For example, Virginia Prince described her efforts in the late 1950s to create a transvestite 
public culture in southern California in the 1950s that was aborted early on due to anxiety about 
police persecution.  Later in the 1960s, Prince resurrected and expanded this culture by building 
a national sorority network for heterosexual transvestites.  The network’s monthly newsletter, 
Transvestia, projected transvestites as respectable family men who loved women so much that 
cross-gender expression was a natural expression of their hyper-heterosexual devotion.  See 
Robert Hill, “‘We Share a Sacred Secret’: Gender, Domesticity, and Containment in 
Transvestia’s Histories and Letters from Crossdressers and Their Wives” Journal of Social 
History (Spring 2011). 

  Entrepreneurs and opportunists during this period would cash in on 

the spectacle of cross-gender expression, in part due to the relaxation of U.S. censorship 

laws preventing the sale of such materials.  Yet even if the intent of producers was 

 
35 Rudolph Grey, Nightmare of Ecstasy: The Life and Art of Ed D. Wood, Jr. (Port Townsend, 
WA: Feral House, 1994), 39-40.  Incidentally, this oral history biography contains a photograph 
of Ed Wood standing in a group of people on the set of Glen or Glenda with Virginia Prince, 
who the photo caption describes as an “unnamed transvestite.” 
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purely commercial, I argue that by aiming to document forbidden subject matter, such 

mass cultural texts give us traces to address the cracks in the historical record. Film 

scholar Eric Schafer, for example, argues as much when emphasizing the documentary 

qualities of exploitation films that regularly bypassed standardized practices of 

Hollywood filmmaking due to their amateur production.  Thus, public scenes were 

filmed guerilla-style, without a permit and in live time, accidentally capturing footage 

of ephemeral action in cities and rural areas with value to the historical record.36

This observation about the fallibility of the historical record is not original, I 

know, having a far more in-depth and complex exploration and application in 

postcolonial studies through the work of the Subaltern Studies Group.  But the 

development of transgender history has great potential in an approach to cinematic work 

derided by scholars as well as liberal and conservative critics alike as degrading and 

exploitative of its subjects and viewers.

  

37

The pre-1990s published writings of cross-gender-identified people who did 

document their experiences, however, served as a historiographical impetus of 

transgender studies.  Sandy Stone along with Susan Stryker, Leslie Feinberg, and Jay 

Prosser helped to germinate transgender studies during the 1990s with the study of 

  This is particularly true with respect to those 

film genres like the exploitation documentary or the travel film, which make visible for 

U.S.-based audiences the transnational movement of bodies, technologies, and 

spectacles.  

                                                 
36 Eric Schafer, “Exploitation Films: Teaching Sin in the Suburbs.” Cinema Journal 47, no. 1 
(2007): 94-97. 
 
37 Jeffrey Sconce, “Introduction,” in Sleaze Artists: Cinema at the Margins of Taste, Style, and 
Politics, ed. Jeffrey Sconce (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007), 1-16. 
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transsexual autobiography.  Autobiography, then, is the seed for cultural production I 

transgender studies.  Spectacles in Transit extends and expands this tradition, because 

while the moving image texts I examine are at times autobiographical, their common 

goal is to induce the public imagination to accept the producer on her or his terms. 

Transgender cultural preservation is moreover a method founded in the private 

curation of the transgender archive.  My methodology mimics a practice that Stone 

describes in response to the discursive impetus to erase all evidence of transsexuality:  

an O.T.F., or Obligatory Transsexual File, the practice of transsexuals throughout the 

twentieth century, but especially after World War II, to scrapbook every printed 

instance of cross-gender expression.38

This project unearths cinematic texts not studied until now, texts mostly situated 

within the tabloid culture discussed above, in an effort to flesh out historical record 

while going back to my central question:  how does transgender cultural production 

over the last sixty years speak to the conditions of biopower through which transsexual 

  Methods of transgender cultural preservation 

have been integral, then, in responding to the fragments in the archive in ways that 

directly inform this dissertation, particularly in Chapter 1’s reading of clippings pasted 

into a Christine Jorgensen-themed O.T.F. housed at the Kinsey Institute. Spectacles in 

Transit emulates this practice through the assembly of disregarded film texts as base or 

exploitative as well as through the extraction of historical meaning to better map out 

moments of transgender expressive autonomy in relation to the politics and social status 

of transsexual and transgender people in the United States.  In doing so, it employs the 

qualitative methods of close reading and ethnographic interview. 

                                                 
38 Stone, “The Empire Strikes Back,” 155. 
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and transgender people understood and expressed themselves in relation to society?  To 

clarify and put this more precisely:  I attribute these texts’ obscurity to the low budget, 

amateur, and/or experimental milieus in which transgender people had a hand in their 

representations, particularly for the first three case studies from before the 1990s.  For 

this reason, I do not examine Hollywood films that enjoyed greater visibility, like Myra 

Breckinridge (Michael Sarne, 1970).  My selection of texts may seem arbitrary, but it 

reflects what I found in the archive, either prominently, as with Christine Jorgensen, or 

tangentially, as in some transsexual newsletter’s mention of a mondo film.  Finally, I 

learned about PILOT TV through my boyfriend, who drove with friends from 

Minneapolis to Chicago in October 2004 to attend.  My inclusion of PILOT TV was 

done in the interest of working with themes of moving image cultural production, 

expressive autonomy, embodiment, affect, and social power in a format radically 

different from previous case studies. 

 

THE LAYOUT 

Chapter 1 

As the first world-famous transsexual woman, Christine Jorgensen showcased 

herself as a spectacle of transsexual whiteness, at once traditional and modern, in order 

to counteract prurient public interest in her story.  That is, Jorgensen used her 

whiteness, and particularly her blondeness, to stabilize her social status as a transsexual 

woman, and her film work was central to this strategy.  She did not eschew the limelight 

like other transsexual women of her time, but demonstrated transsexual femininity to be 

reiterative of tradition, family, and nation while at the same time cosmopolitan and 
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indicative of a technological future.  Chapter 1 examines how Jorgensen’s self-

representation in the U.S. mass media in 1953 crosshatched with her cinematic 

representation of her travels in Europe in an effort to give viability to transsexuality 

within the U.S. popular imagination.  It does so by assessing U.S. popular press 

coverage as well as Jorgensen’s two travel films:  one of Denmark that she made from 

1950 to 1952, when she worked as a freelance photographer while transitioning from 

male to female; and one of London that she filmed in June 1953 during the coronation 

of Queen Elizabeth II.  Chapter 1 argues that Jorgensen’s travel films are an extension 

of her transnational production of transsexual whiteness in that she diverted the popular 

press’s depiction of her as sexual spectacle by presenting herself via film as a subject of 

white Scandinavian heritage and of cosmopolitan travel.  In a sentence, her films 

constructed a gazing pool for a white U.S. historical consciousness to find affirmation 

in a mythic past and a technological future, at whose juncture Jorgensen symbolically 

positioned herself.  Travel films created in the style of newsreels and home movies 

would have been familiar to U.S. audiences.  Although her films were not commercial 

or critical successes, and indeed may not have been viewed broadly by U.S. audiences, 

Chapter 1 recognizes them as cultural artifacts for imagining transsexuality as 

belonging to the U.S. nation through its representation within transnational racialized 

modernity. 

Jorgensen was on the vanguard of a transnational anatomo-politics during the 

early 1950s, publicly discussing how scientific knowledge and technology allowed her 

to distinguish her masculine social identity from her true feminine self and to act upon 

this realization with the assistance of the Danish medical establishment.  This 
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transnational anatomo-politics emerges from the postwar advances in medical 

technologies and procedures to manage the human body, which David Serlin has 

explored in Replaceable You.  Jorgensen demonstrated how through willpower she 

traveled to Scandinavia to seek sympathetic medical authorities who would help modify 

her body so that she could become a woman.  Although her original destination was 

Stockholm, she found this assistance in Copenhagen through who would become her 

namesake, Dr. Christian Hamburger, and his affiliation with the Statens Serum Institut, 

a state-sponsored research institution specializing in disease and congenital disorder 

prevention.  Chapter 1 approaches the transnational anatomo-politics of Christine 

Jorgensen by way of her film work, arguing that travel films as technology allowed 

Jorgensen to contextualize her body in social and cultural settings that gave her an air of 

safety. 

 

Chapter 2 

 Building upon the evaluation of Christine Jorgensen and her transnational 

cinematic production of transsexual whiteness, Chapter 2 broadens the analysis of 

representations of transgender embodiment to a global scale by examining several 

mondo films of the 1970s.  Otherwise known as the exploitation documentary or the 

‘shockumentary,’ the mondo genre highlights spectacles of difference in an attempt to 

shock the viewer with what it claims to have discovered about the essential nature of 

humanity.  The genre typically intermixes sequences about inhabitants of the global 

South with those in the global North to produce a catalog of modern truths that invokes 

and expands western imperialist and colonialist projects of knowledge production.  In 
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this survey, the mondo genre often features transsexual women testifying to doctors and 

to the camera about the everyday violences they have endured in a heteropatriarchal 

society. Although not self-representation in a vein of cultural production a la Jorgensen, 

these representations rehearse the medicalized narratives of cross-gender identification 

at the heart of the discourse of transsexuality.  Put simply, they constitute the self-

representational practices transsexual women in the 1970s were expected to use if they 

wanted a doctor’s cooperation.  Thus, the cinematic techniques of these scenes are 

designed to elicit compassion from the audience. 

 Yet, this summary is not complete.  The mondo genre’s storehouse of shocking 

imagery contains spectacles of human suffering and death in the global South alongside 

spectacles of deviant sexual practices in the global North.  Although spectacles of 

genital surgical recur throughout the genre and are noted by fans and critics as some of 

the most grueling moments to sit through, the scenes described above of transsexual 

women in the doctor’s office and under the knife must be read in a global context.  

Therefore, Chapter 2 argues that in explaining the impact of economic and cultural 

globalization on western life during the 1960s and 1970s, mondo cinema deploys 

racialized representations of transsexuality in a way that illuminates a dialectic of 

biopower through the cinematic production of shock and compassion. 

Because the mondo genre is radically open in its global survey of difference, 

Chapter 2 identifies the representation of the transnational anatomo-politics of 

transsexuality as part of the genre’s aestheticization of biopower.  In the early 1970s, 

when the mondo genre was shifting toward ruder representations of human bodies in 

order to stay commercially competitive in a film market full of hardcore pornography 
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and violent horror movies, transsexual medicine was undergoing institutionalization 

through the establishment of university gender identity clinics across the United States.  

The mondo genre’s shift therefore coincides with developments in the transnational 

anatomo-politics of transsexuality:  namely, medical providers in Mexico, Morocco, 

Singapore, and elsewhere began offering reassignment services on-demand that cross-

gender-identified people would travel to purchase.  This development may explain the 

representational extremity that the surgical spectacle takes the viewer, giving a visceral 

reaction to the desperation of the transsexual women onscreen.  It therefore offers 

transsexual women as evidence of the biopolitical possibilities for rehabilitation in a 

liberal capitalist society, evidence made more cogent by the necropolitical landscapes in 

the global South 

 

Chapter 3 

 Mondo cinema deploys heterogeneity to shock western audiences.   Chapter 3 

examines how three transsexual pornographic films from the early 1980s deploy 

heterogeneity to arouse western audiences.  From this, it theorizes how this deployment 

speaks to developments of consumer tastes in global capitalism, one development of 

biopower from rearrangements of global capital in the 1970s felt at the everyday level 

in the United States.  In the late 1970s a transfeminine-identified burlesque dancer and 

porn model named Kim Christy began an adult media production company named 

Leoram in the San Francisco area.  Between 1980 and 1984, Christy produced three 

feature-length films featuring a recurring cast of transgender women of different races.  
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One player named Sulka became the star of Christy’s cast, and the three films unfolded 

around the evolution of her embodiment and personality. 

 Chapter 3 examines pornographic representations of Sulka as a cipher for the 

politics of heteronormative fantasy in the 1980s.  Each film illustrates a different side of 

fantasy—the first focuses on a married but sexually frustrated man’s dreams; the second 

focuses on a post genital-reassignment-surgery Sulka on her wedding day; the third 

focuses on Sulka as a cultural producer, bankrolling a hardcore straight porn film in 

which she unknowingly casts her biological daughter who she gave birth to some 

twenty years before due to biomedical innovation.  Each film engages heteronormative 

fantasy, particularly the fetishization of difference that took center stage in the 

economies of pleasure that formed in the 1970s as a response to the ascent of neoliberal 

capital.  The presentation of heterogeneity as commodity responds to the 

pathologization of transsexuality, asserts transgender sex work in positive light, and 

rehearses through parody assimilation to heteronormative social convention.  

Ultimately, Chapter 3 interprets Kim Christy’s foregrounding of Sulka and her family 

and friends as an alternative framework for belonging paradoxically made possible 

through the desires aroused by heteronormative structures in late capitalism. 

 

Chapter 4   

Chapter 4 radically departs from previous chapters.  It looks at the cinematic 

production of biopower and transgender embodiment at a post-9/11 feminist DIY media 

conference.  As such, its engagement of cultural production is not focused on 

assimilation via the medical establishment, as in previous chapters.  Instead, PILOT TV 
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organizers reconceptualized 'trans' to expand beyond cross-gender identification in 

order to refer to all border crossers and trespassers of social lines and conventions.  In 

this sense, 'trans' is a correlate of 'queer' in referring to an embodied practice in defiance 

of heteropatriarchal structures and systems of power.  But the salience of trans as an 

organizing principle stems from its relation to the biopolitical management 

of populations and the anatomo-political management of the body.  Trans in the context 

of PILOT TV frees the identitarian acts of crossing and transgression from 

the jurisdiction of medicine.   Doing so allows for trans to signal a heterogeneity of 

bodies, practices, and experiences that organizers hoped would cultivate a heterogeneity 

of communities.  These communities, in turn, converge in the utopian performative 

space of the conference to innovate ways to resist biopolitical control.  Chapter 4 

examines ethnographic interviews with conference participants alongside conference-

related media and an inaugural performance at the conference in order to theorize how 

biopolitical resistance operates in the affirmative, to show how comminglings of wild 

bodies and wild expressions of transgression signal a politics of life nurturing of 

difference. 

Thus, Chapter 4 recognizes the cinematic experience of new media at PILOT 

TV as fantasy made real.  Whereas Christine Jorgensen's travel films, mondo cinema's 

depiction of global chaos, and Sulka's arousal of heteronormative desire each project 

aspirations and anxieties onscreen that moves the audience in different ways, PILOT 

TV did away with the border between fantasy and reality even as its organization was 

driven by the feminist engagement of post-9/11 global politics.  As one organizer of the 

conference describes: 
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I think too the reason why a lot of queers are drawn to the idea of fantasy 

is because in the reality that is documented as reality, oftentimes queer 

bodies don’t exist.  You know, bodies that want to do it with people of 

the same gender, or a different gender, or a deviant gender, or a body 

that has top surgery, or whatever—in the common accepted version of 

realities, all these thing we know to be true because we’ve lived them, 

are not included in that reality.  Which is fine.  We’re just like, “Fuck 

that.”  You know?  I think that has a lot to do with fantasy too, we’re just 

like “Fuck that, we don’t want that.”  […] I think a lot of fantasy has to 

do both like, we’ll we’re already sort of thought of as mythical, and also 

a “fuck that” kind of thing, like we don’t want their reality.  [Brief 

comment about his bisexual brother likening bisexual men to unicorns]  

That’s like the trans body:  well, we know ourselves to exist but why do 

we only exist in fairy tales?  Making our own reality that involves 

fantasy in some way.39

Cinematic productions at PILOT TV allows for the performance of fantasy at the level 

of the trans body to innovate strategies of protest.  Chapter 4 examines PILOT TV’s 

constellation of fantasy, communal cultural production, and feminist strategies of 

resistance in with Italian philosopher Roberto Esposito’s theory of affirmative 

biopolitics.  Indeed, PILOT TV uses the language of “fleshy resistance” and 

“biopolitical resistance” to diagnose unnerving social trends after 9/11 and to propose 

arrangements for inspiring collectivity around queer and feminist perseverance.  This 

 

                                                 
39 Author interview with Dewayne Sleightweight, Chicago, IL, August 8, 2008. 
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arrangement invited the performer to invent and enact fantasies illustrative of bodies 

acting out against biopolitical mechanisms of control in the name of protecting freedom. 

 

Conclusion 

 This dissertation examines a series of case studies thematically linked but not 

connected by any one geography, industry, institution, or even nation-state precisely to 

underscore what each chapter does have in common:  transsexual, transgender, or trans-

identified people making moving image media as a response to and a call for social 

change rooted in embodied intersections of difference.  In each historical moment, 

whether at the heights of the Cold War in early 1953 or in tides of global decolonization 

and ascending neoliberal capitalism of the 1970s, cultural producers acted within the 

parameters of embodiment, of how they are allowed to embody ideals and values and 

feelings.  Christine Jorgensen trailblazed her way to transsexual embodiment by 

strategically playing on her white femininity, her knowledge of the visual media 

industry, and her transnational connections as a Scandinavian-American.  Participants 

of PILOT TV rallied around a radically expressive reinterpretation of ‘trans’ in an effort 

to populate the landscape with a multiplicity of queer feminisms suited for the rigors of 

the twenty-first century.  The spectrum of histories covered hopefully clarifies biopower 

at the intersection of medicine and mass culture through the analytic showcase of 

cinema as an embodied technology of resistance and belonging. 
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CHAPTER ONE_________________________________________________________ 
 
Christine Jorgensen and the Transnational Cinematic Production of Transsexual 
Whiteness 
 
 

On an evening in May 1953, Christine Jorgensen stands beside a movie screen 

on a stage in Los Angeles.  She is dressed in an evening gown, her blonde hair coiffed 

to match.  The audience observes as she narrates a short, color travel film about 

Denmark that she made while living there for two years during her transition from male 

to female.  Since December 1952, when her story unexpectedly seized the front pages as 

she lay convalescing in a Copenhagen hospital, she has rocketed into the U.S. public 

consciousness as the world’s first transsexual celebrity.  Her coverage by the popular 

press was so extensive as to make her the most published-about individual of 1953, 

amounting to over a million and a half words.40

                                                 
40 Cited from the Spring 1954 issue of Editor and Publisher by Susan Stryker, “Introduction,” in 
Christine Jorgensen: A Personal Autobiography (San Francisco: Cleis Press, 2000; orig. pub. 
New York: Paul Eriksson, 1967), v. 

  At first glance, however, her travel film 

has nothing to do with transsexuality.  Of the many images of Danish landscapes, 

buildings, festivals, and people, one shot the audience may have seen shows Jorgensen 

standing beside a large map of Denmark as she traces a route up and down the 

peninsula.  It is an homage to her Danish heritage and to the country that hosted and 

supported her as she underwent a series of surgical and hormonal procedures to become 

Christine.  Onstage she presents herself, her camerawork, and the nation of Denmark 

with poise.  And as discussed in her autobiography, she hopes that this evening will 

galvanize her career in Hollywood as a professional photographer and filmmaker.  But 

after tonight she will be disappointed with the tepid reviews that claimed her 
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performance failed to deliver on the salaciousness that the U.S. public attributed to her 

transition, like one published in the Hollywood Reporter:   

Willie Hammerstein would have loved this—but even the old master of 

exploitation vaudeville would have been hard put to know what to do 

with Christine Jorgensen.  The GI-turned-woman nixes sensationalism 

and insists her act must be dignified and treated decorously.  

Consequently, it can only be judged on the serious basis of a presentation 

to the public—and on that level, it’s not good.41

Together with the public’s unflagging interest in her story, such reviews signaled for 

Jorgensen that she should begin putting aside her ambition for a life behind the camera 

and learn how to live in front of it.   

 

This chapter argues that Christine Jorgensen counteracted prurient public 

curiosity by establishing herself as both modern and respectable through the cinematic 

production of transsexual whiteness.  Put simply, it argues that her transatlantic travel 

films had everything to do with her transsexuality.  The episode above suggests that 

Jorgensen as subject and Jorgensen as spectacle were coextensive, that her subject 

formation as someone who represented a new kind of embodiment was entangled with 

her circulation as a popular spectacle of postwar science, mass visual culture, and social 

difference.  Other scholars have written about Jorgensen’s connections to and coverage 

by the Cold War popular press, especially how she cited the emerging science of 

endocrinology to convince the public of her legitimacy, in effect heightening a popular 

                                                 
41 Christine Jorgensen, Christine Jorgensen: A Personal Autobiography (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1968; orig. pub. New York: Paul Eriksson, 1967), 193. 
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understanding of distinctions between sex, gender, and sexuality.42

Christine Jorgensen’s ability to maneuver this contradiction between the 

conventional and the radically new had much to do with her deployment of whiteness in 

the popular press and in her film work.  This chapter therefore explores Jorgensen’s 

discursive efforts in 1953 to render herself culturally intelligible by means of creative 

labor in mass visual culture and its interface with her spectacular embodiment of 

modern respectability.  By offering official accounts of her life, her transformation, and 

her travels that represented her as a model of whiteness in an atomic age, Jorgensen 

sought to steady social discourses about sexual difference rattled by her reassignment.  

In a decade marked by the proliferation of markets and technologies of visual media, 

  But the Hollywood 

Reporter review indicates that in the public imagination Jorgensen’s transformation was 

tantamount to the sensational and the visual.  As her entertainment career gained 

traction, Jorgensen avoided pandering to shock value yet played to the public’s 

fascination by fashioning herself into a spectacle of modern respectability, which this 

chapter defines as a mid-century style of racialized conduct and embodiment buoyed by 

its citation of national tradition and social convention while simultaneously 

demonstrative of new ways of being.  Therefore, in the months after her story broke, she 

not only posed for photographs in domestic settings and regularly spoke of her 

dedication to family, community, heritage, and nation, but also she openly enjoyed a 

jet-setting nightlife and spoke frankly to the press about the thousands of letters she 

received from people around the world who identified with her story because they too 

did not identify with the sex of their birth assignment.   

                                                 
42 Joanne Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed; David Serlin, Replaceable You, 159-190. 
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her labor behind the camera as well as in front of it especially presents an occasion to 

consider the connection between culture as a transnational arena for making sense of 

U.S. capitalism’s contradictions and the then-new mode of embodiment that has come 

to be labeled ‘transsexuality’.  During her first year in the spotlight, Jorgensen publicly 

discussed two different film projects that documented her travels to Denmark and 

London.  This chapter argues that her films are cinematic productions that synchronize 

self-representation with social belonging by positioning Jorgensen as emblematic of the 

myths and aspirations of a white U.S. historical consciousness.  Through its 

documentary construction of Denmark as pastoral and London as cosmopolitan, her 

cinematic work offers a cultural elaboration of the socio-cultural vectors that she openly 

cited in the press as animating her transformation, especially vectors of racialization, 

nationalism, and consumerism.  Particularly, the films exhibit transnational mobility in 

the aesthetic style of the home movie, an amateur medium familiar to middle-class 

consumers in the early 1950s who were buying increasingly affordable 16mm cameras 

to capture family activities on film.43

                                                 
43 Patricia Zimmerman has described how the U.S. military during World War II rehabilitated 
16mm camera use into a documentary form deployed by soldiers in the field for journalistic and 
propagandistic purposes.  This rehabilitation occurred after the ascendance of Hollywood-style 
narrative exposition that dominated amateur film practices in the 1920s and 1930s and 
anticipated the cinema verite of the 1950s.  By the early 1950s the 16mm camera was familiar 
with U.S. consumers as part of the do-it-yourself movement:  Patricia Zimmerman, Reel 
Families: A Social History of Amateur Film (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995), 90-
142.  For more about the do-it-yourself movement in U.S. in the 1950s, see Steven Gelber, 
Hobbies: Leisure and the Culture of Work in America (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1999), 268-294. 

   In using this style to express herself in Europe at 

work, at play, and at ease as a woman born of her own willpower and of cutting-edge 
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medical technology, Jorgensen articulates a mid-century cinematics of whiteness that 

conform the salience of transsexuality to the parameters of respectability. 

I begin by examining the popular press in 1953 to explicate how Jorgensen 

explained her cross-gender identification through frequent reference to whiteness.  Both 

the press and Jorgensen fetishized blondeness to communicate an unimpeachable racial 

identity because of the sex/gender trouble instigated by her reassignment.  Thus, 

recurring assertions in the press that Jorgensen was a blonde beauty allayed unease 

about her biological history and sanctioned her as an object of heterosexual male desire.   

I then turn to her travel films, which affirmatively showcase European spaces, practices, 

and bodies at a time when institutions and ideologies of white supremacy throughout 

the global North were under the fire of an ascending transnational civil rights 

movement.44   Additionally, Jorgensen’s mobility as a white U.S. citizen across national 

borders is significant when considering that in the early 1950s, during the height of the 

Cold War, U.S. immigration policy underwent legislative changes to exclude 

Communists and to liberalize restrictive quotas from countries outside the western 

hemisphere.45

                                                 
44 Mary L. Dudziak, Cold War Civil Rights: Race and the Image of American Democracy 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 79-114; Thomas Borstelmann, The Cold War and 
the Color Line: American Race Relations in the Global Arena (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 2001), 135-171. 

  I therefore examine Jorgensen’s travel films as an extension of the 

transnational production of transsexual whiteness in that she diverted the media’s 

depiction of her as sexual spectacle by presenting herself via film as a subject of white 

 
45 These two changes refer to the Internal Security Act of 1950 and the McCarren-Walter 
Immigration Act of 1952, respectively:  Roger Daniels, Guarding the Golden Door: American 
Immigration Policy and Immigrants since 1882 (New York: Hill and Wang, 2004), 113-128. 
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Scandinavian heritage and of cosmopolitan travel.  In a sentence, her films constructed 

a gazing pool for an embattled white U.S. historical consciousness to find affirmation in 

a mythic past and a technological future, at whose juncture Jorgensen symbolically 

positioned herself.  This chapter, then, aims to illuminate Jorgensen’s film practices and 

thus deepen an understanding of transsexuality as an embodiment that became 

intelligible through its affiliation with transnational travel in the popular imagination.46

 

 

Blonde Ambition 

 An analysis of Jorgensen’s discursive deployment of whiteness in 1953 should 

begin by surveying the landscape of social difference during the Cold War.  In Intimate 

Matters John D’Emilio and Estelle Freedman argue that American sexual liberalism 

during the Cold War was invested in maintaining boundaries to preserve the 

respectability of white middle-class heterosexuality within the confines of marriage.  

However, they assert that popular postwar discourses of non-marital sex destabilized the 

status of this hegemonic configuration.  Nonnormative sexualities were therefore 

vilified to stabilize postwar heteronormativity.  They demonstrate this by discussing the 

                                                 
46 The imagining of transsexuality’s affiliation with traveling abroad or drawing from materials 
or ideologies ascribed to origins outside the nation-state is examined in work by Mark Johnson 
and Jay Prosser.  While Johnson describes the imaginary of Filipina transgender women who 
understand themselves through their appropriation of US culture and styles, Prosser explores 
US and English transsexual women’s transnational travel to northern Africa as a 
autobiographical narrative device.  Although these two texts are earlier incarnations of themes 
probed in-depth more recently by scholars like Aren Aizura, they still illustrate how 
transsexuality is a transnational embodiment in that it has historically originated out of 
transnational circuits of culture, technology, knowledge, and bodies:  Mark Johnson, Beauty and 
Power: Transgendering and Cultural Transformation in the Southern Philippines (New York: 
Berg, 1997); Jay Prosser, “Exceptional Locations: Transsexual Travelogues,” in Reclaiming 
Genders: Transsexual Grammars at the Fin de Siecle, ed. Kate More and Stephen Whittle (New 
York: Cassell, 1999), 83-114. 
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Cold War fixation on homosexuality as an insidious social cancer in need of excision to 

protect the nation and its family-oriented heteropatriarchal framework.  Similarly, they 

explore how the widespread pathologization of urban black sexuality and family 

structures throughout the first half of the twentieth century reflected white middle-class 

unease about dramatically fluxing racial demographics across the nation.47

Mechanisms to discipline groups who failed to reinforce white heteronormative 

conventions correlated with mechanisms at the U.S. border to control who was allowed 

entry.  World War II marked a period of heightened regulation of sexuality at the 

borders that coincided with the proliferation of gay and lesbian intimacies that formed 

in homosocial settings during wartime.  Anxiety about the postwar social consequences 

of military homosexuality coupled with the devolution of community through the 

postwar suburbanization of U.S. society contributed to stricter policy enacted at the 

border to turn away immigrants who exhibited gender and sexual nonnormativities.

  By 

emphasizing the postwar (re)fortification of abstract and physical borders, D’Emilio and 

Freedman analysis suggests that a Cold War politics of exclusion sought to sooth 

widespread anxieties about the displacement of intertwined racial and sexual norms.   

48

                                                 
47 John D’Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman, Intimate Matters: A History of Sexuality in America 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1988), 275-300. 

  

Indeed, this policy came after decades of policy that placed quotas on, if not outright 

restricted, the immigration of nonwhite and nonwestern groups in an effort to promote 

assimilation to white social norms.  From the late-nineteenth century when her Danish 

grandparents immigrated to the United States to when Jorgensen set sail for 

 
48 Eithne Luibheid, Entry Denied: Controlling Sexuality at the Border (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2002), 20-21. 
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Figure 4:  Popular press coverage of Christine Jorgensen in 1953. 

Copenhagen in 1950, whiteness underwent multiple legal redefinitions as a result of the 

inclusive and exclusive management of immigrant groups.  Simply put, ‘white’ became 

shorthand for those groups who could assimilate to interlocking social, political, 

economic, and cultural systems that supported dominant ideology and the growth of 

U.S. capital.49

Whiteness connects border practices to the social norms with which Jorgensen 

aligned herself, first through reference to her family and then to her association with 

Denmark.  The centrality of her family is evident from her iconic entrance into the 

spotlight.  The now legendary December 1, 1952, front page of the New York Daily 

   

                                                 
49 Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the 
Alchemy (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998), 39-136. 
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News that trumpeted the headline “EX-GI BECOMES BLONDE BEAUTY” contains 

two photographs.  On the right side of the page is an unremarkable military headshot of 

a smiling George Jorgensen, Jr. dressed in an Army uniform.  The larger photograph to 

the left of the headshot depicts Christine’s profile, her head deliberately shrouded in 

shadows as her pale face and fine blond hair are noticeably illuminated, corroborating 

the “BLONDE BEAUTY” looming overhead. The photograph displays an embodied 

investment in whiteness, which Jorgensen was surely aware of as a photographer.  Her 

argument that she was convincingly female in every way was thus buttressed by 

conventional black-and-white photographic aesthetics to saturate white women’s skin 

with light to construct the image of a pure, translucent whiteness embodied by pure 

femininity.50

Jorgensen enclosed this photograph in a letter to her parents in which she 

disclosed her transformation and asked for their acceptance.  Intercepted by a reporter, 

the letter’s intended audience positions Jorgensen as supplicant seeking parental love 

from the audience.  Her self-articulation as blonde beauty never strays far from the 

home base of her family, then, even as she at the same time presented herself as a 

woman independently moved to act upon a lifetime of discontent and the certainty to 

become Christine.

 

51

                                                 
50 Richard Dyer, White (New York: Routledge, 1997), 122-142. 

  Indeed, the above reading of the front page mirrors comments 

made during transatlantic telephone interviews held the day after the story broke, in 

 
51 This holds true not only in how Jorgensen emphasizes her family history, her upbringing, and 
the role of her parents in her life in her American Weekly serial examined later in this chapter, 
but also for the beginning of her 1967 autobiography, which she begins with a review of her 
Danish lineage. 
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which Jorgensen expressed the success of her transition by stating:  “I am now a 

perfectly natural woman.  I do my hair in a roll at the back of my head, for instance.  

I’m womanly enough to be very glad it is such a nice blonde color.”52  Female 

authenticity, in this case, is substantiated by natural blonde hair styled to suit middle-

class tastes.  Similarly, other accounts of reporters who visited Jorgensen in the hospital 

describe her as having “long silky hair [falling] over her shoulders,” as an “attractive … 

26-year-old blue-eyed blonde [who during the interview] lifted her long eyelashes and 

threw a quick glance at her painted nails as she sat in her bed,” as “radiant Christine 

[whose transformation] has been so complete that it will be possible for her to marry.”53

Historian Lois Banner has pointed out that although evocative of the excess and 

glamour of 1930s Hollywood, dyed blonde hair did not become a popular choice for 

white middle-class women until 1955, the year that Clairol launched a successful 

marketing campaign for hair dyes.  The mid-1950s proliferation of blondes coincided 

with the popularity of Marilyn Monroe, who performed and burlesqued dominant 

fantasies and beliefs about blonde femininity as an epitome of whiteness.

   

54

                                                 
52 See for instance, “George, Now Christine, Says Needs Friends,” San Mateo Times, 2 
December, 1952, Christine Jorgensen Scrapbook, Louise Lawrence Collection, Kinsey Institute 
(LLC); “The Girl Who Used to Be Boy Isn’t Quite Ready for Dates,” New York Daily News, 2 
December, 1952, 4. 

  Jorgensen’s 

declaration in late 1952 that her blonde hair was a natural color, then, distanced her 

from the public’s affiliation of bottled blondeness with cheapness and poor taste.  It also 

 
53 “Ex-GI Changes Into a Woman,” San Francisco News, 1 December 1952, n.p.; “‘Boy-Girl’ 
Hopes to Get Married,” San Francisco Call-Bulletin, 1 December, 1952, Christine Jorgensen 
Scrapbook, LLC. 
 
54 Lois W. Banner, “The Creature from the Black Lagoon: Marilyn Monroe and Whiteness.”  
Cinema Journal 47, no. 4 (2008): 12. 
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was a step in line with her frequent explanations about the hormonal spectrum that all 

humans existed along, implying that her natural blonde hair placed her closer to the 

feminine pole.  In a postwar era in which light blondeness evoked eugenic mobilizations 

to improve the human race through racial cleansing and selective breeding, and in 

which domestic civil war struggles increasingly challenged white racialist hegemony, 

Jorgensen’s hair color was central to her self-representation as well as to her 

representation in the press.55

As the press quotes from above also indicate, the initial coverage of Jorgensen 

served as an inauguration into heterosexuality with Christine sanctioned as an 

appropriate object of desire.  For instance, one Daily News correspondent wrote a 

December 3 article entitled “‘I Could Have Gone for the He-She Girl,’ Says Reporter” 

in which he finds Jorgensen enchanting and wholly deserving of his affection.  “She 

took my hands in hers.  She has beautiful, emotional, feminine hands.  She laughed, her 

blue eyes sparkling and her blonde hair in pretty curls around her broad shoulders. … 

Chris now is a girl I could have fallen in love with had I met her under different 

  Her blondeness served as a synecdoche for her decency, 

her ability to implicitly claim racial purity despite the troubling nature of her 

transsexuality.  Her scrutinized body and behavior, then, are clearly read as ‘white,’ and 

the press largely depicts Jorgensen not as a deviant whose claims violate the sanctity of 

white womanhood in a time of international tensions and upheavals, but as a lady who 

extraordinarily embodies and demonstrates it.   

                                                 
55 Ibid., 15-18.  Also, see Joanna Pitman, On Blondes (New York: Bloomsbury, 2003), 203-221. 
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circumstances.”56  Sexualizing Jorgensen, who he describes as a “chic, obviously 

American girl … [with a] mouth as luscious as Joan Crawford’s,”57 the correspondent 

declares his enthrallment with this unique woman, in whom national, racial, sexual, and 

class normativities brilliantly cohere to form a unified subject.  It is precisely her 

luxuriant blondness which exorcises the anxiety signaled by the phobic moniker “He 

She Girl” and sanctions Jorgensen as ravishingly beautiful and safe for the 

correspondent—and thus the reader—to desire.  Indeed, blondeness was the insignia of 

heterosexual desirability for white women in the 1950s United States, and as 

demonstrated here, serves as fodder for the longings of this reporter. 58

All of these normalizing threads in the press culminate on February 12, 1953, 

when Jorgensen stepped off of her transatlantic Scandinavian Airlines flight and into the 

media chaos at Idlewild.  Present in dazzling resplendence, Jorgensen lived up to the 

press descriptions of her remarkable ordinariness as a white, glamorous, middle-class 

woman despite her biological history.  Indeed, one female reporter at the airport 

portrayed Jorgensen as a “lissome blond, a svelte, finished product of surgery and 

hormones that wrought the most famous sex conversion in history, [who] smiled as she 

 

                                                 
56 “I Could Have Gone for the He-She Girl,’ Says Reporter,” New York Daily News, 3 
December, 1952, 3. 
 
57 Ibid. 
 
58 Banner, “The Creature from the Black Lagoon,” 4-29; Pitman, On Blondes, 223-237.  Richard 
Dyer discusses how Marilyn Monroe crystallized the characteristics of white female desirability 
for the heterosexual male gaze in the popular imagination of Hollywood’s public:  Richard 
Dyer, Heavenly Bodies: Film Stars and Society (London: Macmillan Press, 1986), 42-45. 
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touched her shapely feet to American soil.”59  This reporter went on to describe 

Jorgensen as “tall, very blond and chic,” to detail her impressive attire of a full length 

nutria coat, brown suede-and-leather high heels, pearl earrings, the “pin of silver and 

gold [that] twinkled in her hat,” and Jorgensen’s “expert job of make-up.”60  As other 

accounts that similarly focused on Jorgensen’s body, behavior, and attire, this reporter 

conclusively asserts: “Take it from a woman, folks—Christine is definitely female.”61  

Thus, by the time of her homecoming in mid-February 1953, Jorgensen and the U.S. 

press were complicit in employing the characteristics of blonde hair, blue eyes, and 

middle-class glamour to connote respectable white feminine beauty.  They collaborated 

in the mutual assertion that “the wizardry of medical science”62

Later on in her autobiography, Jorgensen would describe this disembarkation as 

stepping into an inferno of flashing cameras and shouting reporters.

 has been so successful 

in washing away any remnants of pathological manhood that Christine is deemed 

worthy of a pristine whiteness, heterosexual desire, and ultimately marriage. 

63

                                                 
59 “‘Glad as Any U.S. Woman to Be Back’ – Christine,” Los Angeles Examiner, 13 February, 
1953, Christine Jorgensen Scrapbook, LLC. 

  This historical 

juncture is marked by the dynamic of big science on the cusp of the Eisenhower era, a 

dynamic between of the utopian and the catastrophic possibilities of technology that not 

only shifted popular understandings of the human body as rebuildable, but also 

 
60 Ibid. 
 
61 Ibid. 
 
62 “Ex-GI Becomes Blonde Beauty,” New York Daily News, 1 December, 1952, 3. 
 
63 Jorgensen, The Christine Jorgensen Story, 166. 
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transformed the social and cultural landscape of middle-class life in the United States 

with respect to consumption, health, labor, and governance.64  Until February 1953, 

Jorgensen’s image in the public imagination had been limited to a few photographs 

acquired by the popular press.  Descriptions of Jorgensen’s disembarkation at Idlewild 

verified her authenticity to readers in part by reference to the technological innovation 

that she physically embodies, a svelte and finished product out of the factory of western 

medical ingenuity.  Moreover, her rhetoric in the weeks following her public debut was 

benefited by preexisting rhetoric from sexological discourses that linked sexual/gender 

normativity with whiteness, a rhetoric that had filtered into public understandings and 

definitions of normality.65

 Jorgensen’s homecoming on February 12, 1953, coincided with the publication 

of a five-part serial account she contractually agreed to write for the Hearst publication 

  Forged in the late nineteenth century at a moment when 

immigration was at a peak, this genealogy resurfaces in Jorgensen’s self-description as 

she connects her medical transformation to her normal status.  This development in her 

public reception, this coincidence between her materialization as a media spectacle of 

technological innovation and as a daughter who has come home in so many ways, 

crystallized a visual grammar for transsexual whiteness that she used as she tailored her 

image for public consumption.   

                                                 
64 For the human body as rebuildable, see Serlin, Replaceable You.  For the transformation of 
middle-class life through technological developments and its importance to U.S. history, see 
Carolyn Thomas de la Peña, “‘Slow and Low Progress,’ or Why American Studies Should Do 
Technology.” American Quarterly 58, no. 3 (2006): 915-941. 
 
65 Julian Carter, “Normality, Whiteness, Authorship: Evolutionary Sexology and the Primitive 
Pervert,” in Science and Homosexualities, ed. Vernon A. Rosario (New York: Routledge, 1997), 
155-176. 
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Figure 5: Jorgensen with her parents on a sightseeing tour of Copenhagen. 
American Weekly, March 15, 1953, page 11. 

American Weekly for $25,000 plus royalties from syndication.  “The Story of My Life” 

first appeared on February 15 and detailed how George Jorgensen became Christine.   

Additionally, the series contained several black-and-white photographs of Christine 

living in Denmark and performing conventionally female duties: reading books to 

children, cooking in the kitchen, dancing at a formal event with a handsome young man, 

posing with her parents at various Copenhagen venues.  In the first two installments, 

Jorgensen humanizes her life story by painting a picture of an upwardly mobile 

upbringing in an immigrant household on Long Island, relating her childhood confusion 

about wanting to play with dolls and wear dresses despite her male body and masculine 

status.  She describes a tragic George, one who finds the most comfort not amongst a 
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vibrant gathering of his peers at a Danish-American beach club but rather along the dark 

Atlantic shore, alone and beneath the stars.66

 Describing the transatlantic passage to Copenhagen in May of 1950, George 

Jorgensen at this point in the narrative has been self-administering female hormones.  

Thus physically feminized, wearing male attire, and presumably androgynous, 

Jorgensen departs on a ship, alone and with expectations of finding medical relief in 

Europe.  The text up until this point has safely depicted Jorgensen only in familial and 

platonic relationships, and the only suggestion of George Jorgensen’s feelings of a more 

romantic and intimate nature are directed toward one of his male friends, Tom.  

George’s emotions for Tom, however, are never confessed due to George’s disgust with 

homosexuality, are only thought of in terms of heterosexuality but definitely never 

acted upon by George Jorgensen due to his male status.  Thus, his feelings are 

unrequited, and Tom unknowingly passes from his life as an object of affection. 

  This reticence about any suggestion of 

race, of color, even of blondeness as she described her conflicted gender identification 

and her yearning to belong is thus all the more significant when suddenly, in the third 

installment dated March 1, color and race surface in Jorgensen’s narrative. 

 George Jorgensen’s transatlantic journey, however, provides him with another 

opportunity to kindle an intimacy with a man, only this time George has been 

undergoing hormone therapy and thus can better claim heterosexuality.  One day during 

a storm while he is dining, George “look[s] up and [catches] a twinkle in the eyes of a 

brawny, blond fellow sitting at the table next to mine.”67

                                                 
66 Christine Jorgensen, “The Story of My Life,” American Weekly, 22 February, 1953. 4. 

  Exchanging a charged glance 

 
67 Christine Jorgensen, “The Story of My Life,” American Weekly, 1 March, 1953. 18. 
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with this blond and brawny stranger, a feminized George proceeds to strike up a 

conversation with David, and as the days pass and the ship roils in a savage storm, 

George and David become traveling companions:  “And what a storm it was!  We 

pitched and rolled the whole 10 days and few of the passengers left their staterooms.  

Fortified with my Dramamine I strolled the drenched deck, and so did David, the blond 

young man.”68  Their companionship consists of strolls on the deck, card playing, and 

nightly meetings before dinner, and as George steadily approaches Denmark and thus 

approaches the new persona of Christine that awaits him, he can safely state that “it 

wasn’t necessary for [David and I] to hold perpetual conversation in order to feel a bond 

of sympathy growing between us.”69  Jorgensen depicts his new relationship with 

David, who is “an American on his way to visit his grandparents in Austria,”70

                                                                                                                                               
 

 in terms 

of a budding heterosexual romance: the intimate comfort that accompanies the silences 

between them, the mutual understanding implicit in the budding emotional bond they 

share.  They are both Americans journeying to their ancestral countries, traveling on the 

ocean within a transitional space of uncertainty, movement, and potential disorder, as 

suggested by the chaotic storm.  Indeed, in-betweenness marks George’s journey as he 

moves from one country to another, as he hovers somewhere in-between male and 

female, in-between a deviant sexuality and normative heterosexuality.  Therefore, 

David becomes central not just in terms of inaugurating a feminized George, fortified 

68 Ibid. 
 
69 Ibid. 
 
70 Ibid. 
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with both Dramamine and female hormones, into legitimate heterosexuality and 

ultimately normative femininity, but also in terms of his twice-mentioned blondeness.  

Whiteness affords stability in this otherwise shaky and indeterminate passage and marks 

Jorgensen’s sudden entrance into a white world.  Such an entrance into whiteness is all 

the more significant when, for the first time in the series, color photographs of 

glamorous Christine poses in the latest fashions, her pale skin and blonde hair a visual 

testament that buttresses her narrative of how she emerges from a tragic, disjointed male 

into a superbly female and brilliantly blonde cohesive self.  

 Indeed, when George arrives to Denmark, he is instantly surrounded by 

whiteness and light.  “Rosy-cheeked Danes” surround him with “their bright faces” as 

he slowly walks around “in the August sunshine” and ponders his fate.71  A chill runs 

down his spine as he catches his first glimpse of “the glistening white buildings of the 

Statens Seruminstitut.”72  When he soon after tracks down Dr. Hamburger, the 

endocrinologist who oversaw Jorgensen’s hormonal and surgical transition, the doctor 

is “white-washing the living room ceiling” at his country home, and upon meeting 

Jorgensen and Dr. Hamburger take tea in a “big, sunny garden.”73

                                                 
71 Christine Jorgensen, “The Story of My Life,” American Weekly. 8 March, 1953. 8. 

  George Jorgensen 

left a world of sadness behind in the United States, a world in which he took the most 

comfort during lonely nighttime treks along the edge of the ocean.  As he increasingly 

secures the likeliness of Christine’s emergence, he moves into a world of light and 

 
72 Ibid. 
 
73 Ibid. 
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whiteness, a world in which he can claim normality for his own as he practices 

heterosexuality. 

 Indeed, near the end of her serial narrative, Christine Jorgensen mentions 

blondness once more in the final installment when she briefly explains what happened 

to her acquaintance with David, who faded into the crowd after the ship arrived at the 

Copenhagen pier.  Corresponding with David when he arrived to Austria to visit his 

grandparents and when he returned home to the United States, Christine forms a close 

friendship with him and feels that it is her duty to confess to him her story: “The day 

came when I felt it my duty to write that I no longer was the shy boy he had known on 

the liner Stockholm.  I had become a tall, blond girl named Christine.”74

When David learned of the treatments and surgery that had transformed 

me, he said the news made him happy because he knew I was happy—

and his letters became more frequent.  They held a new note of 

tenderness and fondness, and occasionally there was a bit of sentimental 

verse.  It gave me a feeling of warmth as I traveled around Denmark 

making my film.

  Christine’s 

claim on blondness thus signifies her ascendance into respectable heterosexuality, into 

the white middle-class femininity that makes her sex change palatable to the millions 

who followed her story.  Her assertion of normality, intertwined with heterosexual 

romance, is thus evident when she concludes her narration of her companionship with 

David:   

75

                                                 
74 Christine Jorgensen, “The Story of My Life,” American Weekly. 15 March, 1953. 13. 
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Figure 6:  Jorgensen filming the Thames River in June 1953. 

Jorgensen tours Denmark as a proper blonde woman motivated by the heterosexual 

whimsy that colors her correspondence with David.  While she captures the nation on 

color film for her travelogue, she implicitly constructs the country in her narrative as a 

bastion of whiteness and heteronormative legitimacy that enhances her new status.  

Jorgensen thus serves as the documenter of Denmark, which she lovingly imagines as 

safe, respectable, and integral to her identity formation.  And although historian David 

Serlin has convincingly argued that Jorgensen’s overall transformation deploys 

Christian tropes of redemption and rebirth to distance herself from deviance,76

 

 the 

overall strategic use of signifiers of whiteness in her serial indexes how she authored 

herself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                               
 
76 Serlin, Replaceable You, 180-183. 
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Transsexual Whiteness and Travel Films77

If in her American Weekly serial Jorgensen identified her experience on the 

turbulent voyage across the Atlantic as transformative, her creative labor cemented this 

transformation by designating her as a productive member of society and by amplifying 

her claim that she is a perfectly natural woman.  These intertwined processes are 

expressed in her films in that they show Jorgensen at work to document European 

destinations for a multinational audience.  Although non-narrative and non-linear, the 

films hold together by way of Jorgensen’s onscreen presence, which centers the 

randomness of each film.  And as discussed above, the need to legitimize herself in the 

eyes of the public was a dominant force that drove her self-representation in the popular 

press.  Therefore, each travel film uses imagery in line with the experience of tourism to 

supplement Jorgensen’s centrifugal onscreen presence.  As a result, each film constructs 

for its respective European locale a spatial-temporal matrix aesthetically distinct in 

terms of how space and time are linked to each other, yet epistemologically conjoined 

with respect to the normalization of Jorgensen.   This technique, I argue, has the effect 

of autoclaving transsexuality by way of Jorgensen’s cinematic production of white 

racialized modernity of Europe, a continent in its own state of transition after World 

War II. 

 

                                                 
77 References to the travel films are to the versions located in the Christine Jorgensen Collection 
at the Royal Danish Library in Copenhagen, Denmark. 
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Figure 7:  An androgynously dressed Jorgensen traces a route across the 
Danish peninsula. 

For example, the Denmark film identifies Jorgensen as its subject early on in a 

pastoral milieu evocative of tradition and the past.  After a few shots of sunny streets 

and stone buildings in an unnamed city, Jorgensen appears onscreen before a large map 

of Denmark.  She is speaking but cannot be heard, as the film is silent.  With a red wand 

she traces a circuitous route up, down, and across the country, pausing at some areas to 

speak more words than elsewhere.  Perhaps demonstrating her own travel route through 

the country, she appears androgynous in a waistcoat, ascot, and feminine hairdo.  She is 

focused on her task with precision, never looking away from the map and into the 

camera.  Such looks into the camera come later, in moments of the film amidst a rapid 

sequence of flowers, buildings, people dancing, children in the sun, paintings and 
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architecture, boats at sea and summer hills covered with masses of people dressed in 

white.  In this sequence Jorgensen appears, smiling as she peers into a store at 

mechanized window display or mingles with people in her summer hat at an outdoor 

summer festival.  Absent from the shots are mid-century indicators, from the flashy 

street advertisements later seen in her London travel film to the Scandinavian modern 

design style that popularized the color of white and was internationalized through 

architecture, interior design, and art.78

This admixture of Jorgensen immersed in the Danish nation creates a world of 

whiteness untroubled by her existence, a world that in fact she brings to life onscreen.  

Indeed, it is an exuberant world autonomously real yet highly subjective in its reverent 

yet strategic use of Danish imagery.  In her essay “The Charge of the Real: Embodied 

Knowledge and Cinematic Experience,” cultural theorist Vivian Sobchack evaluates the 

phenomenology of viewing a fictional film that deploys real elements—photographs 

from a performer’s life to give substance and history to her character; the digital 

insertion of historical figures into scenes; the onscreen killing of animals to satisfy the 

demands of a film’s narrative—to inflect and intensify its affective pull on the audience.   

That is, the unexpected appearance of elements that the viewer knows to be 

autonomously real disrupts the fictional space of the film and awakens a simultaneous 

mode of documentary consciousness.   Sobchack argues that in those cinematic 

  Instead, the film is visually steeped in tradition 

and presents the country through a romantic lens, perhaps best suggested by a scene in 

which several Danes dressed in folk costumes dance outdoors in misty twilight. 

                                                 
78 Banner, “The Creature from the Black Lagoon,” 12. 
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instances when fiction and documentary meet, especially when we know which is 

which, 

we enjoy their con-fusion or are jarred by their contact in what emerges 

as an experienced (if not always intended) heterogeneity of 

representation.  Indeed, those conventional or institutionalized generic 

discriminations made between fiction and documentary film in their 

respective forms and contents … allow both filmmakers and spectators a 

rich and complex play with their admixture.79

The admixture of a Jorgensen against scenes from the Old World, then, offers a 

heterogeneity of representation between the traditional and autonomously real, 

represented by the Danish nation, and extra-cinematic knowledge of the radically new, 

represented by Jorgensen.  This trend goes hand in hand with the postwar Danish film 

industry’s shift away from fiction and toward documentary.

 

80

The experienced heterogeneity of representation and its connection to 

transsexual whiteness incidentally heralds the postnational identity of the European 

Union because of the exclusionary and inclusionary logics used to demarcate and depict 

  When she describes a 

feeling of warmth as she travels through Denmark making her film, she nods to the 

subjective experience of crafting a visual paean to her heritage that emerges out of a 

biomedically enabled heterosexual romance. 

                                                 
79 Vivian Sobchack, “The Charge of the Real: Embodied Knowledge and Cinematic 
Experience,” in Carnal Thoughts: Embodiment and Moving Image Culture (Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 2004), 265.  Emphasis original. 
 
80 Elsa B. Marcussen, “Danish Film Production.” The American-Scandinavian Review 43, no. 4 
(1955): 339-340. 
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Europeanness.  This is not to impart prophetic powers to Jorgensen as a crystal-gazer of 

late-twentieth-century global politics.  Rather, it is to italicize that transsexuality’s 

racialization as both modern and respectable in the popular press, born of medical 

ingenuity and reiterative of social conventions of race and class, anticipates the “sense 

of a transnational European identity, based on common values, rooted in a common 

past, distinguishing the continent from the rest of the world while connecting nations 

with vastly different cultures.”81

 For example, the film still above was taken during Jorgensen’s June 1953 trip to 

London.  In this moment she positions another camera to record herself atop a London 

edifice with an iconic Victorian Gothic backdrop that includes Big Ben.  Conservatively 

dressed, she adjusts her camera to film the industry on and about the Thames:  the 

barges and bridges that channel commerce and people on a bright June day.  Indeed, 

throughout her film she depicts the street commerce and the sprawling masses attracted 

by the coronation just as she in one moment focuses her camera on sun-dappled banners 

that pronounce the British empire’s African colonies, and by symbolic extension, the 

Queen’s enduring significance in a new era signaled onscreen by the corporate pomp of 

an electric Piccadilly Circus.  Amidst all this urban exuberance and immensity, 

  Working amidst the rearrangements of European 

economies and politics after World War II, and indeed geographically situated in the 

backyard of Communism, Jorgensen’s cinematics of transsexual whiteness align herself 

and her representation of host European countries through a racial homogeneity with an 

eye to the future. 

                                                 
81 Fatima El-Tayeb, “‘The Birth of a European Public’: Migration, Postnationality, and Race in 
the Uniting of Europe.” American Quarterly 60, no. 3 (2008): 649. 
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Jorgensen’s documentation of London—a city synecdochic of a colonial power 

constitutive of the West; a city teeming with representations of the Queen carved into 

stone monument, molded into wax at Tussauds, printed onto paper fans for sale from 

street vendors—captures the ideological coherence of the state spectacle.  Her film has 

insight into the workings of power:  in documenting the omnipresence of the Queen’s 

representation and interlacing her self-representation throughout, Jorgensen deploys the 

cinematic experience of the travel film to associate herself with the Queen, women 

whose very different destinies have brought them into the international spotlight, even if 

to different ends.   

Thus, the London film is distinct from the Denmark film not just because its 

images are mostly urban and frenetic, gesturing toward conflict by way of showing a 

small gathering of bombed out buildings, presumably from the violence of World War 

II.  The London film nods to the global by way of the colonial ceremony of the Queen’s 

coronation, and therefore exhibits awareness about Europe’s exterior, where colonized 

nations are ruled without directly belonging to the new era that the coronation 

symbolically inaugurates.  Indeed, Jorgensen’s cinematic work with transsexual 

whiteness that is transnational through ancestral ties to northern Europe illustrates what 

social theorist Fatima El-Tayeb has described as central the recent cultivation of a 

European historical consciousness:  “National identity [in the context of a postnational 

Europe] revolves around the construction and institutionalization of a common past, 

whether minorities find a place in the larger community thus also depends on their 

relation to its narrative of national origin.”82

                                                 
82 Ibid., 653. 

  Race is one key yet invisible factor to the 
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cultivated sense of a common past, and although writing about the European Union at 

the start of the twenty-first century, El-Tayeb draws from the colonial and imperial 

histories of European countries that subtend the myth of common origins in the face of 

foreign elements.   

Jorgensen’s multinational audience that she anticipated—namely, Danish and 

American—brought a different matrix of knowledge, affect, and axiology to the screen 

that nevertheless coalesced within a white historical consciousness.  The national 

distinction is significant, however, as this chapter’s analysis focuses predominantly on 

the U.S. audience, as her photography and cinematic work was familiar to Danish and 

Danish-American publics in ways that it was not within the United States.  The Danish 

film follows a tradition of documentary travel films shown in U.S.-based Scandinavian 

societies in the late 1940s and early 1950s to nurture national fidelity and, 

coincidentally, encourage travel to one’s homeland.83

                                                                                                                                               
 

  Furthermore, in a May 1953 

article published in an American magazine, Thorkild Behrens, the managing editor of 

Denmark’s largest newspaper, vouched for Jorgensen as a beautiful woman with “long 

blonde hair” and a professional photographer with a good eye:  she not only had “sold 

pictures to Danish magazines and newspapers—mine included,” but also she was 

83 Various chapter meetings of the American-Scandinavian Foundation throughout the United 
States list in their published meeting summaries the exhibition of color travel films featuring the 
landscapes and cultures of different Scandinavian nations: “The American Scandinavian 
Foundation.” The American-Scandinavian Review 35, no. 1 (1947): 80; “The American 
Scandinavian Foundation.” The American-Scandinavian Review 36, no. 2 (1948): 165-168; 
“The American Scandinavian Foundation.” The American-Scandinavian Review 37, no. 1 
(1949): 68; “The American Scandinavian Foundation.” The American-Scandinavian Review 37, 
no. 2 (1949): 171; “The American Scandinavian Foundation.” The American-Scandinavian 
Review 37, no. 3 (1949): 286. 
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credited with discovering, befriending, photographing, and thus giving popular visibility 

to another blonde beauty, Hanna Sørensen, who went on in 1952 to win the title of Miss 

Denmark, the first since the outbreak of World War II in 1939.84

As the preceding paragraphs indicate, national audience was imperative to 

Jorgensen’s campaign.  Indeed, in her public appearances and in her interviews with the 

press, Jorgensen demonstrated cognizance of the social and political climate of the time 

and tread carefully to give nobody reason to suspect her fidelity to the United States.  

Yet the question arises that despite her adherence to heteropatriarchal and patriotic 

ideals of American womanhood, how was she able to also claim her Scandinavian 

heritage, going so far as to accept an award from the Scandinavian Societies of New 

York for Woman of the Year in 1953?  Modern respectability reconciles this 

contradiction, for although based in the transnational circuit between the United States 

  In the wake of her 

fame, news arose that the Danish government subsidized Jorgensen’s two years of 

experimental medical procedures and provided funding for her to create her color travel 

film of Denmark.  Such government endorsement in tandem with her work in Danish 

media may have inclined the Danish public to receive Jorgensen more favorably. On the 

other hand, her photography had virtually zero exposure in the United States prior to 

1953.  American editors and other media authorities did not go on the record to vouch 

for her professionalism in the way that Behrens did.  Thus, Jorgensen’s serial had the 

imprimatur of the Hearst Corporation, yet from the beginning it was her responsibility 

to designate herself in the public eye as a productive member of society affirmative of 

convention.   

                                                 
84 Thorkild Behrens, “What Made Christine Jorgensen Do It?” Scope, May 1953, 18-20. 
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and Denmark, Jorgensen’s formation in the popular imagination and in her films was 

distinctly cosmopolitan.  She emerged at a moment when whiteness in the United States 

was under question due to the civil rights movement and at a time when globally white 

hegemony and supremacy was under attack by the global South, and thus her 

representation of transsexuality as an exposition of her Scandinavian heritage arrived at 

a moment when white ethnicity was experiencing new consolidation even as a 

vocabulary of white ethnic identity under the influence of the civil rights movement was 

beginning to develop.85

This discursive attempt at reconciliation expresses the transnational velocity that 

transsexuality takes on in this historical moment and in so doing recontextualizes the 

personal matters of embodiment, gender identification, and family into a public format.  

Her transsexuality was attributed to interventions outside the U.S. borders and to life 

forces beyond her control.  Just as Jorgensen claimed a lifelong feeling of cross-gender 

identification, she also exhibited a cosmopolitan identity grounded in transnational 

whiteness, performed through her travels, and documented on film for all to see and 

experience.  Social theorist Stuart Hall has written that “Europe’s self-generating 

capacity to produce, like a silk-worm, the circumstances of her own evolution within 

her own body.”

   

86

                                                 
85 Matthew Frye Jacobsen, Roots Too: White Ethnic Revival in Post-Civil Rights America 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2006). 

  Jorgensen generates her own capacity to tailor subjectivity radically 

new by way of medical and media technologies yet illustrative of a transatlantic 

 
86 Stuart Hall, “Europe’s Other Self,” Marxism Today, August 1991, 18. 
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racialized modernity that she visualizes with deference to a traditional past and a 

technological future.   

 

Conclusion 

As the examples examined in this chapter demonstrate, cinema functioned as a 

medium for Jorgensen to more fully express her transformation into white womanhood 

by engineering intertwined representations of European locales and herself to impart a 

feeling of realness to the audience:  this is where I’ve been; this is who I am.  Jorgensen 

explained herself publicly through frequent reference to her normality and her 

blondness even as she in practice demonstrated new ways of being.  This apparent 

contradiction of modern respectability depends upon the destinations of her travels and 

thus taps into a transnational imaginary.  Her use of film extrapolates this connection 

between whiteness and normality to a transnational imaginary.  The Danish and London 

travel films extend and inflect her cinematic campaign in terms of the timing of their 

production and the focus of their content.  Whereas the Danish film was produced in the 

years leading up to her fame, the London film was produced as her fame was 

crescendoing.  Each film constructs a different cinematic relationship to time and 

history.  If the London film signaled the confusion of spectacles despite power’s 

endurance in traditional form, it also demonstrated technology as centrifugal savior by 

way of Jorgensen, who herself signaled breakthroughs of medical science.  Denmark is 
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represented as the family album of normality even as it paradoxically signaled in the 

U.S. public consciousness a social-democratic site of sexual permissibility.87

Jorgensen’s onscreen appearances as the tourist, the jet-setting filmmaker, the 

daughter, and the Danish national bolster her personal history through her visual 

immersion into racialized landscapes of national and colonial history that in effect 

safeguard her formation as a blonde transsexual.  The discourse of Jorgensen’s travel 

films, including her onstage performance and her frequent reference to the films in 

interviews, underwrote this normalizing process through the engagement with the 

public imagination.  That is, cinema functioned as a medium through which she 

attempted to broaden the public’s fascination with her story to include her professional 

labor.  Her films became the realm in which the larger contradictions that her story 

invoked were either deferred or addressed, particularly around matters of national 

history and personal history.  Her performance around the films, as in her stage 

presentation of the Danish travel film or her comments to the press about her trip to 

London to film the Queen’s coronation, bridged the disconnect between the small 

number of people who actually viewed these films and the public’s awareness about 

them as well as public association of Jorgensen with the medium of film.  Indeed, 

 

                                                 
87 Just one example from the 1960s that illustrates the U.S. popular imagination’s association of 
the social-democratic liberalism of Scandinavian countries with sexual permissiveness, 
including gender reassignment, are the chapters “Copenhagen—Bawdiest Seaport on Earth” and 
“Copenhagen’s Sex Changes” in Antony James, The 5 Continental Sin Spots (New York: L.S. 
Publications Corp., 1964), 107-131.   

This affiliation of Denmark with the vanguard of sexual experimentation and 
expression during the 1960s and 1970s was furthermore encouraged by the relaxation of Danish 
censorship laws that permitted the legal production and exhibition of hardcore pornography 
which, in turn, created a U.S. market for ‘Scandinavian smut’:  Jack Stevenson, Scandinavian 
Blue: The Erotic Cinema of Sweden and Denmark in the 1960s and 1970s (Jefferson, NC: 
Macfarland, 2010). 
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blondeness may have anchored her seemingly tenuous subject formation as a 

transsexual woman, but travel film buoyed her subjectivity in the public imagination 

through its cinematic explication of national belonging, technological savvy, and 

international tourism.  

Ultimately, the opening of this chapter gestures toward the process of racialized 

spectacularization through which Jorgensen articulated her normality.  By becoming a 

racialized media spectacle in order to cement her social belonging as a woman, an 

avenue that other transsexual women in the mid-1950s did not take,88 Jorgensen 

negotiated as advantageously as possible the racial, sexual, and class politics of an 

emergent image culture which by the late 1960s would be described as a “society of the 

spectacle,” a society in which media spectacles become the very premise for social 

existence.89

                                                 
88 For example, Charlotte McLeod and Tamara Rees traveled to Denmark and Holland, 
respectively, for the purpose of gender reassignment surgery soon after Jorgensen rose to fame.  
Although their stories were briefly picked up by the U.S. tabloid press, neither pursued the 
limelight of Hollywood to the extent that Jorgensen did.  McLeod disappeared from the public 
eye as quickly as she appeared, while Rees pursued a career as a burlesque performer:  
Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed, 82-85. 

  In being such a phenomenon that historian Susan Stryker likens her impact 

to that of an atom bomb to describe the eruptive force with which Jorgensen shook 

scientific and popular knowledge about biological sex, and in popular GLBT history’s 

ongoing enshrinement of her as “the mother of modern transsexuality,” her efforts 

should be framed foremost through her active participation within the social and 

 
89 Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle. 
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cultural parameters in which she lived in 1953.90

 

  Her self-representation as a blonde 

beauty and her cinematic representation of European destinations provided a vocabulary 

for the public to process her transsexuality. 

 

                                                 
90 Susan Stryker, “Transsexuality: The Postmodern Body and/as Technology,” Exposure 30: 1/2 
(1995), 38-39.  For Jorgensen as mother, see “Christine Jorgensen, The Mother of Modern 
Transsexuality,” accessed May 25, 2010, http://etransgender.com/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=369. 
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CHAPTER TWO________________________________________________________ 
 
Trial by Knife: 
Affect, Transsexual Enfranchisement, and the Aesthetics of Biopower and 
Necropower in Mondo Cinema 
 
 
“The ultimate sexual deviation, or, perhaps, the absolute vision of sexual violence, 
would seem to be the sex-change operation:  sharp-edged metal slicing and mutilating 
male and female private parts.” 

— David Kerekes and David Slater, Killing for Culture: An Illustrated History of 
Death Film from Mondo to Snuff91

 
 

 
“You are as constructed as me; the same anarchic womb has birthed us both.  I call 
upon you to investigate your nature as I have been compelled to confront mine.  I 
challenge you to risk abjection and flourish as well as have I.  Heed my words, and you 
may well discover the seams and sutures in yourself.” 

— Susan Stryker, “My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of 
Chamounix: Performing Transgender Rage”92

 
 

 
“This S/subject, curiously sewn together into a transparency by denegations, belongs to 
the exploiter’s side of the international division of labor.” 

— Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Can the Subaltern Speak?”93

 
 

 

Two moments in the films Shocking Asia (Rolf Olsen, 1980) and Let Me Die a 

Woman (Doris Wishman, 1978) illustrate transsexual women’s attempts to make viable 

lives for themselves during the 1970s.  In Shocking Asia, a camera explores the alleys 

and bustling streets of Singapore before arriving at an open doorway.  Inside, past the 

                                                 
91 David Kerekes and David Slater, Killing for Culture: An Illustrated History of Death Film 
from Mondo to Snuff (San Francisco: Creation Books, 1995), 76. 
 
92 Susan Stryker, “My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounoix,” 233. 
 
93 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Can the Subaltern Speak?” in Colonial Discourse and Post-
Colonial Theory: A Reader, ed. Patrick Williams and Laura Chrisman (New York: 
Harvester/Wheatsheaf, 1994), 75. 
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litter of shoes at the entrance, we come upon a small scene in which young Asian 

women work:  one folds fabric, another tries on a garment, a third sews at a sewing 

machine.  A European male voiceover explains that these women work here as 

seamstresses, models, and errand girls.  More of their daily life is shown during the 

afternoon siesta, during which they glance through magazines, reapply make-up, and 

change their clothes in front of a mirror.  As they smile and laugh with each other, 

betraying no hint of unhappiness, the voiceover explains that these women incessantly 

talk about a problem, “the only thing that concerns them, troubles them, and dominates 

their lives.”  At this moment we see one young woman, nude and with her legs pressed 

together as she lies on a bed and looks calmly into the camera.  When she opens her 

legs, what at first appeared to be a vagina is shown to be tucked male genitals, 

prompting the voiceover to declare:  “There it is:  the problem, which obsesses most 

transsexuals.  That mark of masculinity they would like to be rid of more than any 

horrible disease.  It’s an unbearable pain.  You see, all of these girls are men who wish 

for nothing else than to become psychologically and physically a woman.  Their sexual 

identities and their bodies simply don’t match.  What a tragic situation.”   

Yet, the situation is far from hopeless:  resolution comes by way of Irene, the 

woman we first saw at work on the sewing machine.  She enters the now-vacant 

workroom and sits down, smiling, as someone off camera asks her questions, her 

responses obscured by the pronouncements of the voiceover.  We are told she is 

engaged to a low-ranking government employee who supports her in her decision to 

undergo gender reassignment surgery so they can marry.  We are told that waiting lists 

for government-subsidized surgeries in Singapore can take years and that Irene is 
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Figure 8:  Spanish print advertisement for Shocking Asia.  
Reprinted from David Kerekes and David Slater, Killing 
for Culture. 

paying for the surgery to 

speed up the process.  

We follow her, then, to 

the private hospital of 

Mount Saint Elizabeth, 

to the private offices of 

Dr. S. S. Ratnam, who, 

seated at his desk, 

explains how and why 

he came to be a 

practitioner of 

transsexual medicine in 

the late 1960s, how he 

consulted western 

medical knowledge 

about transsexuality 

before devising his own 

surgical techniques to 

apply in the operating room.  He explains how his reputation quickly spread through 

gender variant social networks, how people from across Asia began to approach him 

with money in hand, a transaction he felt compelled to make because of his compassion 

and because of the regional singularity of his services. And we then watch Irene’s 

admission for surgery:  she answers some questions of Ratnam’s colleague, disrobes 
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and stands awkwardly next to an examination table, and faces the colleague’s camera 

for a photograph to go into her medical file, a photograph that the filmmakers will later 

use as the centerpiece in a Spanish print advertisement for Shocking Asia.  And finally, 

Irene is on the operating table, anesthetized, her genital region swabbed with iodine and 

framed in blue medical linens, with the figure of Ratnam above her, scalpel in hand, as 

he makes the first incision on her perineum, steel to shaved flesh, her blood singing 

under the shared light of the surgical team and the film crew. 

The dynamic between confession and surgical spectacle is also at work 

throughout Let Me Die a Woman, particularly in scenes featuring a Brooklyn-based 

white transsexual woman named Deborah Hartin.  If Irene’s story illuminates the 

struggles endured by a working-class transsexual woman to acquire surgery, Hartin’s 

story demonstrates that middle-class life is no easier.  In one scene Hartin enters the 

office of Dr. Leo Wollman.  The film’s resident medical authority, Wollman 

compliments her on her recent interview on a TV talk show and then asks her to speak 

about her life experiences.  Guided by his questions, she explains her efforts to live as a 

man enlisted in the Navy and married with a daughter until such a life was no longer 

bearable.  She speaks about the psychic and physical suffering she endured to make a 

life for herself as Debbie, about how her desperation drove her to see Wollman as a last 

resort before suicide.  Together, they recount how from this point her life made a 

dramatic rebound, that with Wollman’s care and encouragement she began to feel 

optimistic about life. 

At this point their conversation ends, and Wollman asks her to step into the 

examination room.  She enters the room, nude, and stands facing the camera as 
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Wollman methodically points out the ways that reassignment technologies have 

feminized her body.  He administers a hormone shot to her buttock and then performs a 

graphic pelvic examination for the camera, explaining the anatomy of her neovagina.  

And finally, when the camera cuts to a dark nondescript room with an illuminated 

platform in the center, Wollman introduces Hartin as happy at last despite her ongoing 

struggle to live, work, and love in an intolerant society.  When he steps aside, we see 

her and an unnamed white man laying naked together on the platform, the camera 

zooming in on their entangled limbs as he gently kisses her breasts and strokes her 

body, her eyes closed in quiet pleasure.  This scene affirms Hartin’s life in a way that 

contrasts with other moments in Let Me Die a Woman which acknowledge transsexual 

people whose impoverished everyday lives make them disproportionately more 

vulnerable to violence, criminalization, and death. 

Shocking Asia and Let Me Die a Woman are just two of many sensational 

documentary films made from the 1960s into the early 1980s that feature 

disenfranchised transsexual women testifying about life in a heteropatriarchal capitalist 

society.  Known as the mondo film, the exploitation documentary, or the 

shockumentary, this genre was invented during the early 1960s as a rebuttal to postwar 

Italian realist cinema, which it critiqued as projecting liberal interpretations of working-

class Italian life that mitigated the shortcomings of capitalism.  With the international 

success of the genre’s inaugural 1962 film Mondo Cane, mondo cinema was an 

exported Italian cultural form that enjoyed popularity across Europe and the United 

States due to its fast-paced examination of taboo subject matter.  Thus, the genre 

highlights spectacles of difference in an attempt to shock the viewer with what it claims 
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to have discovered about human nature.  Mondo typically intermixes sequences about 

inhabitants of the global South with those in the global North to produce a catalog of 

modern truths that invokes and expands western imperialist and colonialist projects of 

knowledge production.  In other words, it cinematically inspects the anatomies and 

practices of brown, black, feminine, and/or queer bodies scattered across the globe in 

order to uncover truths about human existence within the exploitative structures of 

capitalism.  But far from critiquing the material and ideological conditions of human 

suffering, the genre showcases misery and perversion as proof of humankind’s intrinsic 

savagery.  Indeed, it exploits its subject matter through its signature use of cheap special 

effects and reenactments, manipulative film editing, and didactic voiceovers to make 

sense of, if not outright manufacture, this proof.  This dynamic is seen across the genre, 

from the pseudo-documentation of modernity’s erasure of native African tribes in 

Kwaheri (David Chudnow and Thor Brooks, 1964) to the survey of violence across the 

world in Savana Violenta (Antonio Climati and Mario Morra, 1976).  In sum, the 

mondo genre is a mass cultural mutation of the west’s imperialist discursive enterprise, 

and it is precisely the genre’s stylized and contradictory documentation of subaltern 

populations, bodies, and lives that signals its aestheticization of biopower and 

necropower. 

Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri remind us that communications industries 

have been integral to the biopolitical production of life in the late twentieth century, that 

one must look to the development of communications networks and technologies to 

fully understand how power has mutated in its organization of capitalism.  Put simply, 

they argue that by the late twentieth century, power has come to pulse within bodies and 
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brains, has integrated itself into the material substance of our very being to marshal 

living resources vital to the rhizomatic growth of capital.  Power’s ontological 

materiality is born in part out of the communications industries’ commercial drive to 

address individual consumers through affect, fantasy, and imagination.  The array of 

networks, technologies, and cultural commodities engendered by this drive seizes 

consumers in the hush of their selves, aiming to become as fundamental to life as 

breathing or circadian rhythms, and in so doing organizes ontology according to 

capitalism’s needs.94

In a sentence, this chapter argues that mondo cinema, in explaining the impact 

of economic and cultural globalization on western life, deploys racialized 

  For Hardt and Negri, the multiplication of difference becomes 

paradoxically central to the consolidation of power within democratic societies in the 

late twentieth century:  difference productively factors into the biopolitical orchestration 

of psychic and biological life in that communications industries acknowledge and 

deploy difference as a way to interpellate consumers.  Even though their analysis does 

not effectively explain how difference in unintelligible, ungovernable, or oppositional 

forms receives the backhand of power by becoming targets for quarantine, 

incarceration, torture, and/or extermination, their recognition of the biopolitical 

properties of mass communications does prepare us in our assessment of mondo cinema 

as both a register of biopower in the 1960s and 1970s as well as a shadow archive for 

the history of transsexuality. 

                                                 
94 Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000), 32-
33. 
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representations of transsexuality in a way that illuminates the dialectic of biopower 

through the cinematic production of shock and compassion.   

To flesh this argument out: the mondo genre coalesced in the early 1960s and 

evolved amidst the social turmoil that ensued over the next twenty years, a historical 

juncture noted for the gradual and scattered ascendance of neoliberalism.  With its 

depiction of human suffering, the mondo film stared down this chaos and assembled it 

into a manageable form contained onscreen, tempered by the dissecting voiceover, and 

rechanneled by the editing.  Indeed, the mondo genre sought to make productive use of 

landscapes in the global South in which populations are shown as expendable, as 

incapable of self-governance and thus deserving of their collective and individual 

demise.  Through the cinematic domestication of chaos, then, the mondo genre utilizes 

shock to offer catharsis to the viewer, boggled and alienated by this unraveling world 

increasingly dominated by media, information, and spectacles.  The catharsis of shock 

is most keenly expressed, even comes full circle, in the onscreen moments like those 

described in this chapter’s beginning, the moments featuring transsexual women.  While 

the necropolitical landscape of the mondo film teems with subaltern masses, what I will 

refer to as the biopolitical landscape, or to be more precise, the anatomo-political scene, 

features the couple of the transsexual and her doctor.  Such moments of confession and 

affirmation show transsexual subjects in the process of becoming that which they long 

for with the help of their doctors’ compassion and technical expertise.  And it is the 

culmination of these scenes, the graphic surgical footage of genital conversion, that 

brings the dialectic of biopower, of the management of death and life, full circle. 
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Representations of transsexuality in mondo films like those previously described 

illustrate the biopolitical enfranchisement of certain new subjects while scenes featuring 

spectacles of abject poverty, violence, and death illustrate the necropolitical workings of 

power.  This argument, in conversation with Jasbir Puar’s work with the ‘bio-necro 

collaboration’ of power, cannot be divided so neatly into the biopolitical and the 

necropolitical, just as its assessment of the productive effects of power cannot be 

limited to onscreen phenomena.95

Representations of transsexuality are unique within mondo films because while 

they may deeply shock the viewer with shots of genital surgery, they nevertheless are 

distinguished by their plea for social recognition and compassion.  In a genre flooded 

with images of voiceless brown and black bodies criminalized, pathologized, silenced, 

  For the cinematic experience of mondo films entails 

feelings on the part of the viewer, presumably feelings of shock but also those of 

compassion.  I therefore simultaneously consider the mass cultural context that makes 

the relationship between the transsexual woman and her doctor legible in the first place: 

a sensational cinema that aims to shock the viewer and in so doing engages white 

western heteropatriarchal ideologies.  These two strands of analysis—one that 

approaches the compassion of the patient-doctor relationship as indexical of the 

biopolitical production of life against a necropolitical backdrop; one that approaches the 

shock felt by the viewer as indexical of biopower’s creation of new subjectivities—

differentially contribute to my assessment of the dialectic of biopower at this historical 

juncture. 

                                                 
95 Jasbir Puar, Terrorist Assemblages: Homonationalism in Queer Times (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2007), 35. 
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and brutalized in so many ways, the fact that some transsexual women can speak and 

are listened to must be taken into account.  In other words, mondo cinema’s global 

survey of in/humanity positions the transsexual subject’s enfranchisement against a 

nightmarish backdrop of anarchy, brutality, and death.  I focus on mondo film 

representations of transsexuality in order to illuminate transsexuality’s unfolding 

relationship to western biopower during the 1970s and early 1980s, a time when the 

inchoate rights of gender variant people were flowering from the loam of progressive 

social movements. In its multiple but interrelated manifestations at this juncture, 

biopower animates the racialized, sexualized, and gendered conditions of life and death 

on the margins of capital and empire, margins in which medical practice catering to 

gender variant people found its footing and through which mondo filmmakers trawled 

in search of spectacles.  Yet mondo film representations of transsexuality are singular in 

that they deploy the confessed longing for an ordinary life, a longing so unrelenting that 

surgery is in order, to elicit feelings of compassion.  To put this more specifically, the 

anatomo-political management of transsexuality constitutes an affective economy of 

compassion that animates the transsexual’s ongoing relationship with her doctor as well 

as her representation onscreen.  This dialectic of biopower, in turn, produces the affect 

of shock within the viewer which in turn affirms that which is invisible, which happens 

to be that which is ordinary:  the non-violent state, the ‘natural’ body.   

If mondo cinema contends that the magma of humanity is a conglomeration of 

desire and violence stimulated to grotesque proportions by the tumult of world capitalist 

expansion, then its documentation of transsexuality at once reinforces and unsettles this 

position.  On the one hand, to quote film historians David Kerekes and David Slater, 
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transsexual bodies under the knife are frequently presented in mondo cinema to shock 

the viewer with an “absolute vision of sexual violence”: transsexual lives are condensed 

into the spectacle of genital surgery, which in turn becomes a sign for abjection.  The 

shock engendered by this spectacle works to reify genital surgery into a practice 

illustrative of capital’s broadscale dehumanization of people through the exploitation of 

living resources.  According to this interpretation, the transsexual’s body is reduced to 

mere material upon which opportunistic surgeons use crude instruments better suited for 

a construction site than an operating table, as suggested in one account’s inaccurate 

description of Irene’s surgery as “power drills clearing the way for vaginal implants.”96

Yet, it is precisely the transphobic nature of this attitude reiterative of the 

malaise onscreen that affiliates the transsexual with irredeemable configurations of race, 

ethnicity, nation, and sexuality.  Despite the many valid criticisms that can be made 

about mondo cinema, it at least focuses on how the shortcomings of capitalism 

negatively impacts life around the world.  Its view of the international division of labor 

may be highly skewed, but at least it acknowledges and grapples with it.  Stuart Hall has 

noted the battlefield-like nature of popular culture between resistance and supersession, 

writing that:  “If the forms of provided commercial popular culture are not purely 

  

It is a medical travesty featuring the bottom-feeders of the world:  the strapped patient’s 

desperation to become a woman drives her into the hands of a hack who specializes in 

paraphilic cases shunned by more legitimate social quarters, and the mondo filmmaker 

is there to capture it all. 

                                                 
96 V. Vale and Andrea Juno, RE/Search No. 10: Incredibly Strange Films (RE/Search 
Publications: San Francisco, 1986), 156. 
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manipulative, then it is because, alongside the false appeals, the foreshortenings, the 

trivialisation and shortcircuits, there are also elements of recognition and identification, 

something approaching a recreation of recognisable experiences and attitudes, to which 

people are responding.”97

 Ultimately, this chapter is not a recycling of the hypodermic thesis about mass 

media, but rather an attempt to understand a popular cultural form’s exploration of the 

relationship between biopower and affect, particularly shock, in a larger socio-economic 

climate.  Audiences did not walk away having naively ingested mondo’s ambivalent 

message about humanity, nor did they unequivocally sympathize with transsexual 

  By noting the educational nature of popular culture to help 

reorient the working classes amidst the profound changes undergone around the turn of 

the twentieth century, Hall identifies the value of forms of popular culture regularly 

dismissed as lowbrow and purely commercial.  It is therefore mondo cinema’s 

obsession with differences beyond the pale of a coherent and cohesive western subject, 

with differences indexical of modernity thrown into crisis, that haunts the transsexual’s 

anatomo-political enfranchisement.  In short, some transsexuals may belong to the 

exploiter’s side of the international division of labor, but not necessarily and not 

resolutely. As an illicit documentary form energized by a fluxing international film 

market and by innovations in camera technology that maximize the cameraperson’s 

mobility, mondo film constitutes a mutation of communications industries that produce 

shock to impress the viewer with the budding hegemonies of an ascending neoliberal 

world order. 

                                                 
97 Stuart Hall, “Notes on Deconstruction ‘The Popular’,” People’s History and Socialist Theory, 
ed. Raphael Samuel (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Hall, 1981), 233. 
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women like Irene and Debbie.98

 

  But it is precisely the viewer’s feelings in response to 

such an onslaught of images of death by which biopower operates to seize upon the 

viewer’s understanding of the world and orient her or him to be cognizant of the ever-

mutating arrangements, mechanisms, and formations of advanced capitalism. 

The Shocking Aesthetics of Necropower 

 If shock, as Naomi Klein has recently argued, is a physiological and 

psychological human state that can be said to more broadly describe a social condition 

under neoliberalism that has been conducive to the formation of new modes of personal 

conduct and to the U.S. government’s social engineering at home and abroad since the 

1970s, and if the material and ideological building blocks of this social condition 

coalesced earlier, during the 1960s, in large part due to Milton Friedman’s and the 

Chicago School’s hard sell of a privatized society as fundamental to the optimum health 

of the Cold War market, then it should be no surprise that a film genre committed to 

shock crystallized during this same period.  Klein illuminates how Milton and his 

disciples advocated that natural or human-made disasters, coup d’etats, and other events 

that aroused shock within populations across the world should be seen as opportunistic 

tools to deflate public resistance and in so doing to implement new political-economic 

                                                 
98 Indeed, in a short 1978 review Thomas Waugh describes a popular seven-week run of Let Me 
Die a Woman at a soft-core porn venue in Montreal.  His review has a different interpretation of 
the film than mine, focusing on the sensationalism of genital surgery and transsexual bodies to 
condemn the tyranny of science and emphasize the tragedy of crossgender-identified people.  
Incidentally, in the review he deploys the market theory of transsexuality promoted by cultural 
feminists Mary Daly and Janice Raymond at the time:  that medical quacks make large profits 
from unhappy chumps who buy into their theories of gender and sex.  Thomas Waugh, The 
Fruit Machine: Twenty Years of Writings on Queer Cinema (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2000), 72-73. 
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orders favorable to the transnational flow of corporate capital.  Imperialistic and 

authoritarian in nature, this “shock doctrine,” as she labels it, recognizes the fear and 

confusion produced within the bodies and minds of the public and aims to take 

advantage of this collective state of paralysis with tactics that nurture the free market 

through private capital’s cannibalization of the public sphere.99

I propose that the mondo film genre is a cultural correlate of Klein’s shock 

doctrine in that it expresses the creative destruction of capitalism at this historical 

juncture with attention to bodies and their sensations, particularly to representations of 

bodies undone onscreen as well as to the shocked body of the viewer.  Due to the 

mushrooming of hardcore pornographic film and video markets during the 1970s and 

1980s and their annexation of sexual pleasure, mondo distinguished itself by becoming 

a genre about death and extreme violence, evolving from the burlesque titillations of 

early 1960s films into a video phenomenon of the early 1980s that predominantly 

featured bootlegged loops of war, crime, executions, suicides, accidents, and disasters 

with casualties.

 

100

                                                 
99 Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism (New York: Picador, 
2007), 3-87. 

  In short, its maturation was marked by an increasingly graphic 

exploration of bodies, their physical limits, and the negation of life.  Yet while the 

content became increasingly confrontational, the genre maintained an omniscient 

voiceover as a convention that always works to re-orient and redirect the viewer’s 

perception and affect.  It is this dynamic, then, between shocking imagery and 

 
100 This trend is exemplified by the popular video series Faces of Death, which debuted on film 
in 1978 and spawned three low-grade video sequels.  For more on this trend, see Kerekes and 
Slater, Killing for Culture, 136-141. 
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authoritative voiceover that this section explores as it considers three classic mondo 

films whose cumulative trajectory illustrates the genre’s maturation.  This section 

particularly aims to illuminate how this maturation was marked by the mutation of an 

imperialist western gaze in an era increasingly interconnected through 

telecommunications technologies, an era in which the world became more knowable 

and accessible.  Make no mistake: mondo is not a window into the imperialist corporate 

violence, fascist regimes, and economic subterfuge of this era.  It is a mass cultural form 

whose primary interest is to entertain western audiences through a frenetic tour of pop 

anthropological shots of people and places.  Nevertheless, due to its onscreen 

captivation with different bodies in various relations to power across the globe, an 

analysis of the genre’s conventions can shed light upon how embodiment’s uptake by 

this expressive form invokes and aestheticizes biopower. 

Mondo debuted on American screens in 1962 with Mondo Cane, an unlikely 

product of a post-World War II Italian film industry famous for its neorealist cinema of 

the 1940s and 1950s.  Mondo creators Guiltero Jacopetti and Franco Prosperi were 

journalists who rejected the neorealist school as mistaken about the objectivity of 

documentary film.  Briefly put, neorealist cinema was applauded by critics and the 

public alike for capturing the plight of the working and poor classes of postwar Italy as 

a documentary film would.  Jacopetti and Prosperi scoffed at this, arguing that 

documentary and fictional films alike are interpretations of human experience deeply 

impressed with the perspectives and opinions of their filmmakers.  Thus, they took the 

concept and aesthetic of the newsreel and expanded it into a feature-length film format 

that they argued would make as valid of revelations about humanity through the lens of 
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sensation as neorealism claimed to do through the lens of sentiment.  Influenced by a 

national zeitgeist defined by increasingly liberal attitudes toward sexuality, and working 

in a global communications industry experiencing rapid innovations in camera and film 

technologies – particularly the invention of lightweight, portable film cameras and the 

deployment of Technicolor and widescreen – Jacopetti and Prosperi broke ground by 

drawing many of these elements together in the making of Mondo Cane.101

experiencing the cultural, social, and economic effects of advanced capitalism.

  Whereas 

neorealist cinema imagined class difference as a major fault line troubling the postwar 

Italian nation, mondo cinema exceeded the imagined nation and embraced irony, 

detachment, reflexivity, difference, and sensation as new values for a western audience 

102

Mondo Cane aims to dizzy the viewer with a kaleidoscope of the carnivalesque 

that subverts dominant ways of seeing, as suggested in a print advertisement that 

promises to enter “a hundred incredible worlds where the camera has never gone 

before” and that issues directives to tremble, explore, gasp, witness, discover, cringe, 

thrill, startle, sweep, and shock in response to these new worlds. Of all these, shock is 

presented in the film’s introduction as a phenomenological force that will allow the 

viewer to see the world with new eyes.  As disclosed in text during the film’s opening 

 

                                                 
101 Mark Goodall, Sweet and Savage: The World Through the Shockumentary Lens (London: 
Headpress, 2006), 17-27. 
 
102 Incidentally, these values were at the heart of an emerging film aesthetic inaugurated by 
Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho in 1960 and increasingly representative of American cinema as the 
1960s advanced.  Paul Monaco, The Sixties: 1960-1969 (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2001), 189-190. 
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Figure 9:  Print advertisement for Mondo Cane (Guiltero Jacopetti and Franco Prosperi, 
1963).  Reprinted from Marc Goodall, Sweet and Savage. 
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scene, in which a dog is led on a leash along the perimeter of a pound full of barking 

dogs before it is pushed in: “All the scenes you will see in this film are true and are 

taken only from life.  If often they are shocking, it is because there are many shocking 

things in this world.  Besides, the duty of the chronicler is not to sweeten the truth but to 

report it objectively.”  Just before the dog is pushed in, a male voiceover reiterates the 

text on screen.  Thus following the objective tradition of journalism but at the same time 

foregrounding sensation as the lens through which this world will be experienced, the 

opening scene hints at the tumult of feeling to come to the viewer as a direct response to 

the shocking things found in previously hidden worlds.   

Commenting on his rationale for editing Mondo Cane in a way that veers 

between light fun and grave matters, Jacopetti stated in 2003 that he strategically 

inserted “soft scenes to allow for the digestion of the violent scenes.”103

                                                 
103 Godfathers of Mondo, DVD.  Directed by David Gregory, West Hollywood, CA: Blue 
Underground, 2003. 

  For example, 

near the end of the film is footage of Gurkha soldiers training for combat by 

aggressively thrusting bayonets into canvas bags.  This scene suddenly gives way to the 

same soldiers at night, now wearing make-up and female Gurkha costumes.  The male 

voiceover focuses on how their feminine appearance contradicts their militaristic 

disposition.  As the soldiers gather in an illuminated, festooned arena to dance, the 

voiceover explains that the Gurkhas are “the fierce mountain people of Nepal” whose 

men have served in the British Army in India for a century and a half and who cross-

dress as part of an “ancient tradition” despite the fact that they are the “most fierce and 

loyal soldiers in the world.” A crowd of Nepalese people watch from the sidelines while 
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a group of civilian British men and women observe.  The voiceover explains that this 

national holiday coincides on the anniversary of the Japanese’s decapitation of 300 

Gurkha soldiers who refused to betray the British crown during World War II.  A 

commemoration of this massacre is shown in the next scene, in which a bull is beheaded 

as English officers observe and Nepalese soldiers ceremonially perform.  Snare drums 

beat in the background as a Gurkha soldier beheads a bull with one blow of his 

machete, the carcass collapsing and gushing blood, the head dangling from the post as a 

testament to the finality of his action.  Footage of the beheading ceremony is repeated 

four times from different angles, and the episode concludes with an older white 

Englishman wrapping the decapitator’s head, the voiceover explaining:  “The English 

colonel wraps a white cloth around the heads of the champions, a symbol of force, 

fidelity, and valor.”  From this ceremonial wrapping, the camera zooms in on the blood-

smeared machete held at attention as the drums cease.104

This episode, culminating in by far the most violent moment in Mondo Cane, is 

preceded by an episode in which the voiceover mocks a group of white elderly 

American tourists in Hawaii awkwardly learning to hula dance.  And after juxtaposing 

the bull’s beheading with a running-of-the-bull festival in Portugal, the film moves on 

to supposed hidden camera footage of the “last cavemen” on Earth who live “on the 

border between history and prehistory along the mountains of New Guinea.”  These 

people are indeed shown living in caves deep within the jungle and are later shown 

attending Catholic mass at a colonial outpost, where we are told five missionaries have 

   

                                                 
104 Violence against animals is a fixture of mondo cinema.  See Goodall, Sweet and Savage, 
105-126. 
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been recently killed.  Peering into this knife-edge of empire, the voiceover speaks of 

these people as beyond the grasp of civilization, an argument seemingly supported by 

the film’s pointed contrast between their bare black bodies enshrouded in the shadows 

of the makeshift nave and the white-robed, white-skinned, and white-haired priest at the 

pulpit. 

Such a concatenation of spectacles signals how Mondo Cane entertains precisely 

through its exploitation of the contradictions of imperialism.  That is to say, against the 

spectacle of polyester-clad elderly Americans gyrating their hips, the voiceover decries 

the tourism industry’s destruction and commodification of indigenous Hawaiian culture.  

And against the spectacles of crossdressers ceremonially dancing and the bull’s 

beheading, the voiceover and snare-drum backtrack express reverence for the freedom-

fighting Gurkha soldiers and their steadfast loyalty to the crown.  And against the 

spectacle of black savages—distant, animalistic and mute—the voiceover invokes 

mythologies of racial inferiority and historical progress as it calls into question the 

civilizing mission of colonialism.  This snapshot of Mondo Cane, then, crisscrosses 

space and time as it considers three disparate social relations of empire:  the Hawaiian 

woman teaching the hula to the inept American tourist; the Gurkha soldier receiving the 

commendation from the British officer; and the faux caveman watching the Catholic 

priest as he leads mass in the wilds of New Guinea.  No representation evades the film’s 

self-reflexive irony, although each is presented by way of shock-cut editing, voiceover 

commentary, and strategic soundtrack to propose an ambivalence about human 

behavior, to express that in the twentieth century life has been reduced to a rapid 

succession of fathomless spectacles and canned explanations. 
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Indeed, it is this admixture of humanism and misanthropy in mondo modes of 

representation along with the generic impulse to transgress for transgression’s sake that 

scholars have described as the genre’s signature qualities, which incidentally have been 

used to explain its marginalization in film studies.  For instance, cultural critics Charles 

Kilgore and Mark Goodall have been instrumental in bringing the mondo cycle to the 

attention of film enthusiasts and academia, respectively.  Summarizing from an 

interview with Kilgore about the mondo cycle, Amy Staples writes that mondo’s 

“world-weary cynicism” congeals in its trademark juxtapositions,  

a vicarious culture-shock treatment that plays havoc with our systems of 

knowledge and beliefs in its continuous crosscutting between the 

primitive and the modern, the sacred and the profane, human and beast, 

man and woman, religion and science, fantasy and reality. […] If the 

term ‘mondo’ represented a new global consciousness, it also signified a 

global crisis as well […] Now that we have seen all that the world has to 

offer, ‘is there anything left to discover?’105

To put this another way, mondo defies the “ideologies of discreteness”

 

106

                                                 
105 Amy Staples, “An Interview with Dr. Mondo,” American Anthropologist 97, no. 1 (1995): 
117. 

 that come to 

animate the production of official systems of knowledge about U.S. society in the 

twentieth century in that it spotlights the global crisis of rational western authority 

through its continuous crosscutting between human extremes.  This trademark 

characteristic, I argue, coalesces in a distinct aesthetic style illustrated above by the 

 
106 Roderick A. Ferguson, Aberrations in Black: Toward a Queer of Color Critique 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 4. 
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discussion of Mondo Cane.  Thus, mondo’s stimulation of a global consciousness plays 

havoc with western systems of knowledge by acknowledging the manifold feelings that 

constitute life in a world in which one feels increasingly alienated, disoriented, and 

displaced.  Kilgore references this when he discusses how the emergence of the genre 

historically coincides with increased legal immigration from the Third World to the 

First World.  Mondo caters to the anxiety that the practices of immigrants could easily 

be happening in the western viewer’s own neighborhood, that in fact filmmakers no 

longer must travel to far-flung destinations to document such behavior but can easily 

find them in Europe and the United States.107

Such a crisis of western notions of space, knowledge, and identity thus resonates 

with what Mark Goodall has described as mondo’s intentional manipulation of 

traditional spectacles.  Goodall describes that mondo emerges from the history of 

exploitation cinema that in the 1920s through the 1950s mined geographically specific 

forbidden subject matter, especially from Africa, to attract audiences during the reign of 

the Hays Code in Hollywood.  For him, mondo in the early 1960s constitutes a new 

global consciousness in that it no longer is limited to one region or group of people as in 

sensational travelogue documentaries like Africa Speaks (Walter Futter, 1930) or Mau 

Mau (Edward Price, 1954).  Rather, it surveys humankind worldwide through the 

deployment of a will to knowledge energized and remolded by a globe increasingly 

interconnected by transportation and telecommunications technologies, world capitalist 

expansion, and transnational social movements for causes like civil rights and the 

environment.  Indeed, one hallmark of the genre that illustrates this idiosyncratic 

   

                                                 
107 Staples, “An Interview with Dr. Mondo,” 118. 
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implementation of its will to knowledge has been the imperative to maintain spectacle 

equity between the global North and the global South, to gaze at the western 

bourgeoisie as much as at the caveman and find weirdness, absurdity, and elucidation in 

both: 

The concept of the ‘traditional’ spectacle of the film document is 

partially subverted to form a ‘critical’ spectacle where representative 

modes are turned on their head and the thriving cultures of Western 

capitalism are instead subjected to the cinematic gaze and power 

relationships between viewer and viewed.  This does not ‘even things up’ 

but nevertheless indicates a critical position concerning modes of 

representation.108

What is necessary to understand when describing mondo’s experimentation with 

representational modes and thus when identifying it as an early node in the rhizomatic 

network of ‘postmodern’ culture, however, is that far from “evening things up,” mondo 

rehabilitates and repackages a white western heteropatriarchal perspective during the 

very moment in which this perspective is in crisis. 

 

As our examination of Mondo Cane and as Charles Kilgore’s observation about 

post-1965 immigration’s transformation of western demographics suggest, the mondo 

cycle is materially embedded within the exploiter’s side of the international division of 

labor and apperceptive of capital’s mutating ideologies and mongrel subject formations.  

The genre appears at the start of a decade in which this division begins to transform 
                                                 
108 Mark Goodall, “Shockumentary Evidence: The Perverse Politics of the Mondo Film,” in 
Remapping World Cinema: Identity, Culture and Politics in Film, eds. Stephanie Dennison and 
Song Hwee Lim (New York: Wallflower Press, 2006), 124. 
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particularly due to transnational decolonization and civil rights movements, innovations 

in mechanisms of western economic and cultural imperialism, and mounting discontent 

with the alienated conditions of advanced capitalism.  In other words, mondo 

repurposes the affective feedback of the crisis of white western heteropatriarchal 

authority, channeling anxiety, confusion, and especially shock through a distinct 

aesthetic style to reorient the viewer.  The global consciousness cultivated by Mondo 

Cane was primarily constituted through the dynamic between spectacle and voiceover.  

It is precisely in this moment of crisis that mondo cinema confronts viewers with a 

brand of pseudo-journalistic shock entertainment delivered by an authoritative 

voiceover encoded as white, western, male, and heterosexual who calms the viewer 

with assured explanation about what is happening.  It is precisely through its trademark 

ambivalence about humanity, its refusal to ideologically anchor itself, that mondo 

cinema effectively reconstitutes white heteropatriarchal authority about the world by 

soothing raucous feelings that it incites by way of shock. 

The affect of shock becomes more pronounced in Jacopetti and Prosperi’s 

subsequent films in their sensational critique of racialized systems of exploitation.  In 

recollecting the impact of the events of May 1968 across Europe, Negri has said that the 

collective push in Italy was “toward an extreme modernization,” one which would 

reject the Fordist organization of labor that oppressed Italian workers and make a 

radical break with a capitalist modernity.109

                                                 
109 Sylvere Lotringer and Antonio Negri, “A Revolutionary Process Never Ends,” Artforum May 
2008, 307. 

  Negri’s assessment of 1968 emphasizes its 

affirmative effects, the vital networks of commonalities that united groups of people to 
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participate in reclaiming the material conditions of daily life undergoing transformation 

by global capitalism.  Thus, for him and in Italy, “May 1968 was not about exalting 

confrontations and struggle; that’s still its ‘modern’ aspect.  Nineteen sixty-eight was 

something else completely—the pleasure of discovering a new humanity, a deep joy in 

ourselves and around us, of realizing that elements of expression, imagination, and life 

can exist together.”110

Mondo Cane’s enormous success set off an avalanche of imitators.  Reacting to 

the Frankensteinian life taken on by mondo, a creature sutured together from disparate 

sources that took popular culture with unanticipated force,  Jacopetti and Prosperi 

radicalized the now faddish cultural form by focusing on politically explosive topics.  

Their first effort was Africa Addio, a documentary that examines the changing of the 

guard in sub-Saharan Africa from European colonial rule to the self-sovereignty of 

  Yet even though in his evaluation of May 1968 he says that 

power is for the status quo, it is power’s racialized application outside of Europe, which 

he says at the time constituted the world, that interests mondo cinema in its aesthetic 

articulation of necropower.  Indeed, Jacopetti and Prosperi’s Africa Addio (1966) uses 

images of black bodies involved in African decolonization movements to illustrate the 

degeneration of a colonial order whose formation is tangentially traced out in Addio Zio 

Tom (1971) through the latter film’s exploration of the nineteenth-century transatlantic 

slave trade and its imagined connections to the 1960s African-American civil rights 

movement.  A brief examination of both films can help us better understand the 

expression of necropower in mondo films and how the cinematic experience of 

watching mondo operates within a force field of biopower.   

                                                 
110 Ibid., 309. 
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African states.  In typical style, the film early on juxtaposes extended aerial shots of a 

verdant savannah accompanied by a lush soundtrack with scenes depicting the 

ceremonial departure of white Europeans and the exuberance of a newly independent 

African people.  But this reverence for the continent’s beauty and hope for the future are 

soon dashed by a nightmarish vision of African decolonization. 

Even before Africa Addio was commercially released, controversy brewed in 

Italy over accusations that the film crew was complicit in stage-directing onscreen 

killings and withholding help from suffering people in order to amplify the shock value 

of their film.  One scene widely discussed is that of an execution of a man who is shot 

by a military patrol.  Such a point-blank representation of killing escalates the equation 

of difference with sensationalism into an equation in which difference equals death, 

even non-viability.  The execution here becomes a vector for the expression of 

necropower, in this specific instance as civil warfare in the racialized anarchy created 

by decolonization.  Indeed, the film is replete with footage of famine, the slaughter of 

savannah wildlife, urban warfare, and genocide.  Representing this social disintegration, 

then, was a way for Jacopetti and Prosperi to infer that the lives and bodies of African 

people were destroyed by the turbulence of decolonization, and that such a stare-down 

of decolonized Africa was necessary to strip away the sentiment cushioning western 

liberal arguments that Europe had no responsibility to Africa other than to leave despite 

centuries of exploitation.  Thus, Africa Addio demonstrates an aesthetic of necropower 

paradoxically realized.  From the colonizer’s perspective, Africans’ inability to self-

govern and indifference toward life confirms longstanding racist convictions about the 

animality of non-white people, yet this coming-to-terms with the threadbare existence 
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eked out in Africa manifests in the western viewer’s world through shock:  the surprise 

of seeing one man kill another, the horror of watching poachers spear elephants and 

hippopotamuses slowly to death, the shock of seeing genocide in action as dozens of 

corpses are tossed into a mass grave.  

This dynamic between necropolitical spectacle and the biopolitical orchestration 

of a viewer’s perception of the world is not as mechanical as the above summation 

implies, as a range of feelings can result in response to such material.  Indeed, the 

controversy in Italy about the making of Africa Addio signals this, as does western 

white feminist campaign in the 1970s and 1980s driven by rumors about snuff films.  

Power invites its own critique, as Foucault reminds us, in order to propel itself.  Yet 

even still, such controversy suggests that shock aroused by onscreen killings put into 

primary relief the responsibilities of the consumer to such representations, and thus 

more generally illuminates calls for society to regulate such sensational media for the 

preservation and regulation of human life. 

In response to their critics who argued that Africa Addio promoted racist ideas, 

Jacopetti and Prosperi made their next documentary about the transatlantic slave trade 

using mostly dramatic reenactments to imagine a genealogy of black exploitation.  

Mark Goodall has written that “Any drive for authenticity [in mondo films] is dissolved 

into the construction of film images (and sounds) as part of a global spectacle.  

Artificiality replaced attempts at imaging the real.”111

                                                 
111 Goodall, “Shockumentary evidence,” 122. 

  Addio Zio Tom exemplifies how 

in the mid-twentieth century artificiality becomes fundamental to representing power in 
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that through its sensational recreation of a history of slavery, the film articulates rage as 

the horizon of this history of slavery and its legacy. 

For example, a scene early on in the film demonstrates this.  As a nineteenth-

century white slave trader standing on deck peers into the murky hull and comments on 

its stench, a male voiceover provides a historical background to the slave ship’s integral 

role in the slave trade.  This scene is followed by black middle-class patrons emerging 

from a fancy car for a social function at night, wearing their Sunday best as they dance 

inside.  Mondo attempts to make such a contrast so as to highlight the persistence of 

hierarchy here, especially as these people stand in great contrast to Black Panthers and 

other enraged progressives shown to be instructing children to “hate whitey,” destroying 

commercial property, and ultimately by the film’s end murdering a white middle-class 

couple in a violent assertion of their power.  Such a tactic is deployed in Africa Addio 

when African bourgeois officials are shown to have white European servants, and more 

generally mondo’s attention to hierarchy as an innate part of capitalism depends on the 

display and arrangement of bodies. 

Both Africa Addio and Addio Zio Tom showcase bodies-as-spectacles that 

function as ciphers for particular racialized and sexualized socio-economic orders in 

different stages of capitalism.  Thus, in the former film people are shown destroying in 

the streets a series of European commodities—Portuguese eggs, South African oranges 

and beer—in an ecstatic celebration of national independence, a scene that mirrors in its 

popular violence the one that comes almost immediately afterwards: a riot outside a 

polling station in an unnamed Kenyan city.  The latter film shows the formation of the 

market with black bodies as commodities, and later, shows the confusion of the market 
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as the mammy is surrounded by women and children and as men walk along the 

margins exploring what there is. The aesthetics of necropower becomes starkly evident 

in how Africa Addio and Addio Zio Tom evoke and resonate with each other in scenes of 

black bodies pressed together: for the former, the racialized anarchy of the streets of 

newly decolonized Nairobi, variously depicted with celebrants running through the 

streets no longer ruled by the British or with mass graves of ethnic cleansing 

campaigns; and for the latter, the overpopulated mercantile ships, markets, and 

plantations of the transatlantic slave trade.  In short, Addio Africa and Addio Zio Tom 

exemplify the affective thrust of mondo operating within the force field of biopower in 

that it zeroes in on particular embodied experiences of suffering and death to shock the 

western viewer in an effort to reorient her or him to be cognizant of the arrangements, 

mechanisms, and formations of advanced capitalism. 

Amy Staples writes that the trend to develop in mondo throughout the 1970s and 

into the 1980s takes this keen attention to bodies as the ultimate horizon of mondo.  In 

concluding her interview with Charles Kilgore, Staples discusses the corporeal turn that 

mondo has taken by the 1980s, a turn that mirrors its offscreen fixation with viewer’s 

bodies and their feelings: 

The mondo aesthetic shifted the focus from the natural landscapes of 

earlier exploration films to the uncharted territory of the bodyscape as 

we begin to re-examine ourselves and others in an increasingly 

modernized, nomadic, and transnational world.  Like the intrepid 

explorer, the mondo filmmaker surveys surfaces, trespasses boundaries, 
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and penetrates unknown regions, not of the planet, but of the human 

body, the human intellect, and the human spirit.112

Despite falling into a ‘postmodern’ quagmire in which the confusion of multiplicity 

strips down meaning, mondo does do a certain kind of work of instilling a certain voice 

and validating certain bodies.  Yet as my main argument holds, this particular direction 

that mondo cinema takes aestheticizes biopower and necropower in ways crystallized 

by Jacopetti and Prosperi and actively explored later in such features Libidomania 

(Jimmy Matheus [Bruno Mattei], 1978), The Killing of America (Sheldon Renan, 1981), 

or the Faces of Death series (Conan Le Cilaire, 1979-1990). 

 

 Addio Zio Tom’s ending shots enact Staples’ observation about the ascendance 

of bodyscapes and encapsulates Goodall’s argument about the elemental role of 

artificiality in the truths highlighted in mondo films.  At the film’s end, after oscillating 

between 1960s U.S. black-white relations and the nineteenth-century slave trade, a 

plantation is shown with slaves picking cotton in fields.  The soundtrack swells with a 

woman’s song, lamentations awash in the viewer’s ear, as a helicopter appears onscreen 

above the field with the filmmakers within, filming.  Verisimilitude is not the point.  Far 

from it, history is haunted by the present:  the slaves scatter and gaze upward as 

cameramen point their cameras downward, the helicopter hovering like Benjamin’s 

angel of history who surveys the mounting wreckage of the past.113

 

 

                                                 
112 Staples, “An Interview with Dr. Mondo,” 124. 
 
113 Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” in Illuminations, ed. Hannah 
Arendt (New York: Shocken Books, 1968), 257-258. 
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Spectacles of Transsexual Enfranchisement 

Why are the lives of transsexual women affirmed onscreen in a cinematic 

landscape otherwise dominated by shocking spectacles of difference?  If necropower is 

enacted onscreen via the destruction of people whose lives have no value within 

dominant socio-economic structures, biopower coincides cinematically through the 

affective work of shock, particularly through mondo’s management of the viewer’s 

perception of a world in which life is cheap.  And if mondo illustrates some of the 

racialized, sexualized, and gendered operations of necropower across different stages 

and locations of capitalism, and if the genre gravitates toward graphic violence and 

death as it matures, it is precisely the recurrent trope of transsexual women speaking 

about their lives that we must consider.  In a genre replete with fabricated scenes of 

death and violence to paradoxically elucidate the state of humanity, the vast majority of 

mondo films featuring transsexuality appear to be legitimate, with actual footage of 

interviews with women and their doctors that culminate in what appears to be actual 

genital surgery.114

Scenes from Jacopetti and Prosperi’s mondo trilogy differ from those featuring 

Irene and Hartin in that while power snuffs out lives in the former, power recognizes 

Irene and Hartin as subjects of the medical establishment and asks them to confess the 

truth of who they are.   Put simply, despite the tragedy of their confessions and the 

 

                                                 
114 Those mondo films with known sequences about transsexuality that I have been able to see 
include Shocking Asia, Let Me Die a Woman, Tomboy – Sesso: Inferno e Paradiso (Claudio 
Racca, 1977), Libidomania (Bruno Mattei, 1979), Nudo e Crudele (Bitto Albertini, 1984), 
Mondo Sexualis U.S.A. (David Adnopaz, 1985), and Mondo Cane Oggi (1986).  The one film 
that has blatantly faked such a sequence is Sexy Night Report aka Mondo Erotico (Bruno Mattei, 
1977). 
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Figure 10:  Cover for the paperback tie-in for the 
film Let Me Die a Woman (Doris Wishman, 1978). 

             

 

 

desperation of their pleas, Irene and Hartin signal the will to live and to belong, and 

their relationship with their doctors dramatizes power’s willingness to listen and 

respond in the affirmative.   Although Sandy Stone has labeled transsexuality’s 

recognition at the discursive level Pyrrhic due to its inauguration of the institutional 
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regulation of gender-nonconforming people’s bodies and lives,115

Scholars like Carl Elliot and David Serlin have described the paradigm shift that 

unfolded following World War II in which bodies came to be medically and popularly 

understood in the west as composed of parts and mechanisms which could be medically 

modified or replaced to bring the body into line with the self.

 this recognition as an 

intelligible subject, however marginal, is essential to life, as Hartin’s and Irene’s 

confessions so compellingly demonstrate.   

116

In her essay “Doing Justice to Someone: Sex Reassignment and Allegories of 

Transsexuality,” Judith Butler pauses for a moment in her evaluation of the life of 

David Reimer to gesture toward the paradox of “the place of sharp machines, of the 

  This paradigm shift 

hinged on the paradox that one must turn to new medical technologies in order to bring 

out one’s essence:  I take this pill or go under the knife so that I can become the real me, 

legible to all.  Representations like Hartin’s and Irene’s signal the convergence of 

technologies—medical, social, cinematic—that midwife the truth of the self and in so 

doing shock the audience with the materialization of that truth on the surface of the 

flesh:  the inspection of transsexual bodies proving how medicine has feminized them, 

the surgery graphically showing the extreme measures taken to become who they know 

themselves to be.  Hence, the poster for Let Me Die a Woman exhibits a slicing away, a 

severance of the former masculine shell to liberate an inner feminine self that is at once 

new yet has always resided within.   

                                                 
115 Sandy Stone, “The Empire Strikes Back,” 282. 
 
116 Carl Elliot, Better than Well; David Serlin, Replaceable You. 
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technology of the knife, in debates on intersexuality and transsexuality alike.”117  She 

does not flesh out this paradox but merely invokes it as a way to lead into an 

observation about how medical discourses violently seized upon the life and body of 

David in order to make competing claims about the truth of sex and gender:  “This body 

becomes a point of reference for a narrative that is not about this body, but which seizes 

upon the body, as it were, in order to inaugurate a narrative that interrogates the limits 

of the conceivably human.  What is inconceivable is conceived again and again through 

narrative means, but something remains outside the narrative, a resistant moment that 

signals a persisting inconceivability.”118

                                                 
117 Judith Butler, “Doing Justice to Someone: Sex Reassignment and Allegories of 
Transsexuality,” in Undoing Gender (New York: Routledge, 2004), 64.   

  As Butler makes clear from the essay’s outset, 

gender coherence is a prerequisite for the recognition of humanness, that one must 

embody certain norms and exhibit certain practices in order to be seen as human, 

worthy of rights and affections, worthy of a life free from violence.  For Butler, then, 

the discursive appropriations of David offer him up as evidence of the will to conquer 

inconceivability, evidence of the will to restore within this person’s life the order and 

harmony of universal truths that liberal discourses presuppose to be within the realm of 

the unquestionably human.  This historical account signals a deep violence, one which 

In his infancy, a botched circumcision and the invited intervention of psychiatrist and 
sexologist Dr. John Money lead to the early gender reassignment of David Reimer.  Assigned as 
a male at birth, Reimer’s experiences during childhood, selectively interpreted according to him 
and his parents, became the basis for Money’s much-lauded theory of gender development in 
children: that before the age of three, we are blank slates who can through proper socialization, 
grow up as the opposite gender.  In part due to the tremendous influence that this theory had on 
academic, medical, and therapeutic understandings of children and gender, Reimer stepped 
forward in the late 1990s with his side of the story that called Money’s theory into serious 
question.  For more about this case, see John Colapinto, As Nature Made Him: The Boy Who 
Was Raised As A Girl (New York: HarperCollins, 2000). 
 
118 Butler, “Doing Justice to Someone,” 64. 
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cuts through incoherent flesh with sharp instruments to the stark bone of power itself, 

“the power of regulation, a power that determines, more or less, what we are, what we 

can be.”119

For Butler, the technology of the knife enters the picture through its use by 

doctors to carve recognizability into the bodies of intersexual infants and transsexual 

patients in an effort to make them appear ‘normal’ through the surgical approximation 

of genital norms.  Yet, this process is never complete: scars are left, nerve tissue is 

destroyed, lies are fabricated, violence is inflicted by caretakers.  Thus, the technology 

of the knife is paradoxically wielded to curtail inconceivability even as the marks it 

leaves behind murmur the limits of narrative and signal inconceivability’s persistence in 

the lives of intersexual and transsexual people: scars, numbness, lies, trauma.  These are 

the milestones which mark the cost of becoming human for those people like David 

Reimer whose claims on humanity have always been precarious, for those people 

badgered and brutalized in the doctor’s office or in the school or on the streets due to 

the radical difference of their gender and bodily nonconformity.  These scars, this 

trauma constitute the reminder that, as Butler puts it, “something remains outside of 

narrative” which betrays what has happened to this body and which becomes an 

occasion to demand to know why and to demand justice. 

 

Irene’s and Hartin’s confessions and representations can allow us to think about 

in tandem the resistant moments outside of narrative, the persisting inconceivability that 

they index, and the material conditions of our knowing.  Irene’s episode in Shocking 

Asia contrasts from the film’s representation of the overall unintelligibility of Asia.  The 
                                                 
119 Ibid., 57. 
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opening-credits sequence includes shots of crowded marketplaces, Asian architecture 

and hot ash rituals, dancing Chinese dragons and Hindu theater, martial arts fighters and 

urban dead zones teeming with sub-poverty populations, all while the voiceover states:   

It is impossible to describe Asia with a few simple phrases.  It is 

impossible to ever totally discover Asia.  Asia will never reveal all of her 

secrets.  There is always something new and mysterious to be discovered 

there, and Asia will always have some new horror to shockingly reveal.  

Our world has bright sides and its dark sides and man can only discover 

man if he doesn’t close his eyes to the dark side.  We will peer behind all 

the facades of pomp and poverty, bravado and humility of this massive 

area.  We will step off the worn paths beaten by tourists and gadabout 

reporters to get a better look at the bizarre, absurd, and unbelievable 

expressions of existence there.  Let’s listen to the strange songs as we 

embark on a trip to distant lands full of unbelievable facts and 

incomprehensible emotions. 

The messages of Shocking Asia echo those of Addio Africa in offering the viewer a 

sensational gloss of an entire continent, yet whereas Addio Africa cannot imagine 

‘Africa’ outside of the death drive and the ruins of civilization, Shocking Asia cannot 

imagine ‘Asia’ beyond of the axis of sensual pleasure.  Hence, a steady investigation of 

sex and reproduction drives the film, beginning early with the “sexual mysticism” of 

Tantric bas-reliefs of every conceivable male-female sexual permutation engraved on a 

Hindu temple and closing out with a look at Japanese attitudes toward sex.  Death and 

violence are certainly present in Shocking Asia, as when animals in marketplaces are 
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slaughtered for immediate consumption, or when the voiceover speaks to the “grinding 

poverty and human misery” found on the crowded ghats along the Ganges River, which 

itself is shown to contain the remains of human corpses. 

Irene’s appearance is preceded by a tour of the red light district of Singapore.  

This backdrop of the camera winding through small dark alleys leading into rooms in 

which women await customers echoes Addio Zio Tom in its illumination of bodies for 

sale in a marketplace.  Indeed, Shocking Asia’s push to uncover exploitative conditions 

of sex work obliterates the agency of the Asian women, as the camera’s voyeuristic 

male gaze into their rooms is met by the women’s flight.  But unlike the slave auction in 

Addio Zio Tom, Shocking Asia attempts to counterbalance the presumed backwardness 

of the red-light district by featuring Irene and her colleagues, whose labor is shown to 

be more flexible, enterprising, and industrious.  Thus, Irene at the sewing machine 

becomes Irene who has saved up her money to bypass long government waiting lists 

and seek out private medical assistance from Ratnam.  Hers is a breaking-away from the 

kinship of Madame Nuna and the sex work that has enabled her to save for Ratnam’s 

services, an escape into middle-class existence via marriage. 

Further contributing to Irene’s representation, Ratnam gives a unique spin to the 

medical discourse of transsexuality in his description of how he came to offer such 

services and how he, in turn, innovated his own surgical techniques.  Moving from the 

dark alleys of the red-light district and through the sunny modern suburbs in which we 

meet Irene, the camera moves to the modern hospital, scanning upwards at bright the 

vertical grid of glass and steel as a male voice begins to speak English.  The camera cuts 

to the interior of the hospital as Dr. S.S. Ratnam continues to explain his history with 
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providing transsexual health care services.  Thus introduced as voice before flesh, the 

inverse of how Irene and her sisters are introduced, Ratnam signals an Asian variation 

of the white heteropatriarchal thrust of mondo’s inspection of difference.  His 

explanation unsettles the hegemony of heteropatriarchal rationality, however, due to 

how his engagement with western medical knowledge and techniques occurs upon his 

body.  That is, Ratnam explains the desperation of previous female-identified male-

bodied patients who had nobody else to turn to and, driven by his compassion to help, 

how he studied the literature on transsexuality.  We come to the moment, then, when 

Ratnam describes stepping before the mirror and examining his own body, presumably 

nude, and how he might transform it.  After practicing and refining these techniques on 

cadavers, Ratnam successfully applied them to his first patient and from thereon his 

notability grew. 

Against a backdrop of sequences that seek to emphasize the foreignness of Asia, 

then, Irene’s confession and Ratnam’s explanation converge to offer a node of 

intelligibility in a view filled with “unbelievable facts and incomprehensible emotions.”  

In fact, it is particularly the compassion articulated by Ratnam and announced in the 

European voiceover’s description of the plight of Irene’s sisters that operates here to 

counteract the impossibility to understand.  Mondo sensationalizes and exploits 

transsexual experiences even as it brings those experiences to a larger audience, yet it 

simultaneously works to understand and explain their situation by way of the doctor, the 

voiceover incarnated.  Thus, when Irene arrives at Ratnam’s office to undergo 

inspection and surgery, even as she no longer speaks and becomes a spectacle of 

anatomy in surgical transition, her position as spectacle in a medical context, in the 
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realm of the technology of the knife, brings us back to Butler’s observation:  that 

something remains outside the explanations offered by the authoritative voices of 

mondo, something that resides in Irene’s submission to surgery in order to have a life 

more preferable to her. 

Hartin’s experiences echo the transsexual-body-as-spectacle’s signification of 

the limits of narrative and discourse to fully account and thus paradoxically delineate 

the limits of intelligibility, the persistence of intelligibility, precisely through a medium 

ambivalent in its message and sensational in its delivery.  Her episode mirrors those 

throughout as Wollman explains amidst dramatic reenactments of his knowledge about 

transsexual experiences and his interviews with and inspections of other transsexuals.  

To consider a scene in Let Me Die a Woman in which we first encounter Hartin:  she 

sits among her peers in the office of Wollman discussing the struggle to live as a 

transsexual in a hetero-gendered society and the violences incurred from 

misunderstandings.  The compassion that Wollman demonstrates onscreen takes the 

shape of regulation and authority as he listens and guides, as he explains their bodies to 

the unsuspecting viewer.  His charts and physical inspections of bodies encapsulate the 

conventional visual aesthetics of biopower on the individual level:  graphs, 

measurements, anatomical and physiological grammars describing the functioning of 

the human body.  But the compassion that frames her representation aesthetically and 

affectively works with the viewer to invite understanding.   

The medical discourse’s and mass media’s subjectivization of transsexual 

women in mondo cinema stages the genre’s conventions even as this process illustrates 

what is largely absent in the scholarship on mondo: that operant within its style is the 
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crystallization of an aesthetic of biopower at the individual level that in the case of these 

women illustrates the affirmation of their life through the modification of their bodies 

and identities. 

 

Conclusion 

 The recognition of the doctor’s office and the operating room as construction 

sites diminishes the strength of mondo cinema’s anti-humanistic thrust.  That is to say, 

mondo cinema recognizes that the confessional testimony given by desperate patients 

and the medical therapies administered by opportunistic doctors do not always bear the 

imprint of doom, but can create new bodies, subjectivities, selves, and life possibilities.  

In her essay “My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounix,” 

Susan Stryker exhorts readers to investigate their own formation as gendered and 

sexualized subjects, to trace their own seams and sutures as a way to confront the 

hegemonies of sex, gender, and sexuality used by anti-transsexual feminism to justify 

transgender women’s exclusion from feminist imaginaries, projects, and spaces.  

Stryker’s argument addresses how technology mediates everyone’s embodiment, that 

nobody’s body is ‘natural’ even if some bodies are more scrutinized, regulated, and 

disciplined by the medical establishment, as acknowledged by Butler in her discussion 

about the technology of the knife.  As Stryker demonstrates by narrating her own 

embodied experiences, the monstrosity assigned to bodies made in certain scenes of 

technological construction—Frankenstein’s laboratory, the operating room—holds 

eruptive promise precisely because the affect of exclusion invigorates critique.  That is 

to say, Stryker places her reading of the monster in Frankenstein alongside a diary-like 
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entry about the birth of her child to articulate rage she feels about compulsory 

heterogender.120

It is transsexuality’s prominence in mondo’s kaleidoscopic vision of the world, 

as illustrated by the Orientalist maelstrom that surrounds Irene in the Spanish print 

advertisement for Shocking Asia, that allows us to think about the onscreen patient-

doctor relationship as demonstrative of the anatomo-political operations of biopower in 

the 1970s and 1980s against a necropolitical backdrop.  It is precisely the counterweight 

that this relationship provides to a bleak outlook constituted by heterogeneity amidst the 

rearrangements of capital in the 1970s that creates the dialectic in question.  Therefore, I 

argue that mondo cinema’s enthrallment with the myriad bodies and subjects issued by 

the anarchic womb of capitalism signals its aestheticization of biopower in a time in 

which biopolitical projects were creating new normativities precisely through the 

necropolitical termination of others deemed less than human and thus expendable.  

Expendability is an enabler for enfranchisement.  In an era in which race-based, 

feminist, and poverty movements called for new relationships to one’s body, and in 

which the medical establishment underwent structural changes that veered toward a 

consumer model of medicine, transsexuality can be seen as an outpost even as mondo 

cinema maintains an awareness, however sensationalized, of its material embeddedness 

within global capitalism. 

  In so doing she teaches us that the illicit can serve as a shadow archive 

for subaltern subjects at the margins of society, on the outside of history, because the 

fractured state of its holdings betrays the violence required to maintain the official 

record of gender and sexuality. 

                                                 
120 Susan Stryker, “My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounoix,” 227-
254. 
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Chapter 3 turns mondo cinema’s approach to heterogeneity on its head by 

examining the fetishization of difference in three transsexual pornographic films from 

the early 1980s.  While mondo films seek to shock the viewer with spectacles of 

difference, these films aim to arouse the viewer through the onscreen performance of a 

transsexual porn star, Sulka, whose onscreen transformation across the films from an 

exotic and elusive dream to a wife, mother, and entrepreneur rehearses a trajectory of 

transsexual assimilation to white U.S. citizenship.  Thus, Sulka rehearses Jorgensen’s 

engagement of vectors of racialization and consumerism, yet unlike Jorgensen, Sulka’s 

plays up her exoticness.  I argue in Chapter 3 that this portrayal not only dramatizes the 

critical potential of pleasure in the early 1980s to speak to heteronormative conditions 

of life encountered by transsexual and transgendered people, but also signals those 

economies of pleasure that emerged during the 1970s out of global capitalism that 

annexed sex from mondo cinema and underwrote the proliferation of pornographic 

markets.  
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Figure 11:  VHS cover for Dream Lovers (Kim Christy, 
1980). 

CHAPTER THREE______________________________________________________ 
 
Perverse Passage:  
Transsexual Pornography and the Pleasures of Difference in 1980s 
Heteronormative Fantasy 
 

 
In the pornographic film Dream Lovers (Kim Christy, 1980), a light-

complexioned transsexual woman named Sulka walks into a nightclub.  Her race is 

ambiguous, something that she accentuates with fiercely painted eyes and exotic 

flowers in her dark, tumbling hair.  She works as a hostess in a nightclub shown to be a 

place of surreal pleasures:  a 

white male shown from the 

waist down strokes a visible 

erection through orange tights; 

glamorous women in low-cut 

dresses casually touch their 

breasts while sipping drinks or 

dancing.  Thus, when Sulka 

enters in a revealing gold-

sequined dress, her exotic 

appearance complements the 

nightclub.  That she is an 

accessory of this 

atmosphere of surreal 

pleasure becomes all the 
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more apparent when she crosses paths with a white heterosexual married couple, Sue 

and Jack.  Sulka has come to work on this night because her co-worker and roommate, 

an Asian immigrant transsexual woman named Nikko, has met a woman she wants to 

take home.  After Nikko leaves, Sulka meets Jack and takes him home.  They discover 

Sue with Nikko, and soon after, “the most erotic, scorching and pounding 4-way ever 

unleashed on screen” occurs.121

Such a premise of two transsexual women picking up a white married couple is 

remarkable in that in the film’s denouement, we learn that this pounding orgy has been 

Jack’s dream, that the frenzy we have watched on screen is an artifact of his 

subconscious.  At the orgy ends, just after Sue manually brings Jack to ejaculation while 

Sulka watches and masturbates, a bell rings in the background.  Suddenly, the scene 

cuts to Jack in bed with Sue.  An alarm has woken him from this dream, and aroused, he 

attempts to have sex with a sleeping Sue.  She brushes him off, and the film ends with 

Jack gazing down to the base of his nightstand, where a pornographic magazine is 

propped open to a full-page photograph of Sulka in lingerie.  Such a conclusion not only 

suggests that Sulka is the object of Jack’s desire in the face of his frustration with the 

staidness of married life, but it also more broadly illustrates a question, posed by a 

special edition magazine for Dream Lovers, that summarizes his bind:  “What is it about 

the sensual, erotic world of the transsexual that is responsible for its seemingly 

universal sexual appeal?  Dream Lovers might well be the answer—the subconscious 

urge we share to have it all.”

 

122

                                                 
121 From the back cover of the video cassette box for Dream Lovers. 

  The particularity of Sulka’s transsexuality is what stirs 

 
122 Dream Lovers, Spring 1981, 1. 
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Jack in his psychic and physical depths.  In the light of pornographic fantasy, then, 

transsexuality casts off the yoke of pathology and becomes an incitement to pleasure. 

Dream Lovers, its special edition magazine, and most likely the magazine at the 

film’s end were all created by a white transfeminine entrepreneur named Kim Christy, 

who in the late 1970s began producing high-quality male-to-female transsexual 

pornography in print and on film.  A former exotic dancer who worked the U.S. 

nightclub circuit in the early 1970s and who herself worked as a porn model,123 Christy 

employed performers from the transgender scene on the West coast in addition to 

performers who are now recognized as the straight industry’s earliest stars.124

                                                                                                                                               
 

  Typically 

casting transgender women of different races who had not undergone genital conversion 

surgery but whose bodies were modified with hormones, silicone injections, and other 

procedures, Christy published magazines and created a number of 8mm film loops 

before producing, writing, and directing in 1980 her first feature-length film, Dream 

Lovers.  When Dream Lovers was made, Sulka was already a rising star of the nightlife 

123 Efforts to trace Christy’s history have proven to be exceedingly difficult.  In addition to 
working as an exotic dancer, model, filmmaker, and cultural entrepreneur, Christy apparently 
served for several years as editor and advice columnist for the magazine Female Mimics 
International, “the Vogue of the transgendered world” as proclaimed by her website.  Indeed, 
she appears to still be involved in the business of pornography if the website 
www.kimchristy.com is any indication.  The earliest documentation of her that I have come 
across is a book of black-and-white photographs that features Kim and her twin sibling, Bobbie.  
They appear to be in their late teens.  See George Alpert, The Queens (New York: De Capo 
Press, 1975), 74-80.  For the special edition pornographic magazine prominently featuring 
Christy in what appears to be her mid-twenties, see She-Male: A Psycho-Sexual Phenomenon 
(1974), located in the National Transgender Library and Archives at the University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor.  And for the briefest sketch of Christy’s life offered in a preface to a 
large compilation of decontextualized pornographic images from the archives of her production 
company, Leoram, see John Quinn and Kim Christy, The Christy Report: Exploring the Outer 
Edges of the Sexual Experience (New York: Taschen, 2001). 

 
124 These early stars include Sharon Mitchell, Loni Sanders, and Ron Jeremy. 
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scene in Los Angeles.  Her fame only increased after the release of Dream Lovers, as 

Christy subsequently produced two films about the personal milestones of Sulka’s 

onscreen life.  Indeed, Sulka’s Wedding (Mike Stryker, 1983) features Sulka as a bride 

on her wedding day whose preparations are marked with sexual escapades that climax 

with a celebratory wedding party orgy that occurs after the ceremony.  Sulka’s 

Daughter (Kim Christy, 1984) tells the story of Sulka as a film star who has invested 

most of her money into producing a hardcore porn film in which she unknowingly casts 

the biological daughter she gave birth to eighteen years prior thanks to the biomedical 

innovation of a doctor. 

By featuring differently raced transgender women as subjects of their own 

desires, Dream Lovers, Sulka’s Wedding, and Sulka’s Daughter reject the prominent 

discourses of medicine and anti-transsexual feminism, discourses that would decry 

these women’s choices as pathological and perverse.  The medical and the feminist 

discourses, whose respective signature works are Harry Benjamin’s The Transsexual 

Phenomenon (1966) and Janice Raymond’s The Transsexual Empire: The Making of 

the She-Male (1979), vastly diverge in their interpretation of transsexuality.  The 

medical discourse theorizes crossgender identification as an innate sickness best 

ameliorated through biomedical technologies of reassignment, namely hormone therapy 

and surgical procedures.  In doing so, the medical discourse sees itself transforming 

desperately unhappy patients into productive and respectable citizens of the capitalist 

nation-state.125

                                                 
125 Harry Benjamin, The Transsexual Phenomenon (New York: The Julian Press, 1966).  For a 
more in-depth examination of the mid-twentieth-century medical discourse’s evaluation and 
diagnosis of transsexuality, see Joanne Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed, 98-129. 

  The anti-transsexual feminist discourse, on the other hand, is highly 
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critical of the medical establishment, transsexual patients, and the solution of modifying 

one’s sex.  This discourse argues that such efforts collectively heighten the 

dehumanizing process by which capital offers up reassignment as a solution to personal 

struggles with dominant conventions of masculinity and femininity, struggles that 

feminists argue are created and sustained by the social, political, economic, and cultural 

structures of patriarchy.  A driving force of this strand of feminism is the paranoid 

conviction that the medical establishment colonizes the bodies, dissident spaces, and 

feminist politics of female-bodied women by technologically creating ‘she-males’ who 

ape stereotypes of femininity.126

In this chapter I argue that Sulka and her films contest the very grounds of this 

pathologization by demonstrating the critical potential of pleasure in the early 1980s.  

My analysis of the critical potential of pleasure signals my broader assertion that 

medicine is a capitalist economic formation and that examining medicine through the 

  Thus, both the medical establishment and anti-

transsexual feminism hold some constellation of sex/gender/sexuality to be their proper 

object.  And despite their divergent rationale, both correlate in their pathologization of 

transsexual pleasure.  Albeit for different reasons, both would deem Sulka and her 

transgender co-stars, unrepentant about their desires and unashamed about their lives as 

sex workers, to be small-minded and self-indulgent. 

                                                                                                                                               
 

126 Janice G. Raymond, The Transsexual Empire.  For more on the anti-transsexual feminist 
discourse, its politics, and its connections to other threads of U.S.-based feminism in the 1970s, 
see Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed, 258-264.  For more on the implications of a lesbian-
feminist nationalist rhetoric of colonization and empire that casts transsexuals as invaders, see 
Nan Alamilla Boyd, “Bodies in Motion: Lesbian and Transsexual Histories,” in A Queer World: 
The Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies Reader (New York: New York University Press, 
1997), 134-152. 
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lens of pornography can help us better understand the operations by which global 

capital took up difference in new ways in the early 1980s.  After all, Kim Christy began 

creating transsexual pornography around the same time as the establishment of the 

Harry Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria Association in 1979 and the entry of 

the psychopathology ‘gender identity disorder’ to the third revised edition of the 

American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders in 1980.127

This argument is fleshed out in two sections that examine pleasure and 

racialized labor, respectively.  The first section reads Dream Lovers and a number of 

pornographic magazines featuring Sulka in order to excavate the historically sedimented 

relationship between transsexuality and pleasure.  My examination comes out of the 

recognition that economies of pleasure materialized in the 1970s and 1980s as part of 

the new impulses of global capital.  I draw from Stuart Hall’s work about global mass 

culture, and particularly his idea of “the new exotica” and its contradictory link to the 

nation-state in a fluxing global economy, in order to explain the proliferation of 

  As medicalized minority subjects, Sulka and her co-stars 

demonstrate the racial, sexual, and gendered particularities of U.S. capital at a moment 

when new economies of difference emerge, economies that encompass both transsexual 

medicine and transsexual pornography.  Hence, Sulka and her co-stars’ onscreen lives 

as sex workers offer a tableau for understanding the connection between pleasure and 

difference, expressed in global mass culture and articulated through the particularity of 

transsexuality situated in the United States at the start of the 1980s.  

                                                 
127 Susan Stryker, “Portrait of a Transfag Drag Hag as a Young Man: The Activist Career of 
Louis G. Sullivan,” in Reclaiming Genders: Transsexual Grammars at the Fin de Siecle, eds. 
Kate More and Stephen Whittle (London: Cassell, 1999), 70. 
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pornographic subgenres and markets in the 1980s that facilitated Sulka’s rise to 

stardom.  I recognize and read transsexual pornography as part of “the new exotica.”  It 

is precisely Dream Lovers’s take on the complex relationship between porn and desire 

as represented by Sulka—and particularly a dream she has about her own dream lover, 

at the film’s beginning before Nikko’s phone call wakes her up—that prompts my 

analysis of her contradictory status as both a porn star in a global economy of pleasure 

and a medicalized minority subject. 

But this approach begs the question:  how do we move beyond the narrow 

representation of Sulka as a white middle-class married man’s object of desire to 

discuss the materiality of her and her transgender co-stars’ everyday lives?  Film 

scholar Peter Lehman has argued that pornographic film stars are exceptional in that 

efforts to distinguish them from their roles are not made due to the allure of their 

celebrity personas and to the spectator’s captivation with their sexually performing 

bodies.  Spectators do not spend money to get pulled into the drama of Vikki the 

schoolteacher and Harry the janitor succumbing to their verboten passions and having 

sex on playground equipment; they pay to see porn stars get it on.  Lehman suggests 

that the porn star system banks on this kind of spectatorship not just because of film 

pornography’s generic preoccupation with the exhibition of real sexual pleasure 

onscreen in order to elicit the bodily pleasure of the spectator.  He also contends that 

this kind of spectatorship thrives upon the pornographic industry’s primary investment 

in a star’s physical presence in a film, as opposed to a more conventional Hollywood-

style investment in the film’s narrative integrity, character development, or cutting-edge 

special effects.  That is, the industry banks on the ability of a particular star’s body, 
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persona, and performance trademarks to infatuate paying spectators with each new film 

and keep them coming back for more.128  In film pornography, then, the spectacle of a 

star reaches beyond the film’s narrative and anchors itself in the supposed reality of the 

star’s body and persona in order to create a film that pleasures spectators, earns profits, 

and purports to display the truth about sex.129

This factor of realness and its investment in blurring the lines of performance 

and performer in the business of pornography can help us theorize racialized, sexual, 

gendered, and national meanings of transgender sex work.  The second section of my 

chapter examines how Sulka’s onscreen performance of whiteness, heterosexuality, 

middle-class standing, and American identity in Sulka’s Wedding and Sulka’s Daughter 

explores social and cultural vectors of U.S. citizenship.  This is most evident in the 

cinematic transformation of Sulka’s race.  Initially presented as an exotic hostess with a 

transsexual immigrant roommate in Dream Lovers, Sulka is symbolically presented as 

white in Sulka’s Wedding and Sulka’s Daughter when she becomes bride, parent, and 

entrepreneur.  I attribute this transformation to the fact that in 1980 after the making of 

Dream Lovers, Sulka underwent genital conversion surgery.  Indeed, her post-surgical 

embodiment is the basis for the storylines in Sulka’s Wedding and Sulka’s Daughter.  

   

                                                 
128 Peter Lehman, “Revelations about Pornography,” in Pornography: Film and Culture, ed. 
Peter Lehman (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2006), 89. 

 
129 I use the term ‘supposed reality’ here to acknowledge that the star’s body and persona may 
very well be just as fabricated by means of medical and visual media technologies as well as 
film editing techniques to embody specific racialized heteronormative aesthetic ideals and cater 
to specific heteronormative desires as the film’s narrative itself.  That is, the line separating 
reality and fiction is nebulous, if not dispensed with altogether, in film pornography for the sake 
of profitability and pleasure.  For more on film pornography’s preoccupation with the exhibition 
of ‘real’ sex, see Linda Williams, Hard Core. 
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For example, in her first scene in Sulka’s Wedding, the eponymous bride reclines on a 

daybed in her bungalow on the outskirts of San Francisco, wearing a giant diamond 

engagement ring.  It is morning, and after she calls her groom and becomes aroused 

during their brief conversation, her neovagina is shown for the first time when she 

begins to masturbate with a vibrator.  This scene highlights the joy that masturbation 

brings her, but the film is careful to stress that the pleasure we see is only its latest 

incarnation.  That is, Sulka’s Wedding alternates between footage of her genitals before 

and after surgery by showing her masturbation scene in Dream Lovers.  Sulka’s 

Wedding’s preoccupation with the genital conversion underscores the personal 

happiness that Sulka feels about being “the woman she was meant to be,”130

Doing so, Sulka’s Wedding foregrounds post-surgical embodiment as a 

prerequisite for marriage, rehearsing the pathologizing discourses that would veto 

Sulka’s ability to marry if she’d not had genital conversion surgery.  Building out of the 

recognition of the anatomical requirements of state-sanctioned institutions, Sulka’s 

Wedding and Sulka’s Daughter endeavor to show that Sulka’s trajectory of transsexual 

embodiment is simultaneously a trajectory of racial and class uplift into the American 

body politic.  In short, they illuminate how she becomes a part of the social order 

precisely through her co-stars of color’s onscreen performance of racialized labor.  In 

the vein of Toni Morrison’s argument that black subjects have historically been 

understood as surrogates to the formation of white American identity in the literary 

 as 

indicated by dissonant sound effects that accompany the flashbacks to penile 

masturbation and by her smiles and laughter as she caresses her neovagina.   

                                                 
130 From the cover of the special edition magazine Wedding Bells For Sulka, 1981. 
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imagination of the United States,131

Overall, Kim Christy’s film series shows the labor of nonwhite bodies to be 

physical and emotional in nature, whereas the labor of white bodies is shown to be 

managerial and creative.  This division of labor signals the racialized, gendered, sexual, 

and national properties specific to 1980s U.S. capital, with which Sulka becomes 

aligned as bride, parent, and entrepreneur.  However, onscreen performances of 

divisions of labor spotlight the limits of the critical potential of pleasure at the 

 Sulka’s co-stars of color play surrogate to her 

portrayal of white U.S. citizenship.  The previous example from Sulka’s Wedding 

demonstrates this point:  Sulka’s wedding-day masturbation scene, which signals her 

symbolic whitening and social uplift, happens after we witness her black transgender 

friend, Misty, walk to a payphone on a busy San Francisco street to call Sulka.  She is 

on her way to help prepare for the wedding ceremony that afternoon.  And although 

upon arriving she sexually plays with Sulka in a hot tub, and later on controls a sexual 

encounter she has with a white wedding party member while Sulka tries on her wedding 

gown in the next room, Misty’s presence is still primarily one of surrogacy.  She is there 

to support the bride, to celebrate a momentous occasion in the protagonist’s life.  Misty 

and her transgender co-stars’ performance of racialized labor, then, is not the stuff of 

exciting ambiguity as with Sulka’s performance in Dream Lovers.  Rather, their 

performance is a reminder that racial, class, and national differences are in negative 

relation to the parameters of U.S. citizenship.   

                                                 
131 Toni Morrison, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1992). 
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beginning of a decade in which U.S. social critics and institutions attributed economic 

and national cultural instability to the misdeeds of racial and sexual minority subjects.   

 

Economies of Pleasure, the New Exotica, and the Aura of a Transsexual 
Phenomenon 
 
 The preface to the 1981 porn magazine Sulka: A Transsexual Phenomenon 

begins with the following description: 

She is, without a doubt, the most famous transsexual in America 

today.  Not since the incomparable Christine Jorgensen has one such 

individual attained such a state of notoriety.  Her name is Sulka, and it 

can be said without qualification that she is an extraordinary legend in 

her own time.   

As the 1970’s came to a close, Sulka first came to the attention of 

the media.  The day was warm and sunny and Los Angeles International 

Airport was business as usual.  A 747 roared to a landing after it [sic] 

flight from Dallas, Texas, and the passengers disembarked.  One of those 

arrivals was a tall, exotically beautiful woman.  As she strolled through 

the terminal, heads turned and a collective state of arousal occurred 

within the male of the species. 

Her face betrayed none of the pleasure she was receiving as a 

result of the attention being lavished upon her.  Instead, she walked with 

eyes directed straight ahead.  There was a touch of royalty about her, an 

aristocratic air which separated her from the throngs.  There was no 
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doubt in the minds of those who saw her that day that someone very 

special had arrived in Los Angeles.132

Distinct from the conservative Christine Jorgensen, Sulka is praised as a “new breed” of 

transsexual phenomena who possesses the fetishistic aura of a sexual spectacle.

 

133  

Indeed, the preface makes a connection between the male gazes that her spectacular 

beauty commands, and the pleasure she feels in knowing that she is watched.  By 

describing her movement through the airport, then, this preface illustrates the formation 

of a male audience constituted around their desire for Sulka.  Soon after this scene in 

the airport and her debut to West coast nightlife, Sulka’s name spreads like wildfire 

through “[t]he grid of information which spans the nation, and even crosses the oceans” 

to garner her attention, adulation, and job offers.134  It is her destiny, then, to step in 

front of the camera and into transnational, transoceanic circuits of information, 

endlessly, for the world to watch enrapt:  “Sulka possesses an incredibly exotic and 

mysterious aura, one that has been probed by journalists and media people with little or 

no success.  She moves through our world almost as a goddess, above it all and distant.  

She is a remarkable individual with all of the qualities of the superstar about her.”135

 In order to begin thinking about Sulka’s “exotic and mysterious aura” in light of 

the global span of her fame, we should turn to Walter Benjamin’s work on mass culture 

and structures of experience under capitalism.  In “The Work of Art in the Age of 

 

                                                 
132 Sulka: A Transsexual Phenomenon, 1981, 4. 

 
133 Ibid. 

 
134 Ibid., 6. 

 
135 Ibid., 5. 
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Mechanical Reproduction,” Benjamin writes of how the art of the pre-industrial era 

emanated a force, an aura, that impressed the spectator precisely because of the 

immediacy and singularity of its presence.  From the industrial era on, however, 

technologies of mass production destroyed this aura by making art ubiquitous, 

commercial, and interchangeable. Even though Sulka’s arousing presence in the airport 

differs from her magazine image in Dream Lovers in that the latter is a mechanical 

reproduction of former, both demonstrate that Sulka attracts desiring gazes precisely 

because of her aura as a superstar of mass culture.  Benjamin himself can help us make 

sense of this paradox.  In discussing the advent of film technology and its impact on art, 

he writes: 

for the first time—and this is the effect of the film—man [sic] has to 

operate with his whole living person, yet forgoing its aura.  For aura is 

tied to his presence; there can be no replica of it.  The aura which, on the 

stage, emanates from Macbeth, cannot be separated from the spectators 

from that of the actor.  However, the singularity of the shot in the studio 

is that the camera is substituted for the public.  Consequently, the aura 

that envelops the actor vanishes, and with it the aura of the figure he 

portrays.136

Theorizing the aura as that sensational bond which unites spectator and work of art, 

Benjamin sees technologies of mass culture as having a fragmentary and heterogeneous 

effect.  For him, film signals the disintegration of aura.  Film is not immediate in its 

 

                                                 
136 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in 
Illuminations, 229. 
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presence, inviting meditation, reverence, or spontaneity.  Rather, it seduces the spectator 

into its narrative and spectacles, and draws her or him into the currents of its attendant 

ideologies.  Thus, even that figure who emerges from this new world of film, the movie 

star, does not replicate “the unique aura of the person” as one would see with a 

performer on stage, but rather mesmerizes the spectator with “‘the spell of the 

personality,’ the phony spell of a commodity.”137

For Benjamin, film is a new medium that political regimes can use to manipulate 

audiences into mass mentality.  Yet it is in the light of this very technological novelty 

that he recognizes film’s potential to inspire counterhegemonic practices among the 

spectators.  As with his use of the Shakespearian performer’s body to illustrate the 

contingency of aura, Benjamin theorizes that film can awaken a heightened 

consciousness within the spectator precisely because of the shock felt when she or he 

views the torrent of images onscreen.  Put simply, film happens to the spectator’s body.  

Film is a medium uniquely sensitive to the turbulence of life in urban modernity:   

   

The film is the art form that is in keeping with the increased threat to life 

which modern man [sic] has to face.  Man’s need to expose himself to 

shock effects is his adjustment to the dangers threatening him.  The film 

corresponds to profound changes in the apperceptive apparatus—

changes that are experienced on an individual scale by the man in the 

street in the big-city traffic, on a historical scale by every present-day 

citizen.138

                                                 
137 Ibid., 231. 

 

 
138 Ibid., 250. 
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Figure 12:  A surreal and celestial silhouette in 
Jack’s opening dream. Dream Lovers (Kim Christy, 
1980). 

Film offers a window into the sensational structures of capitalism.  For Benjamin, film 

offers up the historically sedimented sensations of shock felt by the city dweller amidst 

the press of throngs, the precision of the factory, and the sight of vast architecture in the 

industrial era.139

 Even though Benjamin rejects the idea that the aura of art can endure into the 

age of mechanical reproduction, Sulka: A Transsexual Phenomenon would have it 

differently. In singing the praises of Sulka as she arrives in Los Angeles and steps into 

the nerve center of mass culture, the preface signals how in late capitalism the 

reproduction has acquired its 

own unique aura.  Dream 

Lovers demonstrates the aura 

of the reproduction in its 

exploration of Jack’s feelings 

of abandon as a porn 

consumer.  At the film’s 

beginning, a sky at early 

dawn is shown.  Somewhere 

a bell begins to chime, and 

  Despite its status as a mass culture commodity, film expressively 

keeps pace with capital precisely through its ability to engage the feelings of the 

spectator.  

                                                                                                                                               
 

139 For more on the shock of urban modernity and its connection to culture, see Walter 
Benjamin, “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire,” Illuminations, 155-200. 
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the image of Jack in bed reaching over to turn off an alarm clock briefly fades in  

over the sky only to fade out once the clock is silenced.  Once he has disappeared, the 

sky becomes a surreal screen for the exhibition of heterosexual pleasure.  That is, even 

as we see clouds and early sunlight and the line of the dark horizon, the sky at this point 

becomes a surface upon which is shown the vast silhouette of a woman licking and 

fellating an erect penis.  Stark electronic tones and the synthesized sound of wind 

overtake the soundtrack as this alternates between black silhouette on a red background 

and lavender silhouette on a green background.  We have now entered the realm of 

dreams, of presumably the Jack’s dreams, and this realm is one in which heterosexual 

pleasure is at once central yet strange.  

 This motif reappears again at the moment of Jack’s seduction.  When his 

business client fails to appear at the nightclub, Jack agrees to accompany Sulka home.  

After all, his failure to meet with his client coincides with his failure to take Sue to a 

hotel room later that night and “do it up,” as he says, to make up for the lack of sex 

from which their marriage has been suffering.  Going home with Sulka holds the 

promise of satisfaction, but when he discovers Sue’s deception, Jack angrily demands 

that they leave.  Nikko, Sue, and Sulka, however, gently guide the tense situation 

toward one of sensual abandon.  Pushing him onto the sofa, Nikko begins to placate him 

with oral sex while Sulka spikes his wine at Sue’s bequest.  By the time Sulka brings 

him the wine, he has been somewhat subdued by Nikko’s sexual attention, and at 

Sulka’s insistence, he drinks it all.  As the drug takes effect, Jack bewilderingly 

wonders aloud what’s going on before Nikko, now standing over him on the sofa, 

announces that “It’s time to party” and pulls his head to her penis.  He begins to fellate 
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her, and at this moment negative light overtakes the screen as the soundtrack swells 

with dissonant electronic horns.  In the negative light, colors invert:  what is dark 

becomes light and vice versa.  Jack’s complexion thus becomes dark as he begins to 

fellate the now lighter-complexioned Nikko.  Immediately, Jack fellating Nikko is 

superimposed over footage of the sky, as with the surreal sequence from the film's 

beginning.  Indeed, for some time the vast silhouette of the fellating woman returns and 

intermingles with footage of Jack fellating Nikko.  The scene of Jack’s seduction 

lingers, savoring the pleasure of confusion and the confusion of pleasure, before 

ultimately returning to the real-time shot of Jack fellating Nikko.  The disarray of white 

middle-class heterosexuality’s staidness, then, is precisely what fuels this “night of 

debauchery,”140

Dream Lovers shows us the osmosis between pleasure and confusion in a 

historically specific moment through Jack’s consumption of pornography.  To put this 

another way, in drawing a parallel between the sky-as-screen and the magazine page as 

surfaces that reveal Jack’s desire, Dream Lovers demonstrates how global capital in the 

1970s and 1980s advanced itself within embattled nation-states precisely through the 

proliferation of economies of pleasure.  Pornography constituted one such economy.  In 

 a point articulated when at the orgy’s end, after many permutations of 

sex, Jack awakens at the point of his ejaculation in the dream.  He attempts to have sex 

with Sue, who sleepily rejects his advances, before turning to the pile of pornography at 

the base of his nightstand.  Illuminated by the bedside lamp, we see a scatter of 

magazines as the camera zooms in on one magazine, propped open by a translucent 

mask to a page featuring Sulka’s image.  

                                                 
140 “She-Male Encounters” advertisement, Wedding Bells For Sulka, 26. 
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her book Hard Core: Power, Pleasure, and the “Frenzy of the Visible”, Linda Williams 

approaches hardcore film pornography as a modern discourse of sexuality and examines 

how conventions of the genre have evolved and solidified over the twentieth century.  

Williams draws from Foucault’s insight into the osmotic relationship between power 

and pleasure in order to make sense of the compulsion of modern Western society to 

incessantly speak about sex, to increasingly refine knowledge about the ‘truth’ of sex 

through the expansion of discourses that aim to demystify sexuality on increasingly 

deeper levels.  At the heart of this compulsion is power’s productive use of pleasure.  

Through the operations of power in modernity, pleasure accumulates around discursive 

nodes that rigidify into sexual identities.  In claiming to signal the fundamental truth of 

the self, these identities facilitate power’s ability to sustain the compliance of subjects 

precisely through their pursuit of pleasure.  Hence, power productively deploys 

constellations of pleasure, knowledge, and the self that are articulated on both 

institutional and subjective levels in order to maintain and deepen its hold on social 

control.141

 For Williams, hardcore feature-length pornographic film since the early 1970s 

invokes and extends this operation of power.  In showcasing sexually explicit 

heterosexual narratives, pornographic film—as a genre that historically has been 

dominated by the anxieties and desires of white heterosexual men—probes the fault 

lines of gender difference in twentieth century Western society.  Williams argues that 

feminist debates about the connection between pornography and patriarchy, and 

specifically about representations of women in hardcore cinema, must recognize 

 

                                                 
141 Williams, Hard Core, 1-4. 
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pornography as a socially constructed and historically contingent cultural medium that 

cannot be spoken of in the singular.  Despite its commercial imperative and patriarchal 

disposition, pornographic film is as much a product of history as any artifact.  As such, 

pornography can illuminate the complexity of how women’s pleasure and desire 

function in liberal capitalist societies that commodify sexuality on a mass scale.  Indeed, 

as Williams points out, film pornography of the 1970s and 1980s is a medium whose 

narratives do not punish the women who express pleasure onscreen, but rather 

encourages such expressions, something that cannot be said for representations of 

women in other arenas of mass culture. 

 In the 1970s and 1980s, then, economies of pleasure emerge in the United States 

as a part of and in response to new forms of power and new impetuses of globalization.  

To put this more precisely, hardcore pornography since its 1973 federal legalization 

signals the historical process through which capital begins to deploy economies of 

pleasure in ways managed by the nation-state despite these economies’ global span.  

This process echoes developments in middle-class consumption at the turn of the 

twentieth century, during which U.S. imperialism induced American consumer desire 

for foreign commodities as a way to signal a worldly sophistication and thus claim 

access to financial and cultural capital simultaneously.142

                                                 
142 Kristin Hoganson, “Buying into Empire: American Consumption at the Turn of the 
Twentieth Century,” in Colonial Crucible: Empire in the Making of the Modern American 
State, ed. Alfred W. McCoy and Francisco A. Scarano (Madison: University of Wisconsin 
Press, 2009), 48-59. 

  The commodification of 

exotica was part of 1970s market patterns that flourished around consumerism as a 

middle-class leisure activity, which historian Gary Cross has explained as reshaping 
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American urban and suburban landscapes during the 1960s and 1970s.143  Such 

developments signaled new common understandings of pleasure as reflecting the truth 

about one’s self and therefore liberating individuals from restrictive social conventions 

and institutions, a liberationist ideology that culminated in the American sexual 

revolution of the late 1960s.144

 If economies of pleasure became more central to American national culture in 

this historical moment in part through their incorporation of difference , how 

pornography reflect this?  For the early 1970s pornographic imaginary, the desire for 

difference is exercised at the level of the body.  Near the end of Hard Core’s 

introduction, Williams recognizes that pornography throughout the history of modern 

Western society has grappled with the body’s recalcitrance, that pornography has 

traditionally been preoccupied with the fact that the body “has desires and appetites that 

do not necessarily conform to social expectations.”

 

145  But whereas this preoccupation 

with the body’s subversion of propriety was enough to sustain pornographic stories in 

previous eras, since the 1970s something more has been necessary:  “Now … although 

bodily desires and appetites are still socially disruptive, the mere fact of their existence 

is not enough to sustain a story, and the joke of their confession is elaborated into a 

narrative that must distinguish between different qualities and kinds of sex acts.”146

                                                 
143 Gary Cross, An All-Consuming Century: Why Commercialism Won in Modern America 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2000), 145-192. 

  In 

 
144 Steven Seidman, Embattled Eros: Sexual Politics and Ethics in Contemporary America 
(New York: Routledge, 1992), 41-48. 
 
145 Williams, Hard Core, 31. 

 
146 Ibid. 
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other words, although pornographic texts traditionally have dwelt on the body’s 

disruption of social expectations, the feature-length pornographic narrative showcases a 

multiplicity of sex acts in order to tease out the body’s confession about the truth of sex.  

This showcase of multiplicity, this need for the narrative to sort through a variety of 

practices and pleasures in order to arrive at some underlying sexual truth of modernity, 

distinguishes the feature-length hardcore film within the history of pornography.   

 I want to propose, however, that as the legal hardcore porn industry in the 

United States expanded in the global economy of the 1970s and 1980s, as the industry 

engendered markets with ever greater precision by cultivating a range of consumers’ 

sexual tastes within the realm of legal permissibility (even as it pushed the limits of that 

realm), another kind of multiplicity blossomed in direct response the flux of global 

capitalism.  That is, the multiplicity of sex acts that Williams explores within the 

pornographic film genre coincided with the multiplicity of differences across the 

fragmented market of pornography.147

                                                                                                                                               
 

  This multiplicity of differences manifests in 

147 This is not to suggest that particularities beyond gender and sexuality did not factor into the 
crystallization of the pornographic film genre.  On the contrary, a homogeneity of whiteness, 
heterosexuality, and U.S. identity underpins some of the generic conventions of gender and 
sexuality mapped out by Williams.  One example taken from Williams is that of Marilyn 
Chambers, the first leading lady of pornographic cinema.  Chambers rose to fame in 1973 for 
her starring role in the film Behind the Green Door (Mitchell Bros., 1973), in which she plays a 
young woman who is abducted and taken to a secret theater, at which she is ravished by women 
and men in a series of sex acts while a heterogeneously composed audience watches, including 
two gender-variant women.  Part of Chambers’s fame was due to the modeling work she did for 
the Ivory Soap company when it was remaking its image.  Chambers appeared on the 
company’s new box cover as a young exuberant mother holding her equally exuberant baby, 
both blonde-haired and blue-eyed, a picture of all-American wholesomeness.  She did this 
modeling work just before her work in Behind the Green Door, and in promoting herself 
following the film’s release, Chambers successfully played her porn persona against her all-
American image as the “99 and 44/100 Pure Girl.”  In her chapter “Hard Core Utopias,” 
Williams examines the career of Marilyn Chambers to develop her evaluation of utopian 
depictions of women’s pleasure within a genre renowned for its patriarchal disposition.  Yet, I 
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Jack’s dreams as his disorientation, and I argue that disorientation signals a new form of 

power under global capitalism:  if power in modernity is distinguished by pleasure’s 

accumulation around discursive nodes that rigidify into sexual identities, postmodernity 

witnesses the commodification of those sexualities via the fetishization of their salient 

difference.  Indeed, pornographies for fetishes and non-heterosexual sexualities became 

increasingly available to the consumer who sought such material out, what with the 

relaxation of obscenity laws and the advent of home-video technology in the 1980s.148

 To return to the film’s beginning:  without any explanation, the surreal sky 

sequence of Jack’s dreams gives way to a scene in which Sulka masturbates alone.  Two 

  

It is because of power’s interest in difference that in 1980 Dream Lovers can offer itself 

as the answer to the question:  “What is it about the sensual, erotic world of the 

transsexual that is responsible for its seemingly universal sexual appeal?”  Therefore, in 

answering this question, Dream Lovers does not merely treat Sulka and Nikko as 

objects for the white heterosexual married couple to consume.  Rather, Dream Lovers 

shows how power in this historical moment requires the subjectivity of Sulka to be 

acknowledged and incorporated into the economy of the film’s narrative. 

                                                                                                                                               
would argue that even in its pornographic subversion in Behind the Green Door and later in 
Insatiable (Stu Segall, 1980), Chambers’s embodiment of white, middle-class, all-American 
femininity still determines the parameters of women’s pleasure as theorized by Williams. 

 
148 This trajectory has only grown more pronounced in the age of the Internet. Fetish 
pornographies that feature the extremities of the sexual spectrum—sadomasochistic porn, gay 
bareback porn, fat porn, interracial porn, and gonzo porn, to name a few—are identified by 
pornographers, legislators, and critics alike as the biggest growing segments of the market 
today.  See Frontline’s 2002 program “American Porn.”  For her later work that theorizes this 
plurality of pornographies and its connection to power and the U.S. politics of obscenity in the 
late 1980s and early 1990s, see Williams, “Pornographies On/scene, or Diff’rent Strokes for 
Diff’rent Folks,” in Sex Exposed: Sexuality and the Pornography Debate, ed. Lynne Segal and 
Mary McIntosh (London: Virago, 1992), 233-265. 
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Figure 13: Sulka’s dreams interrupted by her 
own lover. Dream Lovers (Kim Christy, 1980). 

guitars softly play in the background as she lies on her bed, touching her breasts and 

nipples, rubbing her anus, and stroking her erect penis.  Her masturbation is subdued, 

is not exhibitionistic or frenzied, but before she can finish, she is interrupted by the 

noise of water running in the bathroom.  She gets up to investigate, walking through the 

bedroom darkness toward the glow of the half-open door.  Blaring dissonance suddenly 

overtakes the soft guitar soundtrack and comes to a chaotic oscillating pitch as Sulka 

approaches the door and pushes it open.  Facing the sink and looking back at Sulka in 

the bathroom mirror is Jack, naked 

and wearing the translucent mask 

that we see again at the film’s end, 

a mask with traces of blush, 

lipstick, and eye makeup painted 

on it.  Sulka has not met him yet at 

this point in the film, but she does 

not show surprise about his 

presence.  She instead stands in the 

doorway, watching him and caressing her right breast as he masturbates before the sink 

and watches himself in the bathroom mirror.  With the soundtrack now composed of 

ambient electronic notes, the two exchange gazes by way of the mirror before Jack 

suddenly turns around.  They step toward each other without saying a word.  Sulka goes 

to her knees and begins to fellate him.  His mask stays on as he looks down at her 

performing oral sex.  Not a word is spoken.  She ultimately brings him to ejaculate onto 

her breasts, but as their encounter comes to an end, suddenly somewhere off screen a 
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telephone begins to ring.  The scene abruptly switches to a dark bedroom with Sulka 

asleep in her bed.  She wakes up and groggily answers the telephone to hear Nikko on 

the other end of the line. 

 Stuart Hall’s analysis of pleasure and global mass culture in his essay “The 

Local and the Global” can help us make sense of Sulka’s dream of disorientation and its 

connection to Jack’s dream.  In his essay Hall sets out to explain how and why the 

English nation-state rallied around its cultural identity amidst the disaggregating forces 

of globalization in the 1980s.  Noting the capitalist crisis suffered in Western markets in 

the 1970s due to the new leading nations of the global economy, Hall argues that the 

English nation-state develops new relationships to difference in an attempt to remain at 

the top of this shifting world order.149

Global mass culture is dominated by the modern means of cultural 

production, dominated by the image that crosses and recrosses linguistic 

frontiers much more rapidly and more easily and that speaks across 

  No longer can it subsume all the differences of 

its colonized subjects and regions under the homogeneous mantle of Englishness.  This 

way of dealing with difference will no longer work in such heterogeneous world that is 

crisscrossed with diasporas, lacerated with wars and ecological disasters, interconnected 

technologically and economically.  Instead, the English nation-state becomes 

increasingly defensive about its national and cultural identity, about who is English and 

who is not, precisely because of the inundation of the English population with a new 

form of global mass culture: 

                                                 
149 Stuart Hall, “The Local and the Global,” in Dangerous Liaisons: Gender, Nation, and 
Postcolonial Perspectives, ed. Anne McClintock, Aamir Mufti, and Ella Shohat (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 175. 
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languages in a much more immediate way.  It is dominated by all the 

ways in which the visual and graphic arts have entered directly into the 

reconstitution of popular life, of entertainment, and of leisure.  It is 

dominated by television, by film, and by the image, imagery, and styles 

of mass advertising.  Its epitome is all those forms of mass 

communication that satellite television is the prime example of.  Not 

because it is the only example but because one could not understand 

satellite television without understanding its grounding in a particular 

advanced national economy and culture, and yet its whole purpose is 

precisely that it cannot be limited any longer by national boundaries.150

Global mass culture in this passage, then, signals how mass media and mass 

communications technologies pay no mind to the values of the nation-state despite 

being grounded in its advanced national economy and culture.  Indeed, Hall uses the 

example of satellite television’s capacity to transmit pornography into English homes to 

indicate how Thatcher administration formed the Broadcasting Standards Committee to 

enforce decency codes and to ensure that smut from elsewhere would not flood the 

bedrooms of English citizens after hours. 

 

 The nation-state, then, responds to these disaggregating forces of globalization 

by asserting its dominance in the new world order while at the same time rendering 

ever-purer declarations of who is part of the nation and who is not.  The individual 

consumer, on the other hand, experiences the disorientation of life under global 

capitalism certainly through fear, but also through pleasure.  Hall underscores how 
                                                 
150 Ibid., 178. 
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pleasure pumps the very heart of global capital in its ability to package difference so 

that it becomes a tantalizing commodity.  For him, the concept of “the new exotica” 

emblematizes this process and promises a roadmap for the national subject to navigate 

this strange new world precisely through the consumption of its strangeness, its 

difference: 

To be at the leading edge of modern capitalism is to eat fifteen different 

cuisines in any one week. … If you are just jetting in from Tokyo, via 

Harare, you come in not with the sense of how everything is the same 

but with the sense that everything is different.  In one trip around the 

world, you could, in short order, see every wonder of the ancient world.  

You could take them in as you go by, all in one swoop, living with 

difference, wondering at pluralism, this concentrated, corporate, 

overcorporate, overintegrated, overconcentrated, and condensed form of 

economic power that lives culturally through difference and that is 

constantly teasing itself with the pleasures of the transgressive other.151

For Hall, this new exotica that tantalizes the consumer with the pleasures of the 

transgressive other coincides with global mass culture’s promise of endless pleasure:  

“Pleasure to begin with, pleasure in the middle, pleasure at the end, nothing but 

pleasure:  the proliferation of difference, of gender and sexuality.”

 

152

                                                 
151 Ibid., 181. 

  Thus, one index 

of globalization in the 1970s and 1980s are the emergence of economies of pleasure that 

antagonize the increasingly embattled nation-state, bent on the romance of its superior 

 
152 Ibid. 
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homogeneity, precisely through their fetishization of difference.  This devouring of the 

new exotica, this dizzying promise of endless pleasure, signal how power in late 

modernity operates through pleasure in order to soothe the anxieties of national 

subjects.  Power in this moment does not operate solely through pleasure, but pleasure 

becomes deployed in new ways to tap into and stimulate the individual consumer’s 

“urge to have it all” and still remain a loyal national subject. 

 Sulka illustrates this new, contradictory era of globalization in that she goes to 

the depths of the proper U.S. citizen-subject’s subconscious precisely because she 

seems to come from elsewhere, from a distant and foreign locale.  Hall describes global 

capital’s keen interest in difference as exemplary of this new stage of globalization.  

Capital does not wish only to commodify difference in the interest of labor.  Capital in 

this new era seeks to take up the particularity of difference in order to insinuate its logic 

more deeply into this ever-changing world and its new international division of labor.  

Thus, “in order to maintain its global position, capital has had to negotiate, has had to 

incorporate and partly reflect the differences it was trying to overcome.  It has had to try 

to get hold of, and neutralize, to some degree, the differences.  It is trying to constitute a 

world in which things are different.”153

                                                 
153 Ibid., 182. 

  Sulka, then, indicates global capital’s new 

relationship to difference precisely due to her location as an exotic transsexual superstar 

who rides the crests of global mass culture.  Indeed, the introduction of one article about 

Sulka printed in a 1980 British porn magazine illustrates how Sulka epitomizes the new 

exotica:  “Crazy questions were asked in our office when shots of salacious Sulka hit 

our desk.  Where is she from?  A Bedouin tent from a carnal caravanserai?  Exotic café 
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on the Bosphorous waterfront?  Perhaps a friend of Fellini’s?  No.  Sulka is as 

American as apple pie, a down home girl from the Lone Star state of Texas.  But she 

has an amazing secret, now committed to video tape and available soon.  And she’s told 

it to us.”154

 The British magazine’s reading of Sulka italicizes how by 1980, discourses 

about sex as an expression of self-fulfillment, which flourished during the economic 

prosperity of the postwar decades and came to a head during the sexual revolution of 

the late 1960s, were at odds with U.S. social critics and institutions who argued that the 

hedonistic aftermath of the sexual revolution was undermining American national 

culture.  Non-heteronormative sexual cultures that publicly emerged during the 1960s 

and 1970s challenged the ideology that promoted sex as properly expressed when done 

for romance and reproduction within the confines of marriage.  Gay and feminist sexual 

cultures, however, stepped in line with legal pornography’s commodification of 

sexuality on a mass scale in the promotion of sex as a personal choice.  Therefore, 

Hall’s argument about the new exotica is not unique to Britain in that by 1980, U.S. 

social critics and institutions were engaging in heated debates about the relationship 

between economies of sexual pleasure and the transformation of American society, and, 

moreover, how to reconcile these economies’ sexualization of heterogeneity with the 

preservation of American national culture.

  Thus, she is presented as offering the secret promise of the new exotica, yet 

ultimately in a fashion that does not undermine Americanness, but rather enhances its 

appeal precisely through the global character of U.S. capital of this moment.   

155

                                                 
154 “Sulka: The Transsexual Superstar,” Late Night Video, [c. 1980], 11 

 

 
155  Seidman, Embattled Eros, 17-94. 
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Figure 14:  What Jack sees after he awakens from his 
dream:  a mask and Sulka in a magazine. Dream Lovers 
(Kim Christy, 1980). 

If late modernity is distinguished by having an accumulation of capital within 

pornographic markets that correlates with the accumulation of pleasure around 

discursive nodes, Sulka emerges from these regimes of accumulation as her own 

desiring subject of capital.  Dream Lovers not only stages the porn consumer’s 

enthrallment with the porn star, as indicated by Jack’s dream of Sulka.  It also decenters 

this narrative by showing us Sulka’s dream.  This scene goes to the heart of Sulka’s 

paradoxical status as a 

mass cultural 

phenomenon with an 

aura because in the 

film’s final shot, when 

Jack gazes down at the 

magazine, the mask he 

was wearing Sulka’s 

dream lays propped 

upright against the page 

opposite of her image.  The contradiction between the soft touches of the mask and the 

hard lines of muscle and erection illustrates the heterogeneity of Sulka’s desire even as 

she herself signals in Jack’s subconscious the pleasurable disarray of his waking world.   
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Racialized Labor and the Pornographic Representation of White U.S. Citizenship 
 
 At the end of the preface for Sulka: A Transsexual Phenomenon, a different 

dream is mentioned that foreshadows Sulka’s material gain from economies of pleasure 

through her status as a pornographic celebrity.  This dream does not feature a midnight 

lover masked in ambiguity, but rather a surgically masked doctor who awaits Sulka 

south of the U.S. border: 

She understood the legal and monetary restrictions of having the 

surgery performed in the United States and so began considering a 

foreign country.  As her star rose over Hollywood, Sulka began looking 

in earnest for that locale where her ultimate dream would be fulfilled.  

Near the end of 1980, Sulka once again boarded a jetliner at 

LAX.  The legend was not returning home nor was she seeking another 

city to conquer.  Instead, the beautiful transsexual was heading south to a 

destiny she knew would be hers all her life.  The hospital and the 

surgeon awaited her, and the next time she disembarked at LAX she 

would not be Sulka, the transsexual.  Instead, she would be Sulka, the 

woman.156

Presumably with money earned from her work in magazines, film loops, nightclub acts, 

and Dream Lovers, Sulka flies south to a destiny that she quite literally embodies, that 

of physiological womanhood.  This conclusion acknowledges the burden of transgender 

people faced in 1980 when dealing with the medical establishment to obtain safe, 

affordable, and affirmative health care.  In this moment, transsexual medicine was 

 

                                                 
156 Sulka: A Transsexual Phenomenon, 6. 
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shifting away from a university-based field of experimental research at the end of the 

1970s and toward a private field of professional practitioners and therapists.  It is no 

surprise that Sulka sidestepped this system altogether by going to a foreign location, as 

many transgender people did before her.  Even still, it is Sulka’s status as native U.S. 

citizen and the money she has earned as a porn star that facilitate her transnational 

mobility toward dreamt-of womanhood.   

If Dream Lovers illuminates how power manages the disorienting effects of 

globalization by creating economies of pleasure which reproduce national subjects via 

the consumption of difference itself, the representation of white U.S. citizenship in 

Sulka’s Wedding and Sulka’s Daughter highlights the role of labor in this process.  In 

other words, if Dream Lovers presents pornography from the perspective of 

consumption, Sulka’s Wedding and especially Sulka’s Daughter present pornography 

from the perspective of the production of bodies and of film.  The narratives and 

spectacles of all three films unfold within private realms, be they the subconscious of 

Jack, the post-surgical embodiment and bungalow of Sulka, or the enclosure of the 

pornographic film set.  Yet, Sulka’s Wedding and Sulka’s Daughter illustrate how 

Sulka’s access to the private sphere via her property ownership and her efforts as an 

entrepreneur are at the heart of her claims to citizenship.  Indeed, by the early 1980s the 

parameters of U.S. citizenship had undergone a metamorphosis by which the public 

sphere was recast around the traditionally private arenas of sex, race, family, and 

morality.157

                                                 
157 Lauren Berlant has extensively explored how the common public sphere – that vital 
imaginary space in which citizens engage and debate with one another with respect to 
government, nation, and society – is no more.  In its place has emerged the intimate public 

  Such a reconstitution of U.S. public life not only occurred due to the 
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nation-state’s defensive response to global mass culture and the new leading capitalist 

nation-states of the late twentieth century.  This reconstitution also occurred precisely as 

part the rearrangement of economic, political, social, and cultural orders of life in the 

United States generated by the reorganization of capitalism.158

 Whose labor underpins the consolidation of white U.S. citizenship within the 

private dramas of Sulka’s Wedding and Sulka’s Daughter?  We start addressing this 

question by examining a page from the special edition magazine Wedding Bells for 

Sulka.  Inside the front cover is a photograph of the wedding party, casually gathered on 

a verdant lawn with bride and groom in the center.  Below this photograph is a small 

handwritten paragraph from Sulka, welcoming the reader to her “very own private 

wedding album” and expressing her desire to share this special occasion with her 

friends and fans.  Opposite this page are a series of six photographs for each wedding 

guest.  Below each photograph is the handwritten name of the guest, except for one.  In 

the top right-hand corner of this page is a photograph of an Asian transgender woman, 

her shoulders draped in a crisp white work shirt, a chauffeur’s hat on top of her head. 

 

                                                                                                                                               
sphere, a realm in which U.S. citizenship is recast in the mold of the private.  This sphere 
occludes critical popular attention to social and economic mechanisms of dominance by fixating 
on the agonistic cultural dramas of sex, race, family, and morality that occur at the level of the 
personal.  Lauren Berlant, The Queen of American Goes to Washington: Essays on Sex and 
Citizenship (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1997). 

 
158 Hall, “The Local and the Global,” 175.  For more on the political economic agenda of the 
reorganization of everyday life in the U.S. that occurred in the 1970s and 1980s, and whose 
objectives were to ensure the upward redistribution of wealth, to dismantle the welfare state 
through the privatization of public resources, and to promote the global expansion of free 
markets grounded in U.S. economy and culture, see Lisa Duggan, The Twilight of Equality: 
Neo-Liberalism, Cultural Politics and the Attack on Democracy (Boston: Beacon Press, 2003). 
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Figure 15:  Sulka’s wedding album.  From the tie-in magazine Wedding Bells for 
Sulka (1983). 
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She is looking into the camera without a smile, and below her photograph is her 

handwritten title, “The Chauffeur.”159

The marginal yet acknowledged status of the chauffer signals the place of 

racialized immigrant labor in the social order of United States.  That is, she is given no 

name or storyline, and in the film she is peripheral to the wedding, yet she is 

nevertheless included on the guest list.  It is precisely this inclusion of the racialized 

immigrant worker into the private album of U.S. capital, this handwritten 

acknowledgement of her place as a subject of labor, that underpins Sulka’s new status 

as bride.  Grace Hong has argued how in response to the changing geopolitical 

landscape, U.S. capital during this moment was molting and generating new 

relationships to difference in the service of labor in national and global economies.  She 

particularly identifies how capital in this moment fetishized difference in order to 

facilitate its regeneration.

  

160

The inclusion of racialized transgender labor has not always been the case, as 

transgender bodies have had to grapple with the specter of sex work since at least the 

1950s in the struggle for social intelligibility.  Dan Irving has argued that mid-

  This sea change fundamentally transformed the contours 

of everyday life in multiple levels of American society.  Thus, new demands of 

capitalism emerged that depended on the embodied difference on feminized immigrant 

labor in the same moment that the endless pleasures of global mass culture were 

kaleidoscopically expanding.   

                                                 
159 Wedding Bells For Sulka, 1-2. 

 
160 Grace Kyungwon Hong, The Ruptures of American Capital: Women of Color Feminism and 
the Culture of Immigrant Labor (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006), xiv-xvi. 
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twentieth-century medical discourses were invested in fashioning the transsexual into an 

economically productive body, that an ethos of productivity buttresses the history of 

official transsexual discourses and subjects in the United States in the quest for social 

recognition.161  Yet, this trajectory of making economically productive bodies within a 

wage labor economy has been haunted by transgender sex work and pornography.  In 

describing the proliferation of sexually explicit representations of gender variant women 

in the 1960s U.S. tabloid press, Joanne Meyerowitz writes that “[t]he sexualization of 

MTFs went hand in hand with the legalization and commercialization of sexual 

expression” fomented by the countercultural revolution of the 1960s.162  Meyerowitz 

argues that the trend of the pornographic representation of gender variant women arose 

from the greater role that sexuality played in their self-understanding and expression as 

individuals.  Indeed, many gender variant women in this time (and currently) lived with 

deep poverty and racism in addition to transphobia, and this constellation of oppressive 

forces foreclosed many employment options as their preferred gender.  Such conditions 

reinforced sex work on the streets, in strip clubs, or in the incipient pornographic 

industry as a difficult yet necessary—and for some, politically invigorating and 

pleasurable—line of work.163

                                                 
161 Dan Irving, “Normalized Transgressions: Legitimizing the Transsexual Body as Productive,” 
Radical History Review 100 (Winter 2008), 40. 

  Thus, Meyerowitz accounts for an obscene sexual and 

 
162 Joanne Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed, 200. 

 
163 For example, spurred by their histories as young, poor, homeless, and disenfranchised gender 
variant sex workers of color on New York City’s 42nd Street in the 1960s and their involvement 
with the radical gay liberationist scene, Sylvia Rivera and Marsha P. Johnson formed Street 
Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (S.T.A.R.) in 1970, a revolutionary group aimed at 
addressing the circuitry of conditions that perpetuated queer of color street youths’ violent 
disempowerment in society as well as fighting for social changes that would promote the self-
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racialized transgender double whose formation stood in negative relation to the medical 

discourse’s construction of the transsexual citizen as economically productive. 

Sulka’s Daughter probes these complex negotiations between race, labor, 

nationality, and embodiment in a storyline about childbirth and filmmaking.  The 

creation of visual media figures prominently into these negotiations, and this first 

becomes evident when the film depicts the spectatorship of childbirth.  With the original 

working title of “Sulka’s Revenge” and made as a sequel to capitalize off of the 

“unparalleled success” of Sulka’s Wedding, Sulka’s Daughter reunites the porn star with 

her cisgender biological daughter, whom through flashback we witness Sulka give birth 

to thanks to biomedical innovation and who was given up for adoption to a white rural 

married couple.164

                                                                                                                                               
determination of young and poor gender variant and queer people.  Stephan L. Cohen, The Gay 
Liberation Youth Movement in New York: “An Army of Lovers Cannot Fail” (New York: 
Routledge, 2008), 89-163.   

  She meets her daughter again eighteen years later when she 

unknowingly casts her in a heterosexual pornographic film that she is co-producing.  

The film begins with coming-of-age scene in which the eponymous daughter, Jenny, 

Another example of transgender sex work in the 1960s is Andy Warhol superstar Holly 
Woodlawn.  Although not a member of S.T.A.R., Woodlawn offers in her autobiography 
recollections of her involvement with this street scene in Manhattan in the early 1960s soon 
after she hitchhiked to New York City from Florida as a teenager.  She similarly recalls the 
pleasures and dangers of topless go-go dancing and sex work with another gender variant 
woman in upstate New York a few years later:  Holly Woodlawn with Jeffrey Copeland, A Low 
Life in High Heels: The Holly Woodlawn Story (New York: St. Martin’s, 1991), 98-105. 

And on the West Coast during the 1960s, as backdrop to the scene in which Kim 
Christy, Sulka, and her co-stars worked, gender variant women intermingled with male hustlers 
and performed sex work in San Francisco’s Tenderloin District.  They were central agents in the 
street riots against police harassment outside of Compton’s Cafeteria in August 1966: Members 
of the Gay and Lesbian Historical Society of Northern California, “MTF Transgender Activism 
in the Tenderloin and Beyond, 1966-1975: Commentary and Interview with Elliot Blackstone,” 
GLQ 4:2 (1998), 355-358. 

 
164 “Sneak Preview,” The Mimics Annual 4 (1986), 41; Kim Christy, “Editorial,” The Mimics 
Annual 3 (1985), 2. 
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has packed her suitcase and is now saying goodbye to her white rural Midwestern 

parents.  It is time for her to try and make it in the world, to find out who she is and “to 

start out and find [her] destiny in life,” but before her departure her parents have a 

confession to make about her origins.  Describing how they were unable to have 

children of their own, Jenny’s adoptive father says in voiceover that a doctor they 

consulted “found this rather unusual woman who wanted to see if she was capable of 

having a baby but just didn’t want to take care of it.”  While he says this, we see in 

flashback a hospital waiting room in which Nikko and an African-American co-star 

named Magnificent Margo anxiously wait as two transgender nurses wheel Sulka out on 

a gurney.  She is lost in the pain of labor, and it is time.  As Magnificent Margo 

exclaims, “Aren’t you excited? You’re going to be the very first one,” Sulka is wheeled 

into the delivery room where a white male doctor waits, presumably the doctor that 

Jenny’s adoptive father mentions.  The labor is brief.  Sulka moans and breathes hard 

and pushes, her head supported by a black transgender nurse who reassures her that all 

is going well.  Nikko and Magnificent Margo ecstatically pressed to the windows of the 

closed doors, lost in the drama and the significance of the delivery.  It’s a girl, and the 

doctor reminds Sulka that a clean break is best for everyone as she looks at the baby 

with slight and exhausted interest before the white nurse carries the baby away. 

And so we see Jenny born of the union between white transsexual womanhood 

and the heteropatriarchal medical establishment, a birth of a beautiful daughter that 

enthralls transgender women of color who peer through partitioning glass at this 

medical drama of transsexuality.  They watch this story unfold as if the glass were a 

screen, but they are spectators of this drama, not protagonists.  In other words, it is the 
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biomedical technology’s creation of Sulka’s capacity to reproduce that assigns this 

momentous occasion with white gender-normative Americanness, as indicated by 

Jenny’s adoptive parents.  In this scenario, then, Jenny comes to signal a normative 

horizon for a transgender formation that assimilates to U.S. capital through the 

biopolitical management of gender and sexual difference.  This horizon is invoked by 

the importance that Sulka’s Daughter puts on Sulka’s reunion with Jenny, who 

ultimately finds her destiny in life in front of a film camera on the set of a heterosexual 

pornographic film eighteen years later.  If in her final act Sulka is introduced as a 

pioneer of reproduction, the life that she has made for herself as an autonomous and 

independent subject who rejects parenthood is the life of a pornographic film star and 

film producer.  And if Sulka has cast her lot in life with the pornographic industry and 

has invested all that she owns in the heterosexual hardcore film that she is co-producing 

with her friend Jack, her serendipitous reunion with Jenny registers not as an occasion 

for sentimentality, but rather as a commercial windfall that promises their film’s 

success. 

Indeed, we see evidence of her self-constitution through commercial 

pornography when we first see Sulka not in the adoptive father’s flashback, but in the 

present time of Sulka’s Daughter.  This scene demonstrates how Sulka’s social status 

synchronizes with her self-representation via the new exotica.  She sits on a long sofa in 

her luxuriously decorated living room watching three televisions lined up in a row. 
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Figure 16:  Magnificent Margo in a subservient 
role, massaging Sulka’s back by the pool. Sulka’s 
Daughter (Kim Christy, 1984). 

No longer a hostess in a surreal nightclub, Sulka is now a film celebrity and producer.  

She sips brandy and wears a yellow feather boa while watching scenes from her 

previous films Dream Lovers and Sulka’s Wedding on the screens.  In the background 

the soundtrack croons a song in which the name “Sulka” repeats.  The telephone rings, 

and it is her co-producer, who 

is calling from the film set 

with bad news about the lead 

actress who has unexpectedly 

quit without filming any 

scenes.  But to his 

consternation, Sulka does not 

answer, does not want to be 

bothered at the moment.  She 

is captivated with her images 

onscreen, with this visual circuit of self-indulgence.  This suggests a certain self-

evidence in the opulence of media images and material wealth that distinguishes Sulka, 

a situation in which transsexuality as embodied by Sulka does not have to answer for 

itself.  If in the former films Sulka is the dream lover of a white heterosexual man or is 

the bride caught up by the excitement and grandeur of her wedding day, in Sulka’s 

Daughter she fully emerges as an autonomous subject made possible in part through her 

aura as sexual spectacle within global mass culture.   

This supposition about the allegiances of a pornographic film industry that 

trades in spectacles is further staged when Sulka is receiving an outdoors massage from 
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her African-American transgender friend, Magnificent Margo.  Sulka expresses her 

frustrations to Margo about the difficulty of finding a leading lady she likes who has 

talent and charm, and when Margo states that she always wanted to be in movies, Sulka 

playfully dismisses her by saying that “transsexuals don’t sell.”  The rest of the film, 

then, orbits around Sulka’s self-assertion and business choices about the pornographic 

film project in which she’s invested all of her money, all of her self, and which is 

guided by the axiom that “transsexuals don’t sell.”  She calls the shots, as can be seen 

when soon after Jack tries calling her, she accompanies him to visit a local strip bar to 

look for a leading lady.  Sulka wearily dismisses all the female strippers she sees as 

lackluster but reluctantly agrees to hire the final stripper, Maria, when Jack goads her as 

being unrealistic and uncooperative.  But when they later meet with Maria about 

working in their film, a problem immediately surfaces: Maria speaks only Spanish, 

cannot even read English let alone speak it.  It is in this moment, in the smoky strip bar 

amidst male patrons lavishing dollar bills upon Jenny, who works in the bar and who 

has taken the stage for the first time, that the conflict between the interests of Sulka and 

Jack and the national difference of Maria finds its resolution.  Producing a film in an 

industry in which “transsexuals don’t sell,” Jenny becomes the linchpin for commercial 

success. 

Linda Williams has written that “perversions are … more ‘normal’ to the 

functioning of desire than the normative account of them has many to believe.”165

                                                 
165 Williams, “Pornographies On/scene,” 238. 

 

Sulka’s Daughter plays with the institution of citizenship through its spectacular 

dramatization of technology, family, and the marketplace as modes through which 
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Sulka claims citizenship and belonging.  In other words, the film showcases 

transsexuality as a white public formation constituted by multiple forces: by biomedical 

technologies of reassignment, by film technologies that showcase transfeminine 

embodiment as a mass media spectacle, by heteronormative social institutions like 

family and reproduction, and by entrepreneurialism.  These forces find congruence 

upon the transgender citizen, as embodied and enacted by Sulka.  Yet, the parodic 

nature of porn seeks to disturb the naturalization of these processes by marking post-

surgical transsexuality as a white heterosexual formation demarcated by racialized labor 

and boosted by an entrepreneurial ethos. 

 

Conclusion 

Sulka’s and her co-stars’ onscreen performances illuminate some new ways that 

global capital operates in the latter third of the twentieth century, particularly through 

the interface between pleasure and difference.  Out of this interface Sulka’s onscreen 

transformation from exotic dream in Dream Lovers to a cultural producer and mother in 

Sulka’s Daughter delineates her assimilation to the parameters of white U.S. citizenship 

by way of medical technology and discourse.  That is, in her films she embodies the 

biopolitical crossroads of medicine and mass media at the heart of transsexuality’s 

formation in the U.S. public imagination.  And her self-representation as a transsexual 

woman whose exotic appeal entices heterosexual male desire signals the economies of 

pleasure and their fetishization of difference that distinguished consumer patterns of the 

1970s and early 1980s.  However, in demonstrating the critical potential of pleasure to 

offer insight into the politics of heteronormative fantasy in the 1980s, Sulka’s films 
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demarcate the limits of this critical potential by underscoring the material conditions of 

pleasure’s consumption by dramatizing racial, class, and national divisions of labor that 

foster Sulka’s social ascent.  

Kim Christy’s representation of Sulka and her co-stars, which blurs the lines of 

self-representation due to Sulka’s complicity in crafting her celebrity image across 

pornographic media, contrasts with Christine Jorgensen’s efforts to foreclose her 

representation as a sexual spectacle in a conservative Cold War national culture.  But 

the pornographic representations examined above mirror Jorgensen in their affiliation of 

transsexuality with a provenance from elsewhere, outside the United States.  Moreover, 

these representations illustrate that the desperation confessed by transsexual women in 

mondo cinema was becoming not the only mode of public presentation for transsexual 

women.   

Chapter 4 radically departs from Sulka, Christine Jorgensen, and the transsexual 

women in mondo cinema while sharing with the themes of these case studies in their 

examination of transgender cultural production:  the expressive possibilities of 

heterogeneity, the engagement of a spectacle culture through cinematic self-

representation, and the interface between visual media and embodiment to induce the 

public imagination into accepting new ways of being.  The feminist experimental media 

conference examined in Chapter 4 crystallizes these themes through its primary push to 

utilize embodied acts of transgression in a post-9/11 moment in an effort to innovate 

feminist strategies of protest.  Thus, Chapter 4 addresses the most self-described 

political instance of transgender cultural production in this dissertation, but an instance 

that nevertheless addresses personal expressions of embodiment and belonging. 
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CHAPTER FOUR_______________________________________________________ 

Public Access Activism: 
PILOT TV and the Post-9/11 Communal Production of Genderqueer 
Experimental Media 
 

“Calling all trans-activists, women, queers, male feminists, media activists, intersexed 
hackers, radical educators, genderchangers, direct-actors, performance artists, anti-
racists, mothers, documentarians, prop collectors, youth video collectives, squatters, 
fence-climbers, cyber-feminists, urban farmers, prison abolitionists, women’s health-
care providers, all-girl graffiti crews, resistant bodies and trespassers of all kinds!!!”  

-PILOT TV call for participation166

 

 

In October 2004, over the same weekend as the third televised presidential 

debate between George W. Bush and John Kerry, approximately 80 feminist, queer, and 

transgender artists and activists from across Canada and the United States gathered in 

Chicago for PILOT TV, a do-it-yourself feminist experimental media conference.  

Drawing from the resources of local art institutions and issuing an open call for anyone 

to participate, organizers of PILOT TV envisioned the communal creation of 

experimental media as a way to critically respond to the conditions of increasingly 

atomized life in post-9/11 America, conditions overdetermined by the racist, nationalist, 

sexist, and homophobic mechanisms of the War on Terror as well as by neoliberal 

practices of privatization contributing to the rapid diminishment of the public sphere.  

For four days PILOT TV participants lived together, brainstormed ideas, held skill-

share workshops, and volunteered labor in front of and behind the cameras to yield 

thirty-five “pilot” TV programs.  From reality TV and professional wrestling to talk 
                                                 
166 The call for participation collaboratively written by PILOT TV organizers.  Reprinted in 
Journal of Aesthetics and Protest 1, no. 4 (2005): 66. 
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shows and cooking programs, each pilot explored some dimension of PILOT TV’s 

vision of anti-racist, anti-capitalist politics in which the body and performance were 

central.  Indeed, a primary goal of the conference was to use the model of a public 

access television studio to protest the intensification of biopolitical control under 

capitalism after 9/11:  in the United States as well as a global city like Chicago, in 

which practices of privatization have converged with technologies of surveillance to 

disproportionately impact the lives of poor people, immigrants, people of color, and 

transgender and queer people, the body becomes the final line of resistance and critique. 

This chapter argues that although potent in its experiments with community, 

feminism, and media-making in ways that saw gender nonconformity as an opportunity 

instead of a pathology, PILOT TV disproportionately promoted white racialized 

modalities of gender nonconformity and sexual dissidence because its recognition of 

transgender embodiment did not centrally engage race and citizenship status.  Because 

PILOT TV was the apex of an inchoate artistic community of interlocking social 

networks concentrated in Canada and the U.S. American Midwest and East coast,167

                                                 
167 Author telephone interview with Wu Tsang, November 19, 2010. 

 it 

was the very act of seclusion, of cocooning participants within the safer space of a 

brownstone located within a working-class immigrant neighborhood of Chicago, that 

facilitated this limitation of vision.  Put another way, the spatial conditions, which were 

integral to the formation of temporary community during the conference, foreclosed a 

communal recognition of race and citizenship as co-constitutive of gender and 

sexuality. This limitation can be further attributed to the whiteness of feminist 

genealogies—particularly, 1990s cyber-feminism, but also feminist media activist 
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collectives of the 1960s and 1970s—from which organizers drew.  Thus, although the 

conference did include genderqueer, transgender, and cisgender queer artists of color, 

and although some artists did express their embodied experiences through a language of 

race and citizenship status, PILOT TV fostered a vibrant transfeminist counterpublic 

nevertheless haunted by racialized and institutionalized specters of the biopolitics of 

9/11. 

Before I map out a plan of analysis and then explain this chapter’s connection to 

the dissertation, I want to first elaborate on three concepts central to my analysis:   

‘counterpublic’, ‘transfeminism’, and ‘debility’.  Michael Warner has written that a 

counterpublic emerges from the circulation of discourse within a space predicated on 

the subordinate status of its participants in relation to the dominant public.  In other 

words, the circulation of marginalized speech or text forms a counterpublic out of 

strangers from a disempowered social group, and this circulation among disempowered 

subjects constitutes a political practice with affective ties that unify members.  Warner 

thus writes that “Counterpublics are ‘counter’ to the extent that they try to supply 

different ways of imagining stranger-sociability and its reflexivity; as publics, they 

remain oriented to stranger-circulation in a way that is not just strategic, but also 

constitutive of membership and its affects.”168  PILOT TV’s counterpublic spoke out 

against the corporate control of media as one neoliberal effect that negatively impacted 

the work of politically progressive artists and activists.169

                                                 
168 Michael Warner, “Publics and Counterpublics,” Public Culture 14, no. 1 (2002): 87-88. 

  Its call for participation 

signals the type of stranger-sociability it aimed to create:  an open invitation for anyone 

 
169 Emily Foreman, “PILOT TV,” Journal of Aesthetics and Protest 1, no. 4 (2005): 69. 
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to gather in a “cloistered space for media-making”170 and create visual media indexical 

of the everyday materiality of transgressive embodiments, primarily but not limited to 

transgender embodiment.  PILOT TV’s counterpublic emerged from the circulation of 

dissident media made by self-identified transgressors within the diverse scene of 

embodiment hailed in the call.  As summarized by one participant, “Essentially, PILOT 

is also a discussion:  it’s about people coming together with different identities and 

histories and perhaps politics, and coming together to sort of see where they can 

connect and where new alliances can be made, and I was really interested in that as 

someone who identifies as an activist and feminist.”171

Because organizers mined feminist genealogies about technology, the body, and 

media activism in planning the conference, and because the desire to address everyday 

transgender life was a catalyst, the concept of transfeminism is central to understanding 

the counterpublic at PILOT TV.  Indeed, PILOT TV came out of the broader 

phenomena during the 1990s of queer activism and transgender activism, which 

emerged in part to protest the institutional abuses and neglect experienced by gay, 

lesbian, and transgender people.

   

172

                                                 
170 Author interview with Daniel Luedtke, Minneapolis, MN, November 17, 2010. 

   David Valentine has written that during this 

decade, the emergence of ‘transgender’ crystallized within political and institutional 

realms in part due to its increased currency as a category that presumed to legibly name 

 
171 Author interview with Latham Zearfoss, Chicago, IL, August 7, 2008. 
 
172 Susan Stryker, “(De)Subjugated Knowledges: An Introduction to Transgender Studies,” in 
The Transgender Studies Reader, ed. Susan Stryker and Stephen Whittle (New York: 
Routledge, 2006), 1-17. 
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all incarnations of gender variance.173  And as a response to this categorical 

institutionalization, the concept of ‘genderqueerness' developed among queer and 

gender variant social networks as a personal practice and political stance that rejected 

the label of transgender and sought to challenge the gender binary, understanding its 

preservation as intrinsic to the endurance of sexist systems of oppression.174

By 2000, transfeminism had crystallized as an ideology and movement enough 

to be defined as “a movement by and for trans women who view their liberation to be 

intrinsically linked to the liberation of all women and beyond,” as written by Emi 

Koyama in her call to action, “The Transfeminist Manifesto.”

  Because 

1990s queer and transgender politics crafted repertoires of dissidence informed by 

feminist and civil rights struggles that originated in earlier decades of the twentieth 

century, PILOT TV organizers sought to create a grassroots event that would synthesize 

queer, transgender, and feminist theories and praxes.  This synthesis was sought in an 

effort to better understand the interrelationship between activist media and dissident 

embodiments in terms opposed to the medical, legal, and institutional control over 

transgender and other dissident embodiments.  Transfeminism was the name that 

organizers assigned to this project. 

175

                                                 
173 David Valentine, Imagining Transgender: An Ethnography of a Category (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2007). 

  In this 

conceptualization, Koyama aims to build bridges between cisgender women and trans 

 
174 Joan Nestle, Riki Wilchins, and Clare Howell, ed., GenderQueer: Voices from Beyond the 
Sexual Binary (New York: Alyson Books, 2002). 
 
175 Emi Koyama, “The Transfeminist Manifesto,” in Catching a Wave: Reclaiming Feminism 
for the 21st Century, ed. Rory Dicker and Alison Piepmeier (Boston: Northeastern University 
Press, 2003), 245. 
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women, illuminating the many ways that trans women’s everyday lives resonate with all 

women within structures of gender-based oppression.  Transfeminism defined here, 

then, signals histories of contested transgender participation in radical feminist projects, 

politics, and spaces.  By the 1990s, transfeminism had gained in momentum not only as 

a core component of the groundswell of transgender activism mentioned above, but also 

as a vital thread of third wave feminism, which itself was a generational movement that 

saw the unified category of “woman” as incapable of addressing intersections of 

oppression and privilege along lines of race, class, gender, sexuality, dis/ability, 

nationality, and so on.176  That is, transfeminism in this iteration was part of third wave 

feminism’s broadscale evaluation of multiple subjectivities and individual identities 

within social, cultural, economic, and political scenes of power, cautioning against 

identity politics in an effort to draw lines of solidarity across restrictive boundaries 

between groups and individuals.177

Although transgender feminist writings like Koyama’s manifesto did not 

circulate among organizers who planned PILOT TV, transfeminism early on became an 

organizing template for the conference.  Genderqueer artist of color Wu Tsang 

explained in an interview that the idea for PILOT TV came out of conversations that he 

had with white cisgender queer artist Emily Foreman in a graduate course they took 

 

                                                 
176 Susan Stryker, Transgender History (Berkeley: Seal Press, 2008), 1-3.  For more on the 
history and concept of a “third wave” of feminism, see Hokulani K. Aikau, Karla A. Erickson, 
and Jennifer L. Pierce, Feminist Waves, Feminist Generations: Life Stories from the Academy 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2007), 1-45. 
 
177 Rory Dicker and Alison Piepmeier, “Introduction,” Catching a Wave: Reclaiming Feminism 
for the 21st Century, ed. Rory Dicker and Alison Peipmeier (Boston: Northeastern University 
Press, 2003), 24-25.  Also see Serano, Whipping Girl. 
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about cyber-feminism at the Art Institute of Chicago.  For Tsang, feminist texts about 

cyborgs were stimulating but felt ill-suited for talking about the material everyday lives 

of queer and trans people at the start of the twenty-first century.  As a response to this, 

he and Foreman brainstormed the concept of having a gathering in which people would 

create a “transfeminist television,” a temporary safe expressive space for queer and 

trans people to work together on a media project and pool resources.  In his words, “we 

both wanted to return to the term ‘feminism’ and make it relevant to our art experiences 

and practices.”  As a result of this conversation as it branched out from Tsang and 

Foreman to include their friends and collaborators, transfeminism became a way, to 

paraphrase his words, to try to literally assemble everyone’s experiences and feelings in 

an art convergence that tried to understand the histories and legacies of the women’s 

movement, but through the eyes, hands, and bodies of queer and trans communities.178

Thus, transfeminism in the context of PILOT TV became an open-ended way 

for organizers to imagine an assembly of feminisms and transgressive embodiments 

intermixing to use art production to address gender-based oppression and corollary 

systems of control.  As written in the conference program distributed to participants in a 

way that illustrates the blossoming of Tsang and Foreman’s conversation: 

 

By “transfeminism” we mean working across different forms of 

feminism, and in the same breath, we also want to recognize that 

trans/genderqueer people are daily trespassing in the gendered spaces of 

capitalism.  Spaces which try to determine us biologically, which seek to 

confine us to recognizable markets, binary restrooms, and social roles.  
                                                 
178 Author telephone interview with Wu Tsang, November 19, 2010. 
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Being gender-queer means not only “crossing-over” back and forth 

(female to male, male to female) but is a radical refusal of the gender-

border altogether!  The implications of this refusal are broad and should 

be shared.  We seek to network and talk with other activists and artists 

who cross borders (national, social, legal, disciplinary) in order to 

destroy their power to coerce and control.179

Genderqueerness in this definition is described as a modality of personal practice and 

social activism, and transfeminism is presented as a switchboard for traversing and 

melding conversations about border-crossing.  And the label “trans” is deployed here as 

in Koyama’s manifesto to loosely signify both genderqueer and transgender people in 

order to stress affinity in oppression across personal identitarian practices.  However, 

PILOT TV distinguishes itself from Koyama’s more precise deployment by inviting 

conversation and creation with other border crossers and, in doing so, positioning 

transfeminism as a tool for their usage.  Even still, the gender binary is presented as the 

central border in question. 

 

PILOT TV attempted to create a transfeminist counterpublic that focused on 

using performances about border-crossing to create moving-image media to distribute.  

Organizers understood media-making to be a vector of biopolitical resistance against 

the medical establishment and other hegemonic institutions.  Indeed, a key organizing 

thrust of the conference was “biopolitical resistance on (and off) camera” through the 

creation of “a fully functioning Hollywood studio, replete with fantastical sets, 

                                                 
179 “A Call for Participation,” PILOT TV Guide, 3. 
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collaborative crews, and improvised madness.”180  Organizers used the phrases “fleshy 

resistance, aesthetic experiments, and tactical performance” as a way to summarize the 

conference’s agenda.181

Jasbir Puar has recently written how queerness can operate as a “machine of 

capacity” in an effort to understand the biopolitical machinations of neoliberal capital in 

a new media environment.

  PILOT TV manifested an affirmative biopolitics by bringing 

together a range of people to use the body and life itself to reimagine the staging of 

protest.  It sought to magnify the transfeminist focus on acts of border crossing in the 

wake of 9/11, a time in which western liberal multicultural ideologies deployed gender 

and sexual formations as evidence of western progressiveness against a non-western 

backwardness.   

182  This work builds from her previous examination of 

sexual exceptionalism within transnational homonationalist milieus, by which the threat 

of the pathological terrorist, opposed to the socioeconomic and cultural orders of the 

west, imbues a crystallizing force upon certain properly embodied GLBT subjects.183

                                                 
180 From the call for participation disseminated in the summer of 2004.  Reprinted in Journal of 
Aesthetics and Protest 1, no. 4 (2005): 61. 

  

Puar’s work is useful for framing my analysis of PILOT TV precisely because she 

recognizes the interrelationship between bodily capacity and debility through the 

expressive technologies of new media as an elaborative schema for neoliberal self-

 
181 Ibid. 
 
182 Jasbir Puar, “Ecologies of Sex, Sensation, and Slow Death,” Social Text: Periscope (blog), 
November 22, 2010, http://www.socialtextjournal.org/periscope/2010/11/ecologies-of-sex-
sensation-and-slow-death.php. 
 
183 Jasbir Puar, Terrorist Assemblages. 
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determination and self-representation.  This neoliberalizing schema ties into biopolitical 

productions of normative, healthy subjects in the twenty-first century American nation-

state, enlisting the use of expressive technologies to articulate dimensions of the self in 

the everyday for public consumption as evidence as one’s belonging.  Thus, in its 

critique of the socioeconomic and cultural-economic conditions of everyday life in post-

9/11 United States and through its uptake of biopolitics, PILOT TV steps in partial line 

with this schema through its call for agency and diversity to resist that fails to recognize 

the conditions of possibility for agency and diversity.  Debility here, then, is the 

incapacitation of some subjects through the empowerment of others. 

In this chapter I read cultural artifacts created before, during, and after PILOT 

TV—specifically, promotional print media, pilot TV programs, and a short 

documentary about the conference—alongside interviews with five participants to 

clarify the connection between cultural production and biopolitical resistance.  The 

chapter is organized in two sections that address PILOT TV’s interventions and 

shortcomings.  The first section looks at how cultural production connected with 

strategies of feminism by analyzing an inaugural performance  that showcases 

transfeminism as spectacle:  artist Megan Palaima’s “M.A.T.”  A genderqueer take on 

pro wrestling that was planned in advance of the conference but invited open 

participation, “M.A.T.” constituted a transfeminist counterpublic through the 

performance of trans people onstage and in the audience.  As such, the section reads 

performance as cultural production and therefore focuses on the place of bodies and 

technology as engaged within the performance.  Briefly put, this section analyzes 

representations of transfeminism as they are performed in real time.   
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The second section addresses the shortcomings that this performance raises.  It 

explores the question:  how did biopolitical resistance manifest within and beyond the 

theoretical register of transfeminism? This section answers this question in an effort to 

illustrate PILOT TV’s exploration of an affirmative biopolitics, which Vanessa Lemm 

defines as “a politics of life that affirms the continuity between human, animal, and 

other forms of life, thereby contributing to the pluralization of inherently singular forms 

of life and thought.”184

Finally, PILOT TV radically departs from previous case studies of this 

dissertation, which have examined individual transsexual women’s efforts to expand the 

social and cultural registers of belonging through their self-representation in cinematic 

forums.  Key to this departure is PILOT TV’s approach to belonging and cultural 

production.  Previous cases have cinematically asserted transsexual belonging by way 

of relationships, primarily with the medical establishment, but also with parents, 

doctors, lovers, fiancés, and/or daughters.  For example, Jorgensen’s letter disclosing 

  As I argue, the conference’s overall non-recognition of race and 

citizenship status as constitutive of the gendered spaces of capitalism spotlighted the 

limitations of this biopolitical resistance.  Thus, in this section I unpack ‘fleshy 

resistance’ to illustrate its potency in theory and in practice at PILOT TV.  But in doing 

so, I emphasize the unresolved racialized presences that haunt the proceedings, specters 

of the negative biopolitics used to reinforce and police the very borders that 

transfeminism aims to transgress, borders affiliated in the dominant popular U.S. 

American imagination with brown and black immigrant bodies. 

                                                 
184 Vanessa Lemm, “Critical Theory and Affirmative Biopolitics:  Nietzsche and the 
Domination of Nature in Adorno/Horkheimer,” Journal of Power 3, no. 1 (2010): 75. 
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her female identity to her parents affiliated her in the public eye with family, an 

affiliation encouraged in her Danish travel film.  Elizabeth’s love for her boyfriend 

Monty testifies to the truth of her self that is amplified by her gender reassignment by 

way of John Money, a dynamic also at work in the representations of Irene and Deborah 

Hartin.  And by way of her onscreen racial, genital, and entrepreneurial transformation 

through medicine, marriage, and motherhood, Sulka’s relationship with her transgender 

co-stars of color changes from one of collegiality to one of surrogacy.   Anatomo-

politics in these cases not only operate through technologies of reassignment that 

physically modify the body or discursively recode social identity, but also manifest 

through the cinematic engagement of popular sentiment and imagination to induce 

understanding, if not acceptance, of transsexual people.  Each case study illuminates 

how narratives of relational intimacy supplement narratives of crossgender 

identification, and analytically taken together, these cases allegorize transsexuality’s 

precarious assimilation to the American nation. 

PILOT TV represents a radical departure from the process by which cinematic 

representations of heteronormative relationships solidify transsexual identities in the 

public imagination.  Rather, PILOT TV called for a broad spectrum of people to 

converge and communally create experimental media in order to disidentify with 

neoliberalization, institutionalization, and the policing practices of the post-9/11 

moment.  Off-screen and onscreen intimacies between participants weren’t 

representational fodder for the assimilation of crossgender identities, but they were 

fundamental to the proceedings of the conference.  Thus, the sense of belonging 

fostered at PILOT TV was uninterested in assimilation: instead, the web of non-
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heteronormative relationships that formed around the conference galvanized a scene of 

cultural production at odds with corporate media and focused on the politics of 

transgender embodiment, but enabled by silence about race and citizenship. 

 

Forming a Transfeminist Counterpublic; or, Wrestling a Wild Unintelligibility 

This section examines an inaugural performance of PILOT TV that all 

interviewed participants identified as one of the most memorable moments of the 

conference:  a genderqueer interpretation of the spectacle of professional wrestling 

called “M.A.T.”  I read “M.A.T.” as a performance because even though it was videoed 

and later edited into the pilot TV program that I analyze, it was experienced in real-time 

as an event that invited spectators’ participation.  This mode of cultural production is 

different from previous cases in which cultural producers followed more conventional 

filmmaking protocol.  But it is an important distinction to make because the experience 

of watching and participating in any performance at PILOT TV, I argue, was intrinsic to 

the formation of a transfeminist counterpublic.  In other words, the spectacles of 

genderqueerness I read in “M.A.T.” are inextricable from the feelings of participants 

involved in the making of those representations.  I therefore argue that “M.A.T.” stages 

the formation of a transfeminist counterpublic on two levels:  on the one hand, it 

engendered a sense of trans community among interviewed participants; and on the 

other hand, it metaphorized the biopolitical transgression of gender and sexual 

boundaries through its exploration of bodies, non/identity, technology, and space.   

Before I look more closely at “M.A.T.” with respect to these two levels, let me 

be clear in stating that I am in no way arguing that “M.A.T.” explains PILOT TV in its 
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entirety.  Rather, I am closely reading a performance identified by all interviewed 

participants as illustrative of their experiences in order to better understand the 

conference’s affective dynamics with respect to the communal.  Because biopolitical 

resistance pivots on the act of responding to the call for participation and coming 

together, this analytic focus will clarify the formation of a transfeminist counterpublic.  

In the second section, though, I will highlight the racial contradictions that predicate 

this counterpublic and that signal the genderqueer exceptionalism of PILOT TV. 

If Warner reminds us that the formation of a counterpublic is as much about the 

circulation of affect as it is of media, we can preface the analysis of “M.A.T.” by 

considering what a transfeminist aesthetic looks like by way of physical media that 

circulated to promote PILOT TV:  a zine distributed in the months before of the 

weekend of PILOT TV in an effort to hail attendees.  This zine contains an assortment 

of Xeroxed drawings of people, structures, and abstract forms.  It also contains text, 

including genderqueer artist of color Dylan Mira’s meditation on gender, feminism, and 

identity.  She writes, “Gender, race, class, sexuality for me are like the french [sic] braid 

on the prettiest girl in school, not always pretty, not with bows and streamers, but 

always tightly interlaced, encoding each other so one thing is never without the other.  

Ever.”185

                                                 
185 Dylan Mira, “I’m getting fresh with you so please get fresh with me too,” in PILOT 
Conference: Experimental Media for Feminist Trespass zine, 4. 

  Metaphorizing the embodied intersection of social differences to an 

elaborately braided hairstyle, Mira goes on to disidentify with first world feminism, 

which she describes as incapable of appreciating such complexity: 
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It has never felt soft warm good to me to be in a women only space and 

suddenly they are talking feminism and they are not talking about me 

because I am suddenly urgently not a woman, because I am not a white 

woman and we are not talking about the same thing.  This was how it 

happened. My girlhood bursts into a fucking pumpkin and I am in drag 

and it starts making sense.  What does woman signify?  They were 

women and I was another kind of woman, with prefixes.  First world 

feminism is so often focused on a monolithic idea of woman constructed 

as white upper class hetero female that the category can deny inclusion 

to women who’s [sic] gender is informed by other experiences.186

It is particularly Mira’s description of her burst into puberty—and into a social 

existence of adult femininity—that resonates with the zine’s overall disjointed 

meditation on genderqueer embodiment.  Her description suggests an aesthetic of 

turbulence, which Judith Halberstam has described as an aesthetic that “inscribes abrupt 

shifts in time and space directly onto the gender-ambiguous body, and then offers that 

body to the gaze as a site of critical reinvention.”

 

187

                                                 
186 Ibid. 

  Mira’s passage serves as a 

synecdoche for the zine’s abstraction of a turbulent aesthetic of genderqueer bodies 

experiencing change.  Hence, on the cover a building decorated with storm clouds 

emitting a lightning bolt bears a banner with the words “Trans World Wide” as an 

airplane departs in the sky, leaving behind exhaust clouds that spell out “PILOT 

Conference.”  Or, farther into the zine, a female-bodied individual in a fake interview 

 
187 Judith Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place, 107. 
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Figure 17:  Screen-printed cover of the PILOT TV zine. 

called “pre-op” discusses ghost limbs that persist after amputation and the non-

identitarian possibilities of body modification.   

In sum, the building and clouds, or the bodies shorn of appendages and 

identities, allude to the turbulence of transitional, indeterminate, or fantastical states of 

embodiment that the medical establishment historically has policed, disciplined, and 

controlled.  If the gender ambiguous body’s representation connotes the turbulence of 

abrupt shifts in space and time and in doing so invites the gaze to radically reconsider 
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that which it sees, the zine takes this a step further by splaying embodiments of 

genderqueerness in order to compel the reader to join the conversation by attending the 

conference.  Indeed, the back cover provides a URL for more information below the 

message in screen-printed cursive handwriting, “This is a call with an offering.”  That 

is, this is a call that offers to open up conversations shut down by the medical 

establishment and social conventions invested in the hegemony of the gender binary and 

static categories of gender. 

The affective membership implied by this example of print media speaks more 

broadly to the culture of the conference, which our reading of the zine as an artifact 

unpacks.  Ann Cvetkovich has written that “cultural artifacts become the archive of 

something more ephemeral” within a public culture, that those axiological vectors of 

lived experience at the heart of public culture are indexed by the materials produced by 

participants of a cultural space.188

                                                 
188 Ann Cvetkovich, An Archive of Feelings, 9. 

  For her, artifacts become the primary site of 

investigation into the meaning of culture as a “way of life,” a phrase she borrows from 

Raymond Williams.  This is especially important to her work as she explores how 

trauma, sexuality, and feelings inhabit lesbian public cultures.  Cultural artifacts as the 

archive of these temporary and/or elusive publics thus afford her a way to deductively 

discuss how feelings about sex, abuse, and loss play into the lives of people passing 

through these fleeting spaces.  Simply put, cultural artifacts are signposts for 

experience, trails of bread crumbs that offer sustenance and direction to women finding 

their way through the snows of trauma to a place of self-empowerment. 
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Cultural artifacts, then, can signal the utopian currents of a counterpublic culture 

formed to affirm and propagate the lived experience of marginalized people.  The 

experiences within a counterpublic culture cannot be reduced to nor fully explained by 

cultural artifacts.  But the cultural artifacts, in turn, are flash-frozen with the 

specificities of the moment that memories of participants, in retrospect, may 

unintentionally blunt, distort, or forget.  Cvetkovich recognizes this, and thus her overall 

project uses cultural artifacts to produce a history of the present about the state of 

trauma and its affective language in everyday life, a work supplemented by but not 

wholly reliant upon interviews with cultural participants.   

Although writing about performance instead of artifacts, Jill Dolan contributes 

to our understanding of public culture by offering insight into the paradoxical nature of 

the temporary communities that form around performance:  the lasting transformative 

effects of a cultural act that is finite and ephemeral.  She articulates the gravitational 

pull that temporary cultural spaces can exert upon its participants with relation to time, 

space, and the political possibilities of performative community:  “The very present-

tenseness of performance lets audiences imagine utopia not as some idea of future 

perfection that might never arrive, but as brief enactments of the possibilities of a 

process that starts now, in this moment at the theater.”189

                                                 
189 Jill Dolan, Utopia in Performance: Finding Hope at the Theater (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 2005), 17. 

  For her, the concept of 

‘utopia’ describes this alchemical force of performance that creates a community 

between performer and audience and, in turn, opens up the vein of political possibility: 

“I agree with Marxist philosophers Ernst Bloch and Herbert Marcuse … who ‘see art as 
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an arena in which an alternative world can be expressed—not in a didactic, descriptive 

way as in traditional “utopian” literature, but through the communication of an 

alternative experience.’”190

The wrestling arena becomes the literal stage for thinking through the creation 

of a performance in which trans people behave in unscripted, unconventional ways for a 

trans audience in order to explore embodied processes of discovery and awakening.  To 

think about “M.A.T.”, I want to turn to Brian Massumi’s work to consider technology 

and the process of creating the transfeminist counterpublic.  Massumi has described the 

framework by which the humanities have traditionally conceptualized the human body 

and change as a framework paradoxically constituted through non-attention to the very 

processes by which the human body changes:  movement and sensation.  To put this 

another way, movement and sensation account for the microscopic shifts in everyday 

life that incrementally build up to major change in any human body.  To live in a body 

is to live in the continuous culmination of flux and feeling.  Yet, phenomenological 

investigations and the humanities at large have bypassed attention to these microscopic 

shifts of everyday experience to interpret instead the human body and change in two 

primary ways:  for the human body, as an object statically encoded with difference; and 

for change, as major ruptural events that upend the everyday.  For Massumi, this 

explains in part the conceptualization of the body as locked into a position of 

  Dolan ultimately argues that performance should be 

deployed more widely in different spaces on and off stage—theaters, classrooms, parks, 

streets—as a tool for feminist and queer justice work. 

                                                 
190 Jill Dolan quoting Ruth Levitas:  Jill Dolan, Utopia in Performance, 7; Ruth Levitas, The 
Concept of Utopia (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1990), 148. 
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overlapping or intersecting differences.  This framework imagines the body as a static 

object externally acted upon by a grid charted with points of difference that in turn 

constellate a spectrum of positions.  The body may over time shift from one 

constellation to another, but the recognition of this shift cannot sufficiently explain the 

dynamics of its becoming.191

In his work Massumi aims to cultivate new conceptual models for analyzing 

how movement and sensation impact the ascription of meaning to bodies—and thus for 

reconsidering how the fluidity and indefiniteness of everyday life is lost within static 

systems of analysis.  “M.A.T.” as an incarnation of PILOT TV’s transfeminist aesthetic 

intervenes at this impasse by dispensing with identity and instead emphasizing the 

dynamic process of artistic abandon.  Thus, the piece represents a horizon for 

Massumi’s argument about the shortcomings of epistemological grid-lock:  the 

wrestling bodies of “M.A.T.” invade “The space of the crossing, the gaps between 

positions on the grid” that in the humanities have existed in the shadows as “a 

theoretical no-body’s land.”

 

192  If PILOT TV put out an open call for people to share 

their own feminisms in a group effort to innovate new styles of protest—especially at a 

time when, as one organizer points out, strategies of protest are rehearsed and 

anticipated by state and corporate entities in order to foreclose the likelihood of 

disruption193

                                                 
191 Brian Massumi, Parables for the Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2002), 1-3. 

—“M.A.T.” stages an experiment in which bodies physically perform this 

 
192 Ibid., 4.  
 
193 Foreman, 68. 
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reevaluation of dissident cultures.  In doing so, it exposes the limitations of 

institutionalized knowledges to tackle the mutating complexities of gendered existence.  

In the words of an organizer, “we want a feminism that’s not about women CEOs.  We 

want a feminism that’s about wild bodies working together in communities that are not 

based on either identity, like the parameters of identity, or the traditional family 

structure, which is about reproduction and the solidification of wealth.”194

“M.A.T.” begins with a scene in which a prostrate body stirs to consciousness 

within an otherwise empty, dimly lit ring.  An electronically modified monotone 

voiceover describes the process of the body’s awakening, announcing that “the 

definition of this space begins with the figure on mat.”  As the body sits up, it notices 

and then picks up a small blue electronic machine with knobs and meters.  It stares 

intently at the machine, places it on the mat, and after standing and contemplating, 

begins to take the machine apart.  The voiceover speaks throughout these actions: 

  

This figure is a consequence of the body in relationship with technology.  

A time ago, this figure discovered its desire for the machine.  The newly 

realized sensations felt complicated for the physical creature.  The 

machine was something distributed in product form but the knowledge of 

its construction and source, protected by an invisible force for a select 

few. The figure was excited by the capacity of the unknowing.  The 

invisible force that protected the machine presented prestige that the 

figure, timid in its presence, gave the machine the authority taught by the 

establishment of the invisible force.  This awkwardness stimulated 
                                                 
194 Author interview with Dewayne Sleightweight, Chicago, IL, August 8, 2008.   
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fantasies that the figure had no vocabulary for.  Meanwhile, reinforcing a 

growing hatred, but need, for the invisible force.  The figure desired to 

possess the machine without becoming the machine and serving the 

invisible force.  With this challenge the figure developed tactics to take 

apart the machine behind and under the backs of the invisible force.  The 

activities created such arousement for the figure, unlike any physical 

body experience before.  The more the figure took apart the machine, the 

more motivated was the figure to construct a new apparatus, but with 

each new climax in apparatus, the figure was left wanting more.  

 The figure shifts from unconsciousness to newly realized sensations acted upon 

by movements induced by the aura of a mass-produced machine.  Thus, through the 

voiceover’s narration of the figure’s actions, this piece demonstrates Massumi’s 

observation about the alchemy of sensation and movement into change in that the 

performance of technologically mediated self-realization does not culminate with a 

legible identity.  The figure does not seize the reins of speech to become a subject 

through the use of language.  Rather, the figure becomes an indefinite density of affect 

and action constituted through its piracy of the machine’s secrets by way of the 

machine’s disassembly.  Thus, as electronic dissonance peals in the background when 

the figure starts to stomp around the ring, the voiceover concludes:  “The meeting 

between affect and technology in a constant and stimulating negotiation. The figure 

experienced affect as the movement of bodies in conflict, blight, resistance, with 

invisible and real forces.  And so in this moment invites you to converse and intervene.” 
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 Instead of framing the figure’s desire to construct a new apparatus as one of self-

interest, the opening to “M.A.T.” aims to empower anyone compelled to converse and 

intervene.  The piece’s spatial arrangement into two zones relates to its invitation.  

Within the mat are sensors wired to “the cage” to the ring’s left, an enclosure containing 

amps that create weird noises when physical movement triggers the sensors.  The noise 

from the cage crosshatches the movement of wrestling bodies with an auditory power 

whose random emission metaphorizes the phenomenological process of awakening:  as 

bodies in the ring sensate and move, their continuous physical negotiation of their 

opponent constitutes a process of feedback that metaphorically manifests as random 

noise.  This noise draws the audience more deeply into the process of feedback, 

engaging them more viscerally as the dissonance intensifies with the physical struggle.  

As one organizer recalls,  

there was such a wildness in it that did involve people’s bodies against 

each other and us all watching it. And us all watching it, people were all 

screaming.  But there was never—nobody knew what the outcome would 

be regardless of the bodies that were involved.  It wasn’t the 

heavyweights fight with the heavyweights and the lightweights fight 

with the lightweights.  Like, it was totally non-determined.195

The technological circuitry is coextensive with the affective engagement of the 

audience in the context established by the monologue: the process of becoming a force 

to be reckoned with through movement and resistance, the energy of coming together 

 

                                                 
195  Ibid. 
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armed with technological fragments pirated from the toolkit of power.  “M.A.T.” 

magnifies an awareness that power operates in both blatant and hidden ways. 

Lest this seems a far and abstract cry from the conference’s agenda to address 

the embodied politics of crossing gendered and other borders, I want to point out that it 

is precisely the piece’s physical staging of the processes of transition and transgression 

that “M.A.T.” helps us better understand transfeminism.  The circuit wired between the 

ring and the cage, and the affective pull that the dynamism of this circuit has on the 

audience, develops our understanding of how the piece contributed to the formation of a 

community.  Massumi argues that if “positionality is an emergent quality of movement” 

and therefore “passage is primary in relation to position, [then] processual 

indeterminacy is primary in relation to social determination.”196

Social and cultural determinations on the model of positionality are also 

secondary and derived.  Gender, race, sexual orientation also emerge and 

backform their reality.  Passage precedes construction.  But construction 

does effectively backform its reality.  Grids happen.  So social and 

cultural determinations feed back into the process from which they arose.  

  In other words, 

movement, transition, and change are primary, that positions with which we identify are 

real productions of the perpetual process.  That is, despite the abstractness of his 

theorization about otherwise immediate and visceral phenomena, about how we feel and 

think about our bodies, Massumi indicates that the horizon of this process is the social 

and the cultural.  He contends that positionality is an outcome of a socially and 

culturally specific feedback loop of embodiment: 

                                                 
196 Massumi, 8. 
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Indeterminacy and determination, change and freeze-framing, go 

together.  They are inseparable, and always actually coincide while 

remaining disjunctive in their modes of reality.197

Massumi’s insights are applicable to “M.A.T.” in that the circuit uniting ring, cage, and 

audience described above incorporates all difference introduced into the ring, intended 

or spontaneous.  And despite its attention to process and its disinterest in 

institutionalized ways of knowing and creating knowledge, “M.A.T.” constitutes a 

moment in which the feeling of community crystallizes.   

 

This is demonstrated in a short documentary about PILOT TV entitled A Call 

and an Offering.  At one moment in the documentary, one participant describes an 

organizational hub for the weekend that included a chalkboard schedule for all events 

and a wall for people to offer or request skills and resources for projects.  It was this 

way that Palaima recruited wrestlers who used resources available onsite—fabric, art 

supplies, sewing machines—to create their personalities for “M.A.T.”198

                                                 
197 Ibid. 

  Thus, both the 

wrestling matches and the personalities of the wrestlers had a streak of spontaneity that 

contributed to the upending of mass cultural convention while utilizing the force of 

spectacle to affectively draw in the audience.   

 
198 A Call and an Offering: PILOT TV documentary 
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Figure 18: Artist Math Bass holds up photographs of chickens and screams at the 
audience before entering the wrestling ring during “M.A.T.” 
 

     

  

For example, artist Math Bass performed his own project at PILOT TV but 

reused materials to participate as a wrestler.  When his round is called, he steps up to 

the ring, hooded in a red bodysuit while holding an oversized collection of chicken 

photography.  He flips through the book, confronting the audience with different 

photographs of chicken breeds as he shrieks, his mouth smeared in red as if bloody.  

Then, he slams the book to the ground, takes off his bodysuit, and reaches into his red 

underwear to remove a bloody tampon.  In the background a musician begins to play a 

variation of the instrumental opening to the 1998 American R&B song “The Boy is 

Mine” as the wrestler holds up the tampon, emits one final shriek, and throws the 

tampon to the ground before climbing into the ring.  In the ring he paces, taunting the 
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Figure 19:  Wild bodies in the wrestling ring during “M.A.T.” 

audience and his opponent as his opponent puts down her bag and removes her hat, 

coat, and dress.  She climbs into the ring and they begin to circle one another.  A match 

begins that is at once physically intense and infectiously playful.  The match continues 

until, when one wrestler seems to be gaining the upper hand, other people storm the 

ring.  No explanation is offered to rationalize this invasion in terms of allegiance.  

Rather, multiple bodies frantically pile on each other.  To the observer, the attribution of 

limbs to specific bodies becomes difficult.  Just as suddenly, the bodies separate, the 

wrestlers stand at different points in the ring or outside it, and the match is over. 
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Although this is a literal staging of bodies experiencing change, it nevertheless 

brings to the foreground the exploration of the technological mediation of bodies to feel 

and know each other, to explode gender and sexual difference and identity into a wild 

unintelligibility.  One attendee goes so far as to describe “M.A.T.” as an epiphany:  “I 

knew [PILOT TV] was going to be really great because of the opening night, which was 

“M.A.T.”  And basically, it was just like seeing all of these people converge on the very 

first day be so free with themselves.  Like it was a total spectacle, it was totally insane. 

[…] the whole weekend was a revelation.”199

 

  The experience of watching this total 

spectacle, I argue, is the final component of “M.A.T.” that speaks to transfeminism as a 

template for exploring art practices and experiences with respect to border transgression 

in the space of the conference. 

Affirmative Biopolitics and the Racial Contradictions of Fleshy Resistance 

The racial meanings of Mira’s zine entry nor the women of color feminism she 

invokes in her disidentification with first world feminism were not overt influences on 

“M.A.T.”  In other words, “M.A.T.” represents the formation of a transfeminist 

counterpublic, but in doing so illustrates the disproportionate presence of white 

genderqueer and trans bodies at the conference.  Therefore, the feelings of excitement, 

social belonging, and creative possibility shared by participants and spectators of 

“M.A.T.” were predicated upon the whiteness of the performance’s unintelligibility.  

Because PILOT TV synthesizes repertoires of dissidence from feminist, queer, and 

transgender histories of social struggle, the exuberance of the genderqueer expressions 
                                                 
199 Author interview with Latham Zearfoss, Chicago, IL, August 7, 2008. 
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in and around the wrestling arena for a queer and trans audience signals a milestone of 

what these histories of struggle have made possible.   

We might see “M.A.T.” as constituting its own repertoire of action and 

imagination in drawing from these histories, thus illustrating what Diana Taylor has 

written about performance’s unique status as an episteme:  that performance revisits and 

reshapes those linked discourses that have preceded it and laid the groundwork for its 

possibility.200

“M.A.T.” was scheduled for 6 pm on the first day of the conference, Friday, 

October 8.  At 1 pm the same afternoon, the group Sisters Organizing for United 

Leadership (SOUL) presented a domestic violence and immigration documentary.  

They described themselves and their project in the conference program as such:  

“SOUL is a group of dedicated young women of color within the Southwest Youth 

Collaborative.  We are working together to make a documentary focused on the painful 

  Its silence about racialized border-crossings despite the post-9/11 

intensification of race as a vector of biopolitical surveillance, though, synecdochically 

represents the silence of PILOT TV.  That is, organizers expressed a wish to 

concurrently engage and discuss a spectrum of border-crossings at the conference, but 

the national and political borders most scrutinized and violently enforced in the wake of 

9/11 were borders encoded with racial logics.  I argue that the conference emerged 

within a racialized zone of queer exceptionality despite its radical politics, and I want to 

probe the racial contradictions of this exceptionality by examining the conference’s 

modus operandi:  fleshy resistance. 

                                                 
200 Diana Taylor, The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing Cultural Memory in the Americas 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2003), xvi. 
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reality of domestic violence in communities of color, and also in the immigrant 

community.  These are the stories of our mothers, our sisters, our friends, our 

community.”201

The most direct discussion  about racialized, gendered, and sexual experiences 

of disenfranchisement at the conference, SOUL’s presentation signals a presence 

unreconciled with the proceedings of PILOT TV.  Its general lack of mention by 

interviewed participants might be attributed to its scheduling at a time when participants 

were still arriving to the conference.  And the curation of PILOT TV was contested by 

at least one interviewed participant who requested to remain anonymous on this point, 

disclosing to me their disagreement with the decision to give the best scheduling times 

to trendier, more professionalized artists while relegating art newcomers and amateurs 

to the less desirable slots.  Thus, SOUL’s displaced presentation alongside the 

prominent place of “M.A.T.” evokes what Jodi Melamed has written about the racial 

politics of neoliberal multiculturalism:  “multiculturalism codes the wealth, mobility, 

and political power of neoliberalism’s beneficiaries to be the just desserts of 

‘multicultural world citizens,’ while representing those neoliberalism dispossesses to be 

handicapped by their own ‘monoculturalism’ or other historico-cultural deficiencies.”

  This focus on the everyday lives of the disenfranchised also was 

discussed in another performance in which a black woman gave a spoken-word 

performance about her incarceration and the prison’s reduction of her to biometrics:  an 

assignment of an inmate number, the contours of a fingerprint, the color of her eyes. 

202

                                                 
201  Sisters Organizing for United Leadership (SOUL), “1pm-3pm:  Domestic Violence and 
Immigration Documentary,” PILOT TV Guide, 6. 

  

 
202 Jodi Melamed, “The Spirit of Neoliberalism: From Racial Liberalism to Neoliberal 
Multiculturalism,” Social Text 24, no. 4 (2006), 1. 
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That is, neoliberalism’s celebration of diversity smokescreens the bankruptcy of its 

postracist claims by obfuscating the correspondence between politico-economic 

enfranchisement and global cultural capital. 

In the context of the conference, the aim to innovate practices of protest 

corresponds with the aim to cultivate a transgender community formulated across and 

through a multiculturalism of border-crossing.  Whereas the model of community 

ascendant after 9/11 defines itself through the extreme policing of boundaries and the 

eradication of foreign bodies, organizers of PILOT TV set out to distinguish itself as 

something of an oasis by inviting as many types of transgressors and trespassers as 

possible.203  As one organizer said about the group authorship of the call for 

participation, “we probably spent three months hammering out the wording of the call.  

And the wording […] it’s like ‘Calling all border crossers, graffiti artists, pregnant 

people’ whatever, just like this huge open thing.  But from the call, it was pretty clear 

our intentions were [to attract] people making radical work that in some ways was about 

the idea of border crossing.”204

to not only apply to gender, but also to class, and to race, and to – any 

kind of identity, or nonidentity.  I know there was a very strong feeling 

that we understood the importance of identity politics […] I think that we 

 The organizer goes on to explain that organizers 

deployed the idea of ‘trans’ 

                                                                                                                                               
 
203 For a fuller description of this model of community, see Timothy Campbell, “Translator’s 
Introduction,” in Roberto Esposito, Bios: Biopolitics and Philosophy, trans. Timothy Campbell 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008), xxxiii-xxxvi. 
 
204 Author interview with Dewayne Sleightweight, Chicago, IL, August 8, 2008. 
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felt this lack of culture that had to do with queerness and trans-ness, but 

not in the way that identity politics are usually discussed.  […]  I think 

that we were all interested in a more, like “How do I shift identities and 

how do I cross them and how are they crossed for me?”205

This organizer’s statement links multiplicity to the act of crossing borders as well as 

introduces the question of creating community distinct from a limited identity politics.  

And this multiplicity of border-crossers, moreover, is linked to the formation of PILOT 

TV as a multicultural event, as illustrated in the call for participation.  With the 

understanding of multiculturalism as a key register for PILOT TV, what is the 

connection between the community sought out by organizers and the call for 

biopolitical resistance?  If the border is a zone in which the act of crossing is racialized, 

politicized, and biologized, how might experimentations with crossing innovate protest 

within a neoliberal biopolitical zeitgeist that aims to shore up the borders of the human 

body, the body politic, and the state? 

 

 Indeed, what do we make of a conference that broadcasts such an open 

invitation for everyone during a time of crisis and lockdown?  If organizers attempted to 

deliver on the call’s openness by implementing at-will horizontal modes of cultural 

production and communal on-site arrangements for everyday life needs, what does this 

willingness to accommodate all participants have to say about community in a 

temporary autonomous zone?  I raise these questions to push my analysis beyond the 

reading of a synecdochic performance piece identified as immanent to the conference 

proceedings and toward an in-depth consideration of the connection between 
                                                 
205 Ibid. 
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multiculturalism and biopolitical resistance with respect to race.  For PILOT TV, the 

multiculturalism of its mission was not just aesthetic, as illustrated by the promotional 

zine.  It also went to the heart of the mobilization for biopolitical resistance, as 

illustrated in the call for participation above.  Multiculturalism invoked in the name of 

resistance, I argue, remains in step with the vision of transfeminism to transgress 

conversations about and radical strategies for intervention.  And for the purposes of this 

section, multiculturalism in the name of resistance is constitutive of a model of 

community at odds with the racialized surveillance practices of what could be described 

as an emerging biocracy, a government whose administrative decisions are increasingly 

encoded with biomedical and biotechnological logics.  Put simply, the temporary 

community at PILOT TV explored the possibilities of flesh without kowtowing to the 

immunitary logic particularly predominant in the latter half of the twentieth century due 

to the surge in biotechnology.206

 Ed Cohen has written about the ascendance of the trope of “immunity-as-

defense” in Western legal, political, and medical thinking since the seventeenth century, 

arguing that through this ascent the “modern body” crystallizes in the late-nineteenth 

century:  the human body administratively conceptualized as self-defensive, self-

regulated, well-bounded, and orderly at the crossroads of its organic functions and 

medical intervention.  The modern body’s immune system is described as the natural 

  But this temporary community, as implied in the first 

section, showcases gender and sexual dissidence as political expression non-conversant 

with the biopolitics of 9/11. 

                                                 
206 For a summary of this shift and its connections to economic transformations in U.S. and 
global capitalism, see Melinda Cooper, Life as Surplus: Biotechnology and Capitalism in the 
Neoliberal Era (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2008). 
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defense against foreign intruders, and Cohen recognizes this way of understanding 

organic functions—through the language of war and statecraft—highlights a significant 

turn in how biopolitics has come to be deployed by the modern state.207   For Cohen, the 

modern body becomes a paragon of homeostatic aggression, of the correlation between 

how modern medicine imagines besieged immune systems that kill invaders and how 

modern legal and corporate entities justify state practices of violent boundary 

management.  Both vectors of action are justified in the name of self-preservation.208

 Yet, to return to the previous questions against this backdrop of immunitary 

logic, how does the open call to trespass the enclosures of corporate media connect to 

biopolitical resistance?  We might begin by juxtaposing “feminist trespass,” a practice 

key to the organization of PILOT TV, with Cohen’s summary of Mikhail Bakhtin’s 

concept of the grotesque body:  “a body radically open to the world both temporally and 

spatially, simultaneously eating, shitting, fucking, dancing, laughing, groaning, giving 

birth, falling ill, and dying.”

  

These dominant modes of thinking claim for such homeostatic aggression to be natural 

in the face of foreign subjects, and thus gesture toward the post-9/11 dominant model of 

community mentioned above. 

209

                                                 
207 Ed Cohen, A Body Worth Defending: Immunity, Biopolitics, and the Apotheosis of the 
Modern Body (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), 1-31. 

  The short documentary A Call and an Offering 

illuminates “feminist trespass” by intermixing clips from solo interviews with several 

participants into one patchworked and potent definition: 

 
208 For more about recent manifestations of homeostatic aggression at the state level through the 
immunity-as-defense trope, see Cohen, 269-281. 
 
209 Cohen, 7. 
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Feminist trespass in the sense of PILOT was the practice of embracing a 

spectrum of genders and identities, going beyond the borders that were 

imposed upon us, whoever us was going to be and become, a way of 

talking about the privatization of everything in our lives.   

We’re trying to reclaim media for ourselves and return to media 

everything that’s been taken from it in terms of access, resources, 

audience. 

Different people and bodies and sexualities interacting together 

really easily and harmoniously. And we don’t get these representations 

and we don’t get glimpses of this in popular media. 

To kind of see that made physical and know that it was true was 

really incredible.210

This moment of the documentary is exhilarating for the viewer because of the rapid 

sequence of participant-speakers of different races, genders, and sexualities combining 

to form an expansive and open-ended definition of a practice that realized PILOT TV.  

It aligns with the transfeminist aesthetic described in the previous section because in 

keeping with the conventions established by the documentary A Call and an Offering, 

the sequence does not attribute identities of those speaking.  Rather, it withholds 

identifying speakers in an effort to emphasize process, a strategy that those in charge of 

assembling conference video footage into the documentary willfully chose.

 

211

                                                 
210 A Call and an Offering 

  This 

radical openness realized around the recognition of social and cultural determinations 

 
211 Author interview with Latham Zearfoss, Chicago, IL, August 7, 2008. 
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like gender and sexuality as core anatomo-political vectors, then, finds affinity with 

Bakhtain’s “grotesque body.”  To put this formulation another way, PILOT TV’s 

multicultural community openly rejects the rational core that subtends Cohen’s “modern 

body.”  

 Even still, footage included in the documentary underscores the enabling 

contradictions of the conference by way of those speakers who in the expository 

position of explaining PILOT TV versus those who are spectators, witnesses unfolding, 

interviewed by the person filming during the conference about their ideas but not shown 

executing them, as seen in one moment during the weekend when a white ex-convict 

suggests to the camera that he’d like to participate in a forum about prisoner’s rights.  

Thus, the voices of artists of color on camera speaking alongside the voices of the black 

female spoken-word artist in the SOUL presentation and the white ex-convict create 

another striking juxtaposition.  This juxtaposition illustrates Nikhil Singh’s definition of 

the technology of race within neoliberal multiculturalism as “something more than skin 

color or biophysical essence, but precisely as those historic repertoires and cultural, 

spatial, and signifying systems that stigmatize and depreciate one form of humanity for 

the purposes of another’s health, development, safety, and pleasure.”212

                                                 
212 Nikhil Pal Singh, Black Is a Country: Race and the Unfinished Struggle for Democracy 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2004), 223. 

  That is, the 

documentary exhibition of the transfeminist counterpublic created at PILOT TV 

through an aesthetic style explored within the conference holds up those specters of 

debility mentioned by Puar and reiterated by Sing’s summation.  These specters aren’t a 
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direct outcome of the conference proceedings, but nevertheless, PILOT TV is the 

beneficiary of such a system by way of its multicultural capital as a transfeminist event. 

  Even in the thick of its contradictions, its incapacity to discuss the specificities 

of different borders and the ramifications of their crossing, PILOT TV still 

accomplishes a particular imaginary coup with respect to expressive resistance.  As 

previously mentioned, PILOT TV was invested in exploring new styles of feminist 

protest in an era in which corporate and state powers anticipate and rehearse protest 

through techniques of crowd control and protest management.  The singular name given 

to this dissident innovation was “fleshy resistance,” and it is our turn to the concept of 

flesh that can help us make further sense of the accomplishments and shortcomings of 

PILOT TV. 

In his philosophical genealogy of biopolitics and its procedural manifestations in 

the twentieth century, Roberto Esposito identifies the idea of “flesh” as distinct from 

“the body” in ways that grounds this ambiguity and moreover speaks to our reading of 

the wild bodies facing off in “M.A.T.”.  For him, the notion of ‘flesh’ in the hands of 

the artistic avante-garde is a key force through which biopolitics can radically affirm 

community instead of control it: 

The notion of flesh, first Christian and then phenomenological, when 

reread today against the backdrop of a twentieth-century artistic avant-

garde (I'm thinking of Bacon and Cronenberg), can have a disruptive 

force. Flesh is the body that doesn't coincide completely with itself (as 

Nazism wanted, according as well to Levinas's interpretation), that isn't 

unified beforehand in an organic form, and that is not led by a head 
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(which therefore is acephalous, as Bataille would say). No. Flesh is 

constitutively plural, multiple, and deformed. It is also from this point of 

view that one can begin to imagine an affirmative biopolitics.213

Esposito’s broader project maps out a genealogy about the negative biopolitics of 

population management most notoriously realized in the Nazi regime but more 

generally ascendant in recent decades, as illustrated in his introduction’s opening 

example of the French juridical opinion regarding a case about a child born with genetic 

lesions.  This mastery of life and death, according to Esposito, is distinguished by an 

immunitary declension around three procedures to purge the Nazi nation-state of 

foreign elements and to materialize ideals in the body politic:  the normativization of 

life, the double enclosure of the body, and the preemptive suppression of birth.

 

214

This important project is appropriate for reading the community of multiplicity 

cultivated at PILOT TV because the horizon of his analysis is the recuperation of a 

biopolitics that affirms life:  “No longer over life but of life, [a biopolitics] that doesn’t 

superimpose already constituted (and by now destitute) categories of modern politics on 

  

Esposito synthesizes recent scholarship about biopolitics in order to grapple with how 

the notion of “immunity” consolidates logics and procedures of this negative biopolitics 

with respect to the self-preservation of community.  Thus, his attention to the 

thanatopolitics of the Nazi regime through these three procedures allows him to in detail 

clarify their operation and suggest their contemporary correlates. 

                                                 
213 Timothy C. Campbell and Roberto Esposito, “Interview,” diacritics 36, no. 2 (2006): 52. 
 
214  Roberto Esposito, Bios: Biopolitics and Philosophy, trans. Timothy Campbell (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2008), 138-145. 
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life, but rather inscribes the innovative power of a life rethought in all its complexity 

and articulation in the same politics.”215  In other words, a biopolitics that invests 

political function with proliferative properties toward the horizon of diversification.  

This politicization of life returns to his appropriation of the inverted procedure of the 

double enclosure of the body through the notion of “flesh.”  In sum, the double 

enclosure of the body in this context erected a mirror between the top specimen of the 

human race and the political body of Nazi nation-state and aggressively enforced this 

reflection through immunitary regulation, a mechanism to purge unwanted elements 

from the interiors of the body politic:  “On the one side, [the double enclosure of the 

body] made absolutely coterminus political identity with the racial-biological; on the 

other, it incorporated into the same national body the line of distinction between inside 

and outside, which is to say between the portion of life that is to be preserved and what 

is to be destroyed.”216

 Flesh deviates from this mechanism in ways that Esposito’s extended quote 

above underscores.  Coming through first Christian theology and then 

phenomenological work in modes that Esposito analyzes but that are beyond the scope 

of this chapter, the notion of flesh does not coincide with the notion of the body 

precisely because it is radically open to everything and immanent of possibilities.  

Through the excesses of “the body,” of those organic manifestations that do not rigidly 

comply with medical knowledge or social convention, flesh ultimately opens up in an 

“irreducible heterogeneity” that departs from political forms to engender “a being that is 

 

                                                 
215 Ibid., 157. 
 
216 Ibid., 158. 
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both singular and communal, generic and specific, and undifferentiated and different, 

not only devoid of spirit, but a flesh that doesn’t even have a body.”217

 Esposito, then, credits the artist as that figure who can radically reimagine flesh 

beyond the manacles of “the body” in its formulation within Christian-impressed 

political and legal theory as unified and homeostatic.

 

218

                                                 
217 Ibid., 167. 

  While his deployment of the 

concept of “irreducible heterogeneity” as the calling card of ‘flesh’ is paradoxical in its 

universalizing abstraction of the embodiment of heterogeneity, PILOT TV’s 

deployment of “fleshy resistance” crystallizes through the constitution of a safe and 

private space for exploring the expressive politics of gender and sexual transgression.  

But it must be noted that PILOT TV’s dialogue about artistic transgression and feminist 

trespass was one largely silent about the race and racialization so central to the 9/11 

moment.  Thus, although gender and sexual transgression in the space and performances 

of PILOT TV engaged the everyday violences experienced by trans and genderqueer 

people, the limits of this engagement seem to coincide with the convergence’s time-out 

from the politics of 9/11, which one organizer of color recently described to me as 

feeling so intense as to make art creation seem ineffectual and unimportant, that to take 

four days off and away from the ‘real world’ in order to explore affirmative artistic 

process rooted in the bodies of performer and audience felt right and important.  This 

time off, then, may not ultimately shed light upon the biopolitics of 9/11 itself, nor 

make direct overtures or affinity work to the embodied experiences of immigrant 

 
218 Ibid., 168. 
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Figure 20:  Dressed as a Christmas tree, artist Dewayne Sleightweight tap-dances 
while chanting, “Gay utopia!”  From the documentary A Call and an Offering: PILOT 
TV 

groups, but it does allow for the creation of a counterpublic culture for a group founded 

primarily through white racialized genderqueer transgressions. 

 

Conclusion 

 

At the end of the previously described sequence that defines “feminist trespass” 

from the short documentary A Call and an Offering, promotional video footage for 

PILOT TV features white genderqueer artist Dewayne Sleightweight dressed as a 
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Christmas tree and tap dancing as he exclaims, “Gay utopia! Gay utopia! Gay 

utopia!”219

Judith Butler has argued that gender and sexuality are modes of relation that 

give substance to a conceptual language capable of “provid[ing] a way of thinking 

about how we are not only constituted by our relations but also dispossessed by 

them.”

  Dolan’s insights into the idea of the utopic performative are useful for 

making sense of the feeling of community expressed by participants.  I argue that 

participants’ communal performances of fleshy resistance affirmed a multicultural zone 

of genderqueerness that emerged from a zone of neoliberal exceptionality.  In so doing, 

a feeling of utopia was cultivated, but one enabled by the racial contradictions of 

PILOT TV, of the silence about race and citizenship despite the specters of racialized 

debility in the form of the SOUL presentation.  This unresolved dynamic highlights the 

conference’s deracination of 9/11 even as it biopolitically resists in the wake of its 

aftermath. 

220

                                                 
219  Sleightweight has performed with the concept of gay utopias with fellow artist and PILOT 
TV-participant Edie Fake elsewhere in queer performance piece that I attended in the summer 
of 2005.  In this piece, Sleightweight and Fake at one point repeatedly chanted in unison, “Are 
you ready for a gay utopia?”  As an ongoing project to which Sleightweight contributed to, Fake 
has continued to work with the notion of gay utopia, more recently through an online project 
entitled “Gay Utopia: A Symposium on Sex and the Future,” accessed on October 20, 2010,  
http://gayutopia.blogspot.com/. 

  PILOT offers a unique vantage point to examine from the position of 

togetherness, from a communal temporary network founded on DIY principles of 

sharing and support, to examine a transfeminist counterpublic in which the embodied 

experiences of trans, queer, and genderqueer people were integral.  If according to Jill 

 
220 Judith Butler, Precarious Life: The Power of Mourning and Violence (New York: Verso, 
2004), 24. 
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Dolan a utopian performative offers a temporary space that through pleasure and deep 

experience changes a participant by how one feels, PILOT TV manifested feelings of 

belonging and explorations of resistance in a zone of exceptionality created by 

technological skill-share and innovation, as in “M.A.T.”, that give definition to a 

transfeminist aesthetic.  Dolan theorizes the effects of a utopian performative by 

summarizing her own feeling in response to one:   

Perhaps that feeling of hope, or that feeling of desire, embodied by that 

suddenly hollow space in the pit of my stomach that drops me into an 

erotics of connection and commonality—perhaps such intensity of 

feeling is politics enough for utopian performatives. […] The politics lie 

in the desire to feel the potential of elsewhere.  The politics lie in our 

willingness to attend or to creative performance that all, to come together 

in real places—whether theaters or dance clubs—to explore in imaginary 

spaces the potential of the “not yet” and the “not here.”221

The “not here” and “not yet” moments of PILOT TV that characterized its transfeminist 

counterpublic were facilitated by the reality of the “not there” of certain embodiments.  

Especially after 9/11, embodiments such as the immigrant and the prisoner are 

distinguished by modes of debility and in the crosshairs of post-9/11 biopolitics.  

PILOT TV’s platform to biopolitically resist by holding an art-activist congress on 

border-crossing achieved a certain sense of possibility among some of its participants.  

But this sense of the possible shared among trans and queer participants, ultimately, is 

conditional within a zone of genderqueer exceptionality.  

 

                                                 
221 Dolan, 19-20.  Emphasis original. 
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EPILOGUE_____________________________________________________________ 
 
“The reigning economic system [in a society of the spectacle] is a vicious circle of 
isolation.  Its technologies are based on isolation, and they contribute to that same 
isolation.  From automobiles to television, the goods that the spectacular system 
chooses to produce also serve it as weapons for constantly reinforcing the conditions 
that engender ‘lonely crowds.’  With ever-increasing concreteness the spectacle 
recreates its own presuppositions.” 

    — Guy Debord222

 
 

 
"Can a body be possessed by media? It’s a trick (and tricky) question, since a medium, 
in the occult sense, is supposed to be possessed by others. If an entity can be possessed 
by a medium, or, worse, by media, it is then opened to all kinds of possession, 
penetration, contents it cannot contain, overcrowding, doubling up, debility and 
damage. Deformation and eclipses, ellipses, reemergence and reemergence." 

    — Joyelle McSweeney223

 
 

 
“Some of my detractors would say that I’m a professional transsexual, that I’ve made 
my whole life about being transsexual. 

      — Calpernia Addams224

 
 

Love, Trans-American Style 
 
 The competitive dating reality TV show Transamerican Love Story premiered 

on MTV’s GLBT cable channel, Logo, in February 2008 to the acclaim of one reviewer 

that it was “refreshing for its lack of sensationalism.”225

                                                 
222 Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle, 15.  Original emphasis. 

  Featuring eight men vying for 

the affection of white transsexual actress and activist Calpernia Addams, the show 

 
223 Joyelle McSweeney, “Fi Jae Lee: The Body Possessed by Media,” Montevidayo blog, 
August 6, 2010, http://www.montevidayo.com/?p=43. 
 
224 Suzanne Reisman, “Podcast: BlogHer talks to Calpernia Addams,” BlogHer (blog), May 29, 
2008, http://www.blogher.com/podcast-blogher-talks-calpernia-addams. 
 
225 Zack Rosen, “Springtime Blossoms,” Washington Blade, March 7, 2008, 
http://web.archive.org/web/20080320233550/http://www.washblade.com/2008/3-
7/arts/television/12179.cfm. 
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sought to educate viewers about the unique experiences of transsexual women on the 

heterosexual dating scene.  For instance, at the start of the first episode, Addams 

confesses her apprehension about third dates, during which she will disclose her 

transsexual status and after which a fourth date is infrequent.  She then comments that 

like any red-blooded American woman—who, she incidentally comments while shown 

playing the fiddle, is from the South—she has decided to take her search for love to 

television.  But Addams’s comment is not just cheeky fun:  she has ties to the 

entertainment industry by way of a small transgender media company that she co-owns 

called Deep Stealth Productions.  Foreknowledge of her transsexuality is therefore key 

to the show’s premise even as her media savvy facilitates her education of the public 

about how to socialize with an out transsexual woman.  As Addams’ friend, 

Transamerican co-star, and business partner Andrea James wrote in her blog in late 

2007, “I felt this was a chance to show that plenty of nice guys have no problem dating 

trans women. In fact, that’s probably the most groundbreaking part of the show. Very 

few men have ever talked about that on camera.”226

As with the last chapter, this conclusion begins with an example of transgender 

cultural production in the twenty-first century in order to acknowledge the range of 

recent biopolitical incarnations of the transgender body-as-spectacle.  Such incarnations 

can vastly differ, as seen in the contrast between the genderqueer practices of 

participants at PILOT TV versus Addams’s conventional femininity and popular 

  

 
                                                 
226 Andrea James, “Transamerican Love Story news release,” Andrea James’ Shared 
Experiences (blog), November 29, 2007, 
http://www.andreajames.com/blog/2007/11/29/transamerican-love-story-news-release/. 
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Figure 21: The DVD cover for Transamerican Love Story, on which 
Calpernia Addams holds her suitors in the palm of her hand. 

                   

 

aspirations in Transamerican Love Story.  Yet, both cases deploy spectacles of the 

transgender body to inculcate transgender subjects within specific public imaginaries 

that are enmeshed with affective structures of power.  In other words, each instance of 

cultural production showcases particular types of transgender embodiment to 

emotionally engage the viewer and, in doing so, frame transgender people as belonging 
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to their own communities and/or to the American nation, as suggested by Addams’s 

campy self-description on her website as “America’s Transsexual Sweetheart.”227

This conclusion argues that when examined as a modality of biopower, 

transgender cultural production illustrates a shift away from pathologization that a 

racially and sexually normative type of middle-class gender variant subject has 

achieved in the United States over the past sixty years.  Throughout the dissertation I 

have examined how transgender-produced spectacles have operated in mass visual 

culture as a biopolitical force of social inclusion and how, in the instance of PILOT TV, 

this deployment was turned on its head to explore the formation of a radically open 

feminist community through biopolitical media activism.  The shift in question has 

occurred in part due to the compartmentalization of human experience within 

institutionalized categories of personhood and to the gradual containment of the medical 

establishment’s authority in the lives of gender variant people, historical developments 

previously examined by David Valentine and Joanne Meyerowitz, respectively.

   

228

                                                 
227 Calpernia Addams, “Transamerican Love Story, My New Dating Show on Logo!” Calpernia 
Addams Diary (blog), November 29, 2007, http://www.calpernia.com/transamerican-love-story-
my-new-dating-show-on-logo/. 

  And 

this shift has moreover been midwifed by the embodied intersections of racial, national, 

and class privilege some gender variant people have deployed in their cultural 

productions.  But my dissertation asserts that explaining this shift from pathologization 

to normativization must consider how cinematic productions have historically 

synchronized transgender embodiment with the imagination of the public to which they 

wish to belong.  Wresting control over their bodies, identities, and lives from the 

 
228 David Valentine, Imagining Transgender; Joanne Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed. 
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medical establishment has been a project enmeshed with some transsexual and 

transgender people’s use of mass culture to speak to the imaginations, emotions, fears, 

and desires of the audience in an effort to belong. 

To develop this argument further, I want to begin by comparing summaries of 

my reading of PILOT TV and Transamerican Love Story before returning to a concept 

from the introduction—the biocultural complex—to contextualize transgender 

embodiment’s shift toward normativization with respect to love, spectacle, and social 

belonging.  PILOT TV’s affective structure of power was the communal scene of 

cultural production that invited participants to create videos inflected with a 

transfeminist politics of resistance.  This scene resulted in the formation of a trans 

counterpublic around visual experimental media featuring performances of gender 

nonconformity, sexual dissidence, and corporeal anarchy.  Furthermore, this 

counterpublic fostered feelings of utopia and connection among participants.  But 

despite the biopolitical affirmation of trans lives, the conference’s racial contradictions 

remained unresolved.  The representation of unconventional trans bodies for a trans 

audience distinguished PILOT TV as an event that rehabilitated feminism to address the 

everyday lives of trans people.  But this rehabilitation did not recognize how race and 

citizenship status primordially shape trans everyday life and the very terrain of social 

belonging, especially in light of the surveillance of brown and black immigrant bodies 

after 9/11.  PILOT TV cultivated a vibrant transfeminist community through queer 

cultural production, then, but its shortcoming was the silence about race and citizenship 

status, those social vectors in excess of gender and sexuality that lived in the crosshairs 

of the post-9/11 moment. 
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For Transamerican Love Story, heterosexual romance is the affective structure 

of power that manages the viewer’s feelings while patching them into a larger 

imaginary about marriage, as suggested by the connubial reality TV series that 

Transamerican Love Story’s format is heavily indebted to:  ABC’s The Bachelor.  

Whereas transgender embodiment was aesthetically radicalized during PILOT TV, it is 

represented here as proof of Addams’s desirability and normality.  Throughout 

Transamerican Love Story, the transgender body-as-spectacle is not an object for the 

medical gaze, as constructed by mondo cinema, or for the pornographic gaze, as 

solicited in the pornographic films of Kim Christy.  Instead, the show updates the self-

representational practices of Christine Jorgensen in that Addams represents herself as a 

white American entrepreneurial subject, but one who uses her search for love to 

normalize transsexual everyday life for viewers, which incidentally boosts her career as 

an entertainer, activist, and producer.  That is, transsexuality is part of Addams’s 

professional repertoire in a way that it never was for Jorgensen in 1953.   

Whereas Jorgensen publicly represented herself through ties to family, heritage, 

and nation, Addams frames herself firstly through heterosexual love and secondly 

through her friendship with Andrea  James and other transsexual women.  Addams 

avoids medical explanation altogether, yet the glimpses of her everyday life—

conversations with James as she does dishes in her kitchen, or a dinner party with some 

of her closest friends as they vet the suitors—work to teach the viewer what it is like to 

be a transsexual woman.  Because kinship racializes and sexualizes their gender 

identities in ways that inflects how they court public approval, then, Jorgensen and 

Addams bookend the historical shift from pathologization to normativization that the 
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case studies of this dissertation have illuminated.  While Jorgensen was subject to the 

inchoate medical management that she exerted some influence over due to the 

experimental nature of her treatment, her identity came from her social ties and cultural 

capital rather than from a preexisting diagnostic category.  But her normalizing 

affiliation with a transnational imaginary of whiteness was restrained by the pathology 

attributed to her by some cultural authorities, as suggested by NBC’s embargo of her 

appearance on television in 1953 despite requests from some corporate sponsors 

interested in advertising revenue.229  Some of Jorgensen’s transsexual contemporaries, 

on the other hand, experienced the stigma of pathology to a far greater degree due to 

public association with homosexuality and/or sex work.230

                                                 
229 Robert Pondillo, America’s First Network TV Censor: The Work of NBC’s Stockton Helffrich 
(Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2010), 82. 

  And while transsexuality-as-

pathology is most pronounced onscreen in mondo cinema’s rehearsal of the medical 

discourse during the 1970s, providing a cathartic experience of redemption for viewers 

otherwise shocked by violent spectacles of global disorder, we find a white 

entrepreneurial transsexual subject’s normativization by way of Sulka’s onscreen 

transformation.  Pornography does not dispense with pathology altogether, but rather 

plays with it:  Sulka caters to the voyeuristic impulse that’s almost palpable in a 1953 

tabloid article that exploits the transsexual phenomenon by speculating what Jorgensen 

might look like in a bathing suit.  But while Jorgensen averted scandal by refusing to 

pose for cheesecake shots in early 1953, Sulka goes one stop beyond mondo’s 

 
230 See the lives of Bunny Breckenridge and Tamara Rees for examples of Cold War transsexual 
affiliations with homosexuality and sex work, respectively, who never came as close to middle-
class respectability as Jorgensen did:  Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed, 84-86. 
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inspection of global pathology by showing how a transsexual woman can have her cake 

and eat it, too, achieving the stereotypical American dream of marriage, property 

ownership, and family by capitalizing from her embodied difference.  Her onscreen 

transformation, however parodic, signals the imagined possibility of transsexuality’s 

normativization by way of neoliberal markets of private pleasure in the early 1980s. 

 

 

 

From this brief review, we can see that pathology has haunted normativity at 

every level of its ascendance in the lives of certain transgender subjects:  Jorgensen, 

shadowed by her transsexual sistren who publicly associated with gay men or 

performed sex work for a living; Irene and Hartin, shadowed by brown and black bodies 

Figure 22:  Tabloid voyeurism strips Jorgensen down for a closer look.  Dare 
(July 1953). 
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of the global South who surrounded their onscreen moments of confession and surgical 

redemption; Sulka, shadowed by her co-stars of color who themselves transform from 

agents of their own lives to surrogates of her life.  Even PILOT TV and Transamerican 

Love Story discourage a teleological reading of this shift toward normativization 

because the racial dynamics of each underscore the binding relationship between 

pathology and normativity.  For example, PILOT TV described itself as a safer space 

for trans people’s personal and political experimentation with media, but silence about 

the racial vectors that shaped social belonging contributed to a deracination of the 

conference’s biopolitical media activism.  From this blindspot PILOT TV failed to 

recognize race as a primordial force in twenty-first-century gender and sexual politics 

and thus failed to move beyond liberal multiculturalism’s equalization of difference in 

the name of celebrating diversity.  The conference did not recognize the black woman’s 

spoken word performance about incarceration as illustrative of biopolitics after 9/11 and 

therefore as uniquely positioned to inform a platform of biopolitical resistance. 

 If the presence of the spoken-word artist remained unresolved with the 

proceedings of PILOT TV, this contradiction is a reminder that within a neoliberal 

socioeconomic order, citizens and non-citizens deemed unexceptional by the state can 

be treated as expendable for the purposes of market stimulation and population 

management.231

                                                 
231 Aihwa Ong, Neoliberalism as Exception: Mutations in Citizenship and Sovereignty 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2006). 

  That is, the transgender body-as-spectacle across the case studies 

referenced above functions as a bellwether for what makes Transamerican Love Story 

useful as a concluding example:  it shows an exceptional transsexual subject who 
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expresses her precarious normativization through the private emotion of love that at the 

same time publicly registers at the national level as American.  Addams is shown to be 

exceptional precisely because her transsexual status is evidence of her ability as a 

subject of self-management and self-care to overcome adversity and succeed as an 

entrepreneur of her self.  In the words of one male contestant in response to Addams’s 

question about what he has noticed as unique about transsexual women:   

I like the fact that you have faced life’s struggles, and you’ve grown so 

much from it.  I like people that [sic] have gone through the depths of 

hell, as it were, and come out on the other side and made something of 

their life or been somebody.  And I think you do that—transgender, 

transsexual—I think you do that more because you went through it.232

Through her onscreen self-representation as a neoliberal subject, Addams embodies a 

normativity that the medical-legal discourse of transsexuality since the 1960s has 

aspired to cultivate by transforming crossgender-identified people into productive 

members of consumer society who can work in the wage-labor economy and reiterate 

heteropatriarchal middle-class values.

 

233

                                                 
232 Transamerican Love Story.  Episode no. 1, first broadcast 11 February 2008 by Logo. 

  Addams furthermore embodies American love 

in a way reminiscent of the way that some transsexuals have used Australian love to 

assert that they deserve full enfranchisement as citizens of the Australian nation-state 

 
233 Dan Irving, “Normalized Transgressions.” 
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because their patriotism, productivity, and middle-class conventionality distinguishes 

them from illegitimate subjects, like undocumented immigrants.234

Hence, the normativity embodied onscreen by Addams becomes more 

pronounced when we consider Transamerican Love Story in light of its controversial 

precursor, the 2003 British competitive dating reality TV show, There’s Something 

About Miriam.  On this show, six white British men on the island of Ibiza courted 

Miriam Rivera, a Mexican model who they did not know was a non-operative 

transsexual woman until she told the winner during the finale.  While Transamerican 

Love Story concludes with Addams and her chosen suitor having a champagne toast to 

love and then slow-dancing by candlelight, There’s Something About Miriam concludes 

in an awkward standoff between a tense Miriam and her visibly uncomfortable chosen 

suitor, his competitors nervously snickering in the background.  Widely criticized as 

reproducing the stereotype of the deceptive transsexual woman, which incidentally has 

been used to justify violence against gender variant women,

 

235

                                                 
234 Aren Z. Aizura, “Of Borders and Homes: The Imaginary Community of (Trans)Sexual 
Citizenship,” Inter-Asia Cultural Studies 7, no. 2 (2006): 289-309. 

 the contestants sued the 

producers on the grounds of personal injury and a large settlement was reached before 

the show could air. And Rivera was forced to explain to her critics why she agreed to 

participate, saying that she “wanted to know if real love exists. Can a person fall in 

 
235 For example, see Julia Serano, “There’s Something About ‘Deception’,” Feministing (blog), 
November 20, 2007, http://feministing.com/2007/11/19/julia_serano_theres_something_1/. 
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love?  I was trying to be myself and if anyone had asked me about myself I would have 

told them.”236

If PILOT TV underscored the importance of citizenship status in its exploration 

of transfeminist belonging, the differences between Addams and Rivera further 

demarcate the affective dimension of citizenship.  Lauren Berlant has recently argued 

that citizenship is not just “an amalgam of the legal and commercial activity of states 

and business and individual acts of participation and consumption [… but] is also an 

affective state, where attachments take shape.”

 

237

                                                 
236 Andy Dehnart, “Transexual dating show There’s Something About Miriam debuts tonight in 
the US,” Reality Blurred (blog), October 31, 2007, 
http://www.realityblurred.com/realitytv/archives/fox_reality/2007_Oct_31_fox_reality_somethi
ng_miriam. 

  Thus, Transamerican Love Story 

enacts the search for love in ways that There’s Something About Miriam does not.  

Whereas Addams is an American subject in control of her representation and her 

televised courtship, Rivera’s search for love was predetermined not only by the shock 

value of a climactic disclosure engineered by the show’s producers, but also by an 

immigrant status that was italicized by the racial difference between her and her suitors.  

There’s Something About Miriam trots out the same dog-and-pony show of heterosexual 

romance used on Transamerican Love Story.  But the post-show disciplining of Miriam 

and the public criticism about her complicity with the show’s dishonesty sharply 

contrasts with the transparency of Addams’s fairytale courtship, heralded for its 

respectable treatment of transsexuality.  In each show, the spectacle of transgender 

embodiment is used to incite the desires of contestants and the interest of viewers. 

 
237 Lauren Berlant, “Nearly Utopian, Nearly Normal: Post-Fordist Affect in La Promesse and 
Rosetta,” Public Culture 19, no. 2 (2007): 274. 
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Addams is a transsexual American citizen whose intentions are predicated by an 

intelligible and transparent embodiment; her search for love has become the horizon of 

her self-determination and the calling card of her normativity.  But Miriam’s disclosure 

characterized her in the popular imagination as an improper biopolitical subject:  her 

deference to the show’s transphobic gimmick was seen as questionable, and her alterity 

as an immigrant, non-operative transsexual woman misleading “innocent” heterosexual 

men was too great for her search for love to be taken seriously (the question of her legal 

ability to marry aside).238

I argue that the story of a transsexual woman searching for true love allegorizes 

the transgender push for social belonging in the twenty-first century in ways that returns 

us to the biocultural complex.  This dissertation has approached mass visual culture as a 

fantasy space of the public and as a logistical space for the nation-state in order to 

examine spectacles of transgender embodiment as a loci of social belonging.  I want to 

return with the theme of haunting in order to conclude with some thoughts about the 

biocultural complex.  In the epigraph Joyelle McSweeney queries if a body can be 

possessed by media, and if so, extrapolates how this possession might disrupt  

assumptions about embodiment in social and cultural settings.  If citizenship and 

biopolitics are increasingly co-constitutive with technological advancements in 

   

                                                 

238 Even though she did not marry as a result of the show, Rivera has gone on to have a career as 
a sex worker.  In 2008, she starred in a hardcore pornographic film called There’s Something 
Extra Special About Miriam, and as of January 2010, she was working in London as a high-end 
escort:  Susanna Hills, “Transsexual reality star Miriam Rivera is a £300-an-hour ‘escort’,” 
Sunday Mirror, January 17, 2010, 
http://www.mirror.co.uk/celebs/news/2010/01/17/transsexual-reality-star-miriam-rivera-is-a-
300-an-hour-escort-115875-21973351/. 
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medicine,239

I have argued that the case studies of this dissertation as well as Addams on 

Transamerican Love Story exemplify media’s possession of bodies in the interest of 

community formation that counters Debord’s summation of the society of the spectacle 

in the 1960s, a decade when the transmission of information and the greater consumer 

accessibility of film technology began to allow gender variant people in the United 

States greater expressive autonomy and began to bring camera crews to scenes of trans 

people for the purpose of filmmaking.

 this dissertation has demonstrated that the same can be said about media 

technology, and that this technology moreover has been deployed to possess 

transgender embodiment. 

240  We live in an era in which we elaborate upon 

the meaning of our selves through our bodies’ elaboration via media representations and 

technologies, having been variously described as “embodied imagination,”241 

“biomedia,”242 and biocybernetic “states of capacity and debility.”243

                                                 
239 Aihwa Ong, “Making the Biopolitical Subject: Cambodian Immigrants, Refugee Medicine 
and Cultural Citizenship in California,” Social Science and Medicine 40 (1995): 1243-57. 

  These various 

concepts explore more in-depth, with a different approach and a different grammar, 

 
240 Take, for example, the 1965 film Queens at Heart, in which six trans women in Manhattan 
are interviewed by a cisgendered male about their lives.  This film, when compared alongside 
the amateur pornographic film loop examined in the introduction of the dissertation, 
demonstrate how the democratization of film technology expanded the cinematic purview into 
everyday lives of transsexual and transgender people in the United States. 
 
241 Vivian Sobchack, “Is Any Body Home? Embodied Imagination and Visible Evictions,” in 
Carnal Thoughts, 179-204. 
 
242 Patricia T. Clough, “The Affective Turn: Political Economy, Biomedia and Bodies,” Theory, 
Culture & Society  25, no. 1 (2008): 1-22. 
 
243 Jasbir Puar, “Ecologies of Sex, Sensation, and Slow Death.” 
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what I propose in this dissertation as the biocultural complex as articulated through 

particular embodiments.  Transgender cultural production has deployed spectacles in 

mass visual culture co-constitutive of their formation as subjects to channel redirect 

social attachments, and to allow the spectacle of mass media to possess their onscreen 

embodiments in an effort to move viewers toward accepting them.  But this dissertation 

demonstrates the particular comportment of medicalized embodiments whose 

intelligibility has become more pronounced by way of their increasing adherence to 

social convention, which itself has been showcased in mass visual culture. 
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